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Figure I.1: Location map of the six research areas (red boxes) in Counties Sligo and Leitrim. Limestone 
areas marked in grey.
Figure 1.1: 1:50000 map (Discovery Series 33) with Leean research area (outlined in red) and cave 
distribution (black triangles).
Figure 1.2:  Limestone pavement, Leean research area, northern slope of Leean mountain.
Figure 1.3: View onto Doons caves from bottom of slope looking northwest.
Figure 1.4: OS 6” map sheet LE010 of Doons Hill Cave series.
Figure 1.5: Plan of Doons Hill Cave 1, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 1.6: Doons Hill Cave 1: A - panoramic view from entrance. B - cave entrance. C - cave passage, 
looking out. D - cave entrance, looking out. E - end of passage with calcite deposits.
Figure 1.7: Plan of Doons Hill Cave 2, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 1.8: Plan of Doons Hill Cave 3, BCRA grade 5C.
Figure 1.9: Doons Hill Cave 3: A - panoramic view from entrance. B - cave entrance. C - cave passage, 
looking in. 
Figure 1.10: Plan of Doons Hill Cave 4, BCRA grade 5C.
Figure 1.11: Doons Hill Cave 4. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - entrance. C - entrance looking out. 
D - passage, looking in. E - end of passage.
Figure 1.12: Entrance Doons Hill Cave 5.
Figure 1.13: Low altitude aerial view across Curraghan series, left of centre.
Figure 1.14: OS 6” map sheet LE010 with locations of Curraghan cave series.
Figure 1.15: Plan of Curraghan Cave A, BCRA grade 5C.
Figure 1.16: Entrance to Curraghan Cave A.
Figure 1.17: Entrance to Curraghan Cave A, looking out.
Figure 1.18: Curraghan Cave A. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - Curraghan Hill, cave entrance 
indicated. C - boulder collapse at entrance passage, looking in. D - main passage, looking in. E - flowstone 
on east side of passage.
Figure 1.19: View into main chamber of Curraghan Cave B.
Figure 1.20: Fresh badger tracks at entrance to Curraghan Cave B.
Figure 1.21: View into main chamber of Curraghan Cave D with dry wall in front.
Figure 1.22: Plan of Curraghan Cave D, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 1.23: Plan of Fawnarry Cave, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 1.24: Fawnarry Cave. A - cave entrance. B - entrance, looking out. C - loose limestone blocks in cave 
roof. D - dislodged limestone block in entrance area. E - chamber looking into back of cave. F - northern 
section of chamber behind dislodged limestone block.
Figure 1.25: Sramore townland, seen from the northwest. Sramore cave sites in cliff in upper left corner.
Figure 1.26: OS 6” map sheet LE010 with locations of Sramore cave series.
Figure 1.27: Plan of Sramore Cave (unpublished), drawn by S. Moore, BCRA grade 5D. Courtesy of M. 
Dowd.
Figure 1.28: A - Raven’s Wing. Entrances to Raven’s Wing (left) and Annexe Cave (right). B - main 
passage. C - back of main passage, with passage 2. D - main passage with passage 2 and 3 at back. E - 
main passage seen from passage 3, looking out.  
Figure 1.29: Raven’s Wing. A - entrance, looking out. B - passage 3, looking in. C - passage 4, looking in. 
All surveys and photographs were created by the author unless stated otherwise.
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D - passage 1, looking in.
Figure 1.30: Plan of Annexe Cave, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 1.31: Annexe Cave. A - entrance. B - entrance, looking out. C - northern window, looking in. Back 
of cave with two east windows. D - back of cave, detail of northeast window.
Figure 1.32: Sramore Fox Hole, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 1.33: Plan of The Cell, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 1.34: Annexe Cave. A - entrance in cliff. B - entrance, looking out. C - chamber with southern tunnel 
at the back. D - conduit opening into cliff to the west. 
Figure 1.35:  Valley on the northern face of Leean Mountain with dolines running in a line along the valley 
floor.
Figure 1.36: OS 6” map sheet LE011 with locations of Leean cave series.
Figure 1.37: Leean Cave 1, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 1.38: Leean Cave 1. A - entrance seen from valley floor. B - entrance, looking in. C - entrance, 
looking out. D - back of north passage. E - chimney in north passage, looking up. F - choked south 
passage.
Figure 1.39: Plan of Leean Cave 2, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 1.40: Leean Cave 2. A - main entrance. B - main entrance, looking out. C - second entrance, south of 
main entrance. D - blocked south entrance. E - main chamber with south passage at left of photo.
Figure 1.41: Plan of Leean Cave 3, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 1.42: Leean Cave 3. A - view onto entrance from north slope of the valley. B - entrance. C - passage, 
looking in.
Figure 2.1: Location maps of Sheemore research area. A - 1:50000 map (Discovery Series 33) with 
Sheemore research area (outlined in red) and cave distribution (black triangles). B - Cave locations on 
RMP map sheet LE027.
Figure 2.2: Plan drawing of Sheemore Cave 1, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 2.3: Sheemore Cave 1: A - view of cave entrance. B - cave entrance area. C - cave passage, looking 
out. D - back of passage. E - view from cave entrance. F - recess at back of passage.     
Figure 2.4: Plan drawing of Sheemore Cave 1, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 2.5: Sheemore Cave 2: A - view of cave entrance. B - cave passage, looking out. C - view from cave 
entrance. D - back of passage. 
Figure 2.6: Plan drawing of Sheemore Cave 3, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 2.7: Sheemore Cave 3: view of cave entrance.
Figure 2.8: Sheemore Cave 3: low chamber with collapsed boulder at the back.
Figure 3.1: Panoramic image of slope with Muckelty Hill Caves 1, 2 and 5.
Figure 3.2: Distribution maps of Muckelty Hill research area. A - 1:50000 map (Discovery Series 25) with 
Muckelty research area (outlined in red) and cave distribution (black triangles). B - cave locations on 
RMP 6” map, sheet  LE032LE032. 
Figure 3.3: plan of Muckelty Hill Cave 1, BCRA grade 3B.
Figure 3.4: Muckelty Hill Cave 1. A - panoramic view taken from entrance. B - entrance from bottom of slope. 
C - entrance, looking in. D - entrance, looking out. E - main chamber and squeeze into east passage. F - 
northern side passage with calcite deposits.
Figure 3.5: plan of Muckelty Hill Cave 2, BCRA grade 3B.
Figure 3.6: Muckelty Hill Cave 2. A - panoramic view from  entrance. B - main chamber, looking in. C - 
main chamber, looking out. D - back of main chamber. E - south passage, looking in.
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Figure 3.7: Muckelty Hill Cave 3.
Figure 3.8: Muckelty Hill Cave 4, BCRA grade 3B.
Figure 3.9: Muckelty Hill Cave 4. A - panoramic image 50m long straight vertical cliff. Cave location 
indicated. B - cave entrance. C - chamber with northern passage and badger sett. D - entrance, looking 
out from chamber. E - choked east tunnel. F - panoramic view from cave entrance.
Figure 3.10: Entrance to Muckelty Hill Cave 5.
Figure 3.11: Plan of Muckelty Hill Cave 6, BCRA grade 3B.
Figure 3.12: Muckelty Hill Cave 6. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - cave seen from bottom of slope, 
location indicated.  C - entrance. D - entrance looking out. E - chamber looking in. F - back of chamber 
with possible choked passage.  G - litter from recent use.
Figure 4.1: 1:50000 map (Discovery Series 25) with Knocknarea research area (indicated in red) and cave 
distribution (black triangles).
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of caves on Knocknarea, RMP 6” map sheet SL014.
Figure 4.3: Location of northern caves series on Knocknarea, RMP 6” map sheet SL014.
Figure 4.4: Location of Cullenduff caves on RMP 6” map sheet SL014.
Figure 4.5: Plan of Knocknarea Cave A, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 4.6: Knocknarea Cave A: A - view of cave entrance. B - cave passage, looking in. C - cave passage, 
looking out. D - back of passage.
Figure 4.7: Plan of Knocknarea Cave B, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 4.8: Knocknarea Cave B: A - view of cave entrance. B - large animal bone. C - cave passage, looking 
out. D - animal bones in muddy area. E - back of passage.
Figure 4.9: Plan of Knocknarea Cave C, after Dowd (unpublished drawing).
Figure 4.10: Panoramic view from Knocknarea Cave C.
Figure 4.11: Entrance to Knocknarea Cave C.
Figure 4.12: Knocknarea Cave C, looking out.
Figure 4.13: Knocknarea Cave C. A - main passage, looking in. B - rear of cave with pool in the foreground. 
C - west passage. D - east passage.
Figure 4.14: Plan of Knocknarea Cave D, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 4.15: Panoramic view from Knocknarea Cave D.
Figure 4.16: Entrance to Knocknarea Cave D.
Figure 4.17: Knocknarea Cave D, looking in.
Figure 4.18: Plan of Knocknarea Cave E, T, S, BCRA grade 4D, BCRA grade 4D.
Figure 4.19: Knocknarea Cave E. A - entrance. B - entrance passage, looking in. C - entrance, looking out. 
D - back of cave with small south tunnel. E - east tunnel. F - cross passage, looking west.
Figure 4.20: Knocknarea Caves T and S. A - entrance to Knocknarea Cave T. B - Knocknarea Cave T, 
looking out C - Knocknarea Cave T, south tunnel. D - cross passage, looking west. E - entrance  to 
Knocknarea Cave S. F - passage Knocknarea Cave F.
Figure 4.21: Plan of Knocknarea Cave F, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 4.22: Knocknarea Cave F. A - entrance, looking out. B - passage, looking in. C - choked back of 
passage.
Figure 4.23: Plan of Knocknarea Cave G, BCRA grade 4D.
Figure 4.24: Knocknarea Cave G. A - entrance, looking in. B - main passage. C - rear of passage, viewed 
from cross section. D - entrance, looking out.
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Figure 4.25: Plan of Knocknarea Cave H, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 4.27: Knocknarea Cave H. A - entrance, looking in. B - view across boulders towards entrance. 
C - boulders looking in. D - passage beyond boulder section, looking in. E - back of passage. F - calcite 
formation.
Figure 4.28: Plan of Knocknarea Cave I, BCRA grade 2B.
Figure 4.29: Knocknarea Cave I.
Figure 4.30: Knocknarea Cave J. A - entrance. B - entrance area, looking out. C - passage at crossing to 
Cave K, looking out. D - rear of cave, with crossing to Cave K on right.
Figure 4.31: Plan of Knocknarea Cave K and Knocknarea Cave J, after Dowd and Kahlert (2014), BCRA 
grade 5D.
Figure 4.32: Human bones from Knocknarea Cave K.
Figure 4.33: Knocknarea Cave K. A - entrance. B - entrance section, looking out. C - north passage, looking 
in. D - cross passage into Cave J. E - back of cave. F - south passage.
Figure 4.34: Knocknarea Cave L. Entrance at top of cliff.
Figure 4.35: Plan of Knocknarea Cave M, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 4.36: Knocknarea Cave M. A - panoramic view from cave entrance. B - entrance. C - entrance area, 
looking in. D - inaccessible passage.
Figure 4.37: Plan of Knocknarea Cave N, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 4.38: Knocknarea Cave N. A - panoramic view from cave entrance. B - cliffs of north Knocknarea 
with Cave N at centre. C - cave entrance. D - entrance, looking out. E - passage, looking in.
Figure 4.39: Plan of Knocknarea Cave O, BCRA grade 5C.
Figure 4.40: Knocknarea Cave O. A - entrance. B - passage, looking in. C - opening in north-facing cliff. 
D - back of passage.
Figure 4.41: Knocknarea Cave P.
Figure 4.42: Knocknarea Cave Q. A- north-facing opening, centre of image. B - main rift, entrance 2m 
above ground.
Figure 4.43: Plan of Knocknarea Cave R, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 4.44: Knocknarea Cave R. A - cave entrance. B - passage looking out. C - western recess near centre 
of passage. D - back of passage, looking in.
Figure 4.45: Plan of Knocknarea Cave U, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 4.46: Knocknarea Cave U. A - panoramic view from cave entrance. B - cliffs of north Knocknarea 
with Cave V at centre. C - entrance and chamber with hay and sheep dung, looking in. D - eroded western 
passage, now open fissure. E - eroded western passage. View from cave entrance, looking west.
Figure 4.47: Plan of Knocknarea Cave V, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 4.48: Knocknarea Cave V. A - cave entrance. B - accessible cave passage, looking in. C - inaccessible 
section at back of passage. D - eroded western passage, now an open fissure. E - view of cave entrance, 
looking south.
Figure 4.49: Plan of Knocknarea Cave W, BCRA grade 4D.
Figure 4.50: Entrance to Knocknarea Cave W.
Figure 4.51: Chamber of Cave W.
Figure 4.52: Culleenduff Cave 1. A - view of entrance  from bottom of slope. B - entrance, looking out. C - 
back of passage with connecting fissure to Cave 2. D - connecting fissure to Cave 2.
Figure 4.53: Plan of interconnected Culleenduff Caves 1, 2 and 3, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 4.54: Culleenduff Cave 2. A - entrance at bottom of depression below Cave 3 (visible at upper left 
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corner). B - entrance, looking out (to the right) and connecting passage to Cave 1 (to the left). C - main 
passage, looking in. D - entrance area, looking out.
Figure 4.55: Culleenduff Cave 3. A - view of entrance from bottom of slope. B - entrance. C - entrance, 
looking out. D - main passage, looking in.
Figure 5.1: 1:50000 map (Discovery Series 25) with Bricklieves research area (outlined in red) and cave 
distribution (black triangles)
Figure 5.2: RMP 6” map sheets 39 and 40 with location of Keash Caves.
Figure 5.3: Overview of Keash Caves. Insert: sketch drawing of Keash Caves by Scharff et al. (1903a).
Figure 5.4: Keshcorran Hill with caves distributed along base of cliff.     
Figure 5.5: Entrance to Keash Cave A.
Figure 5.6: Plan of northern Keash Cave system comprising Caves B, C, D, E, F, BCRA grade 5D and 6D.
Figure 5.7: Keash Cave B. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - cave entrance. C - entrance passage, 
looking in. D - view from chamber towards entrance. E - entrance, looking out. 
Figure 5.8: Keash Cave B. A - connecting tunnel to Cave C. B - east passage, looking in. C - drop into cross 
passage to Cave D. D - cross passage to Cave D, seen from Cave B.   
Figure 5.9: Keash Cave C. A - entrance with the edge of Cave B visible to far left.  B - the large cave mouth 
immediately reduces to a small central opening. C - the small opening leads into Cave C which is barely 
large enough to access.
Figure 5.10: Keash Cave D. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - entrance. C - west chamber, looking 
north through western cross passage towards Cave C. D - looking south from main chamber through 
western cross passage into Caves E and F. E -  west chamber, looking east into main chamber towards 
east chamber and central cross passage. F - east chamber, looking south through central cross passage 
into Caves E and F.
Figure 5.11: Keash Cave D, east chamber. A - looking west through main passage to entrance. B - looking 
north into choked central cross passage. C - looking east through main passage towards eastern cross 
passage.
Figure 5.12: Keash Cave E. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - cave entrance. C - view from main 
passage into west chamber and entrance of Cave E (right) and Cave F (left). D - looking east into west 
chamber.
Figure 5.13: Keash Cave E. A - looking north, view through western cross passage into Cave D. B - looking 
east into main passage into eastern cross passage. C - looking south into western cross passage. D - view 
north into eastern cross passage. E - view south into eastern cross passage.
Figure 5.14: Keash Cave F. A - panoramic view from cave entrance. B - cave entrance. C - main passage 
looking east into Cave E 
Figure 5.15: Plan of Keash Cave F1, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 5.16: Keash Cave F1. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - main cave to the right and small 
chamber to right. C - main cave, looking in. D - entrance to main cave.
Figure 5.17: Keash Cave F1. A - back of main cave with excavation trench in foreground. B - small chamber 
north of main cave. C - small chamber, looking in. D - glass bottle sherds found in possible excavation 
trench. E - Iron button found together with glass bottle sherds.
Figure 5.18: Plan of Cave G, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 5.19: Panoramic view from Keash Cave G.
Figure 5.20: Keash Cave G. A - entrance of cave. B - entrance, looking out. C - entrance section, looking in. 
D - centre section of passage with small dug area left of scale. E - calcite formation near back of passage. 
F - accessible back section of passage. G - looking into inaccessible back of passage.
Figure 5.21: Keash Cave H. A - entrance to cave. B - main passage, looking in. C - cross passage, looking 
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south into Cave J. D - cross passage, looking south into Cave H.
Figure 5.22: Plan of Keash Caves H, J, J1 and K with connecting cross passage, BCRA grade 5D/6D.
Figure 5.23: Entrance to Keash Cave J.
Figure 5.24: Chamber of Keash Cave J seen from northern cross passge and looking south.
Figure 5.25: Keash Cave J. A - inscriptions in east cave wall at mouth of northern cross passage. B - view 
east into eastern passage. C - sediments in southern recess with southern cross passage to Cave K above. 
D - entrance to southern cross passage, nearly entirely blocked by sediment. E - glass bottle found near 
boulder in east passage.
Figure 5.26: Entrance to Keash Cave J1.
Figure 5.27: Keash Cave J1 with conduit at back connecting to Cave K.
Figure 5.28: Keash Cave K. A - entrance to cave. B - entrance, looking out. C - entrance chamber seen from 
northern cross passage, looking south. Blocked cross passage to Cave L left of centre. D - east passage, 
looking in. E - east passage looking out. F - back of east passage ending in calcite choke.
Figure 5.29: Keash Cave K. A - northern cross passage, looking north towards Cave J. B - northern 
connecting passage, looking north into Cave J. Sleeping bag to the left. C - northern connecting passage 
looking south into Cave K. D -  choked southern cross passage joining Cave K and Cave L. E - recess 
adjacent to east passage with candles and charred peat. F - conduit joining Cave J1, east of northern cross 
passage.
Figure 5.30: Plan of Keash Cave L, M and N, BCRA grade 5D. Cross passage to Cave K in the south. To 
the left is the antiquarian plan of Cave L (Gwynn et al. 1940).
Figure 5.31: Keash Cave L. A - entrance. B - entrance, looking out. C - northern recess in entrance section. 
D - western cross passage, looking south into Cave M. E - western chamber, looking north towards 
blocked northern cross passage, joining Cave K. F - looking north into blocked northern cross passage.
Figure 5.32: Keash Cave L. A - antiquarian excavation trench in central chamber. B - looking west through 
main passage into west chamber with excavation trench in foreground. C - central section of main passage, 
looking east. D - eastern extent of main passage, looking east across borrowed soft calcite floor. E - east 
chamber at back of cave with calcite squeeze into unexplored section. F - looking west from east chamber 
into main passage below overhanging roof. G - pocket of animal bones in burrowed eastern passage.
Figure 5.33: Keash Cave M.
Figure 5.34: Keash Cave M. A - entrance, looking out. B - entrance passage, looking in. C - east section of 
passage seen from cross passage level. D - back of passage, looking into connection to central chamber 
of Cave L. E - northern cross passage, looking north into Cave L. F - southern cross passage, looking east 
along old drainage trench into Cave N.
Figure 5.35: Keash Cave N. A - entrance and Trench X. B - entrance chamber, looking out. C - view from 
western chamber through northern cross passage into Cave M. D - looking east from west chamber into 
western passage.
Figure 5.36: Keash Cave N. A - small side passage running north and connecting back to main passage in 
central chamber.  B -  looking east into central passage that joins western and central chamber. C - looking 
south into central chamber with old excavation trench in foreground. D - looking northwest into northern 
gallery with calcite choke at back.
Figure 5.37: Keash Cave N. A - looking southwest into south passage ending in a calcite choke. B - looking 
northeast into north passage. C - looking east into east section of main passage ending in calcite choke. 
D - remains from small railway installed during antiquarian excavations.
Figure 5.38: Keash Cave N1. A - entrance. B - passage. C - plan view.
Figure 5.39: Plan of Keash Cave O, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 5.40: Keash Cave O. A - main entrance. B - small rift in northern recess opening onto cliff. C - 
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looking out onto south entrance. D - view west from west chamber onto main entrance.
Figure 5.41: Keash Cave O. A - western chamber, looking east. B - main passage looking east towards 
central chamber. C - west section of main passage where deposits cause the floor to rise. D - central 
chamber, looking towards northeast passage (left) and a small conduit joining the east chamber. E - 
looking west towards main passage. F - looking into east conduit towards eastern chamber.  
Figure 5.42: Keash Cave O. A - northeast passage, looking southwest towards central chamber, with 
excavated areas. B - flooded rear section of northeast passage. C - small choked recess in northwest 
passage. D - flooded northwest side passage with boulder collapse. E - southeast passage, looking in. F - 
boulder chamber. G - cavers’ dig in boulder chamber.
Figure 5.43: Plan of Keash Cave O1. Left - upper passage. Right - lower passage.
Figure 5.44: Keash Cave O1. A - upper passage. B - lower passage. C - entrance to lower passage.
Figure 5.45: Plan of Keash Caves P, Q and R, BCRA grade 5D. Insert: Scharff’s plan of Plunkett Cave 
(Scharff et al. 1903a, 208).
Figure 5.46: Keash Cave P. A - entrance. B - looking into main passage from entrance. C - old excavation 
trench near entrance, looking out. D - recess in northeast corner at back of passage with excavation cutting 
below. E - main passage looking out. F - north section of cross passage looking north towards Cave P.
Figure 5.47: Keash Cave Q. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - entrance. C - looking north across 
elevated section of cross passage towards Sloping Chamber. D - Sloping Chamber looking north. E - Wet 
Passage, looking east. F - lower south-facing recess running parallel with cross passage.
Figure 5.48: Keash Cave R. A - looking south through cross passage onto turn into Cave R. B - looking north 
into cross passage towards Sloping Chamber. C - looking south into southern recess running parallel to 
cross chamber. D - Cave R, looking west towards entrance. E - entrance to Cave R.
Figure 5.49: Overview of Keshcorran East and Bricklieves series, 6” RMP map sheet SL040.
Figure 5.50: Plan of School Cave, BCRA grade 3D.
Figure 5.51: School Cave. A - panoramic view from cave entrance. B - cave from foot of hill. C - entrance, 
with northern tunnel visible at rear wall. D - entrance, looking out. E - west tunnel. F - east tunnel.
Figure 5.52: Plan of Poulagaddy Cave, BCRA grade 3B.
Figure 5.53: Poulagaddy. A, B - 360º panoramic from entrance depression. C - entrance depression, cave 
mouth below scale. D - chamber, looking in. E - chamber, looking out.
Figure 5.54: Plan of Calcite Cavern, BCRA grade 3D.
Figure 5.55: Calcite Cavern. A - panoramic view taken close to cave entrance. B - entrance, looking in. C - 
entrance, looking out. D - southern recess. E - northern recess.
Figure 5.56: Plan of Legendary Tunnel, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 5.57: Doline leading into Legendary Tunnel, looking west.
Figure 5.58: Legendary Tunnel. A - panoramic view from doline. B - entrance, looking in. C - entrance, 
looking out. D - passage, looking in. E - passage, looking out. 
Figure 5.59: Legendary Tunnel. A - conduit in east passage wall. B - chamber seen from passage. C - small 
calcite cascade at base of wet passage. D - calcite encrusted animal bones. E - wet passage, looking in.
Figure 5.60: Plan of Gully Cave C, BCRA grade 3D.
Figure 5.61: Gully Cave C. A - looking in. B - looking out.
Figure 5.62: Plan of Treanscrabbagh Cave, BCRA grade 3D.
Figure 5.63: Treanscrabbagh Cave. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - distance view onto limestone 
outcrop with cave right of centre. C - entrance. D - passage near entrance. E - centre section of passage, 
looking in. F - back of passage.
Figure 5.64: Plan of The Cove, BCRA grade 5D.
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Figure 5.65: The Cove. A - looking north across the valley. B - cave entrance. C - chamber. D - panoramic 
view from entrance.
Figure 5.66: Plan of Carrowkeel No. 3, BCRA grade 3B.
Figure 5.67: Carrowkeel No. 3. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - view onto cave from bottom of 
valley. C - entrance and chamber.
Figure 5.68: Plan of Fork Rift Cave, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 5.69: Fork Rift Cave. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - view onto cave from valley floor. C - 
entrance. D - upper passage looking onto entrance. E - slope from lower section of cave. 
Figure 5.70: Fork Rift Cave. A - upper passage, looking in. B - lower passage, seen from ledge level, 
looking in. C - rear of lower passage onto boulder choke.
Figure 5.71: Plan of Cubicle Cave, BCRA grade 3D.
Figure 5.72: Cubicle Cave. A - entrance with square collapsed section. B - looking out of chamber to 
opposite valley wall.
Figure 5.73: Plan of Parallel Cave, BCRA grade 3D.
Figure 5.74: Parallel Cave. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - entrance, looking out. C - eastern recess. 
D - western passage looking out towards boulder collapse. E - boulder collapse in western passage near 
entrance. F - choked back of western passage.
Figure 5.75: Plan of Chapel Cave, BCRA grade 2B.
Figure 5.76: Chapel Cave. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - entrance with stone bench, farming 
machinery and equipment (photo courtesy of Sam Moore). C - view through passage into rear chamber. 
D - view from rear chamber through passage into entrance chamber. E - choked passage in north recess. 
F - choked south passage (right) and large calcite formation (left).
Figure 5.77: Plan of Cross Cave, BCRA grade 3B.
Figure 5.78: Cross Cave. A - entrance seen from bottom of cliff. B - entrance, looking out.
Figure 5.79: Cross Cave. A - cross chamber seen from entrance. B - main passage, looking out onto entrance. 
C - cross passage looking into south recess. D - west recess with calcite choke. E - east recess.
Figure 5.80: Plan of Carricknahorna Cave, BCRA grade 3B.
Figure 5.81: Carricknahorna Cave. A - view from bottom of cliff onto concealed entrance. B - east passage, 
looking in. C - northwest passage, looking in.
Figure 5.82: Plan of Through Trip Tunnel, BCRA grade 3B.
Figure 5.83: Through Trip Tunnel. A - panoramic view from south entrance. B - looking north through 
passage. C - north entrance with west fissure. D - east-facing passage outside north entrance.
Figure 5.84: Plan of Balcony Cave, BCRA grade 3B.
Figure 5.85: Balcony Cave. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - southern extent of Carrowkeel with cave 
at centre of image. C - cave chamber. D - entrance of cave.
Figure 6.1: A - 1:50000 map (Discovery Series 25) with Deerpark research area (outlined in red) and cave 
distribution (black triangles). B - RMP 6” map, sheet SL015 with cave locations marked.
Figure 6.2: Deerpark Cave 1. A - panoramic view from cave entrance. B - entrance. C - passage.
Figure 6.3: Deerpark Cave 2. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - almost entirely silted up passage.
Figure 6.4: Fermoyle Cave 1. A - entrance. B - passage.
Figure 6.5: Plan of Fermoyle Cave 1 and Fermoyle Cave 2, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 6.6: Limestone outcrop with Fermoyle Cave 1 (left) and Fermoyle Cave 2 (right).
Figure 6.7:  Fermoyle Cave 2.
Figure 6.8: Entrance to Tully Cave.
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Figure 6.9: View from entrance into entrance chamber. 
Figure 6.10: Tully Cave. A - choked passage (left) and entrance to large inner chamber. B - view from 
rear passages towards eastern passage with blocked second entrance. C - view from main chamber into 
entrance chamber. D - view from southern passage into main chamber. E - main chamber, looking into 
rear passages. F - looking into right rear passage.
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I. Introduction to Catalogue
This catalogue contains all caves included in this doctoral research, providing an overview 
of site locations as well as a detailed description, plan drawings and photographic record 
of each individual cave site. The large quantity of collected data could not be presented 
in the results section of the thesis and instead, only relevant data is being presented where 
applicable with reference to this catalogue. Apart from study relevant data, the catalogue 
also contains additional data such as folklore, historic records, recent use and alterations 
in the form of graffiti or excavation. It was envisaged to compile the catalogue that can be 
published and consulted as a stand alone piece of work.
Field work was based on preliminary assessments on suitable caves for modelling, which 
exclude active and/or vertical caves. In this respect the catalogue is not a complete record 
of all caves in the research areas. Additionally, not all caves could be found in the field 
due to incorrect or inaccurate location data from literature. For example, Coleman (1965) 
has recorded cave locations using 6 inch OS map sheets, noting distances in inches to one 
decimal. The location reference for Tully Cave is: 6 inch (Sligo) 15. S 11.7; W 17. Since 
one tenth of an inch translates to c. 27m on the ground, a cave can be located within a 56m 
radius of the given location. This excludes any recording errors in the field. 
In some cases, such as Knocknarea Cave Q and Keash Cave A, caves were not accessible. 
Data were recorded as good as possible and secondary descriptions from literature was 
used, where available. In other instances, such as the Gully caves, no data could be 
obtained. These caves are located in a thickly forested narrow gorge which caused the 
GPS to fail. Being inaccessible and outside GPS coverage, the caves were photographed 
but not individually recorded.
This project encompasses six distinct research areas in Counties Sligo and Leitrim (figure 
I.1). Two further research areas, Carrane Hill West and Moytirra had to be dropped as 
the amount of recorded caves exceeded the expected scope by the factor of two. Large 
research areas are divided into ‘series’ where caves occur in close geographic proximity. 
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Within these series, caves are either arranged by a numeric (Tully Cave 1, Tully Cave 2 
etc.), alphabetic suffix (Keash Cave A, Keash Cave B etc.) or by their geographic location 
from north to south and west to east (see Bricklieves caves series). 
Each research area is introduced in terms of its geographic location, an overview map, 
geology, topographic features, archaeology and a short overview of caves that are 
included in that area. Where the research area is subdivided into series, a more detailed 
introduction is given.
Each catalogue entry consists of the cave’s name, a catalogue ID that was assigned by the 
author, townland, location data (ITM, NGR, OD), date of most recent visit and grade of 
survey. This is followed by a written description of the cave and its location as well as a 
plan of the cave and a photographic record of the cave’s main features. At the end of the 
written description, a list indicates where the cave is mentioned on map resources and in 
the two principal sources for Irish caves (Coleman 1965; Drew 2006a). The Ordnance 
Survey Name Book (OSNB), Ordnance Survey Letters (OSL) and the National Museum 
of Ireland Topographical Files (NMI Top Files) were also consulted for each cave.
All measurements are given in metres, unless stated otherwise. Plans are drawn to 
scale and the grade system for survey accuracy according the British Cave Research 
Association (BCRA) was used. The survey was amended to achieve a higher resolution 
and to facilitate smaller caves of less than 20m in length. 
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Figure I.1: Location map of the six research areas (red boxes) in Counties Sligo and Leitrim. Limestone 
areas marked in grey.
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1. Leean Research Area
The Leean research area is located in the eastern extent of the Dartry Mountains, a 
limestone ridge that forms the southern part of the Glencar valley bordering counties 
Sligo and Leitrim. The ridge runs c. 11km in an easterly direction starting with the peak of 
Castlegall, 5km northeast of Sligo town, and comprises Cope’s Mountain, the Crockauns, 
Keelogyboy, Hangman’s Hill, Sramore and Leean Mountain. The glacial landscape, 
mostly consisting of transitional limestone and shales, is dominated by steep as well as 
rolling hills with barren flanks and peat-covered mountain tops. Just north of the research 
area, Leean Mountain peaks at 417m 
OD while the highest hills inside the 
research area reach altitudes of up to 
345m. To the south, the land drops to 
an altitude of 130m. The intersecting 
valleys comprise well drained grazing 
land. Several small drainage rivers 
empty into Doon Lough to the south 
Figure 1.1: 1:50000 map (Discovery Series 33) with Leean research area (outlined in red) and cave 
distribution (black triangles).
Leean Cave 2
Leean Cave 1 Leean Cave 3
0 150 300
m
0 0.5 1 km
Figure 1.2:  Limestone pavement, Leean research area, 
northern slope of Leean mountain.
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and Keelogyboy Lough to the west.  The research area extends 3.5km east – west between 
Sramore and Fawnarry to the north and Carrickfad and Leckaun to the south. The north - 
south extend is 1.8km   
One hundred and nine archaeological sites are listed in the RMP for this area of which 
one is a court tomb (LE010-005) and a second is an unclassified megalithic tomb (LE010-
062001). Two further monuments are listed as unclassified cairns (LE011-126, LE010-
062002). Extensive field work revealed, among others, at least 40 hut sites, one kerb stone 
circle (LE010-085004), three cairns, a boulder circle, ancient field walls and a hill top 
enclosure (Kytmannow et al. 2010; Kytmannow et al. 2009a; Kytmannow et al. 2009b; 
Kytmannow et al. 2008; Clarke and Kytmannow 2004). 
Seventeen potential cave sites and caves were visited in this area. Five are clustered in 
a south facing cliff at Doons Hill East, Leckaun td. Three caves are located southeast 
of Leean Mountain in the townlands of Fawnarry and Curraghan. The archaeologically 
significant Sramore Cave (LE010-065), Sramore td., here called Raven’s Wing Cave, 
and three further caves are located in the north facing cliffs of Sramore Hill. Two caves 
at Cahermore, c. 1km north of the Doons caves, could not be located or were located in 
terrain too difficult to access. Curraghan Cave B, Leckaun td. was not fully surveyed 
because of badger habitation.
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Doons Hill Cave Series, Co. Leitrim
Doons Hill East is one of two similar shaped steep sided hills in the Sramore td., c. 1.2km 
southeast of Sramore Mountain. The almost circular, flat summit measures c. 65m x 50m 
and rises to an altitude of 270m OD. It is covered by a thin layer of blanket bog. It has 
recently been identified as a prehistoric hilltop enclosure of unknown date with surviving 
ramparts along the western and southern extent (Kytmannow et al. 2010; Clarke and 
Kytmannow 2004).  Apart from the enclosing rampart, a figure-of-eight shaped hut site, a 
quarried circular feature and a boulder circle are located inside the enclosure.
 
 
Located on a very steep south facing slope at an altitude of around 250m is a cliff face 
with five narrow caves. All caves face due south at a bearing of 160° to 180°. Views to 
the southwest are restricted by a substantial cliff face that runs perpendicular to the cliff 
in which the caves are located. Doons Cave 1 has formed along the same joint line that 
produced the north-south running cliff face. The terrain slopes away towards the east at an 
angle of 35° and allows for less restricted views towards the south and south-southwest. 
Approximately 5 to 10m below the caves are the remnants of an ancient wall that runs 
across the slope below the cave entrances. 
Figure 1.3: View onto Doons caves from bottom of slope looking northwest.
Cave 1
Cave 2
Cave 3
Cave 4
Cave 5
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Apart from a brief mention by Dónal Gilhoys (unpublished notes), none of the caves are 
mentioned in existing literature and they seem to be known only to the local community, 
even though their location is quite prominent in the landscape. The relatively low altitude 
of the caves means that the view is limited due to surrounding higher hills. The hills at 
Fawnlion, Leean and Fawnarry tds., all part of the Dartry Mountains, block the view to 
the northeast. To the east more extensive views are possible and reach as far as Benbo, 
located some 6km to the east. There are two cairns (LE011-113 and  LE011-114) of 
unknown date and function on the western flank of Benbo. One (LE011-113) is located at 
an altitude of 320m OD and thus is at an altitude high enough to be visible from the caves. 
At 250m OD, the other cairn (LE011-114) is at an equal elevation to the caves and inter 
visibility may not have been possible.
To the south lies Lough Gill which is not visible from all but Cave 1. The view is 
most extensive between the east-southeast and south-southeast allowing views across 
Doonkelly, Doonlough and Leckaun as far as Boleybrack and the Bricklieves.
Figure 1.4: OS 6” map sheet LE010 of Doons Hill Cave series.
Doons Cave 2
Doons Cave 1
Doons Cave 3
Doons Cave 4
Doons Cave 5
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Doons Hill Cave 1
Catalogue ID 001 ITM 578880/837727 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Fawnlion NGR 178924/337722 Date Visited 22/01/2011 
Owner Thomas Healy OD 252m
Doons Hill Cave 1 is the western-most and largest of the five 
caves on Doons Hill. It has formed along a vertical fissure which 
coincides with the massive vertical cliff that runs south-north 
and which forms the western limit of the east-west running cliff 
where the five caves are located.
A 3m x 4m level area forms a platform outside the rectangular 
entrance to the cave. The cave passage has a triangular cross 
section from c. 2m inside where it also reduces in height and 
width. The passage extends for 17m at a bearing of 170° and 
gently slopes down deeper inside the cave. The cave becomes 
too narrow for further exploration after 14m.
The cave floor is covered in silt and rubble. The rubble, as well 
as the cave walls, are covered in soft light calcite deposits (moon 
milk) deeper inside the cave and while the deposits closer to the 
entrance have become discoloured and overgrown by vegetation, 
deposits towards the cave’s rear are still actively forming.
A small number of animal bones of unknown date, namely sheep, 
are strewn across the cave floor. The bones look ‘fresh’ and are 
probably not of archaeological significance.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
0                          1                           2 m
N
Figure 1.5: Plan of Doons 
Hill Cave 1, BCRA grade 
5D.
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Figure 1.6: Doons Hill Cave 1: A - panoramic view from entrance. B - cave entrance. C - cave passage, 
looking out. D - cave entrance, looking out. E - end of passage with calcite deposits.
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Doons Hill Cave 2
Catalogue ID 061 ITM 578881 / 837726 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Fawnlion NGR 178925 / 337721 Date Visited 10/12/2012
Owner Thomas Healy OD 250
Located c. 5m east and 2.5m below 
Doons Hill Cave 1, Doons Hill Cave 2 
is situated on a steep south-southwest 
facing slope with no level ground around 
it. It comprises a 3.3m tall narrow 
entrance that leads into a 7.3m long south 
facing passage. It narrows from 1.6m at 
the mouth to 0.75m at 3.5m inside the 
cave and reduces to 0.25m at the back. 
There are no signs of speleothems. The 
floor inclines inwards at 18.5°. The initial 
3.5m of the cave is well exposed to day 
light allowing for some plant growth; 
whereas the remainder of the passage is 
covered in a mixture of silt and limestone 
debris.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
N
0 0.5 1m
Figure 1.7: Plan of Doons Hill Cave 2, BCRA grade 
5D.
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Doons Hill Cave 3
Catalogue ID 062 ITM 578887 / 837726 BCRA grade 5C
Townland Fawnlion NGR 178931 / 337721 Date Visited 10/12/2012
Owner Thomas Healy OD 245m
This 0.3m wide and 2.2m high fissure cave is located 8m east and 4.1m below Cave 2. 
The south to south-southwest sloping ground outside the cave is interrupted by a c. 1.5m 
x 1.5m area that forms a small entrance platform. The cave terminates in a 0.1m wide x 
0.1m high choke after 2.1m  The ground inclines steeply over a short distance which is 
caused by an increasing accumulation of silt and debris.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
0 0.5 1m
N
Figure 1.8: Plan of Doons Hill Cave 3, BCRA grade 5C.
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Figure 1.9: Doons Hill Cave 3: A - panoramic view from entrance. B - cave entrance. C - cave passage, 
looking in. 
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Doons Hill Cave 4
Catalogue ID 063 ITM 578895 / 837727 BCRA grade 5C
Townland Fawnlion NGR 178940 / 337723 Date Visited 10/12/2012
Owner Thomas Healy OD 245m
Cave 4 is located in a small recess in the cliff face 
8m east of Cave 3. A level area in front of the cave’s 
entrance provides a small platform after which the 
surrounding ground slopes away steeply towards the 
south-southwest. Like the other caves at Doons Hill, 
Cave 4 has formed along a well-developed vertical 
fissure. The cave entrance is 3m high x 1.3m wide at 
floor level. The cave floor is covered by a mixture of 
silt and rubble, most likely roof and wall collapse. 
Some of the rubble appears to have been laid out 
to form a wall but this cannot be verified without 
further investigation.
 
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
0 0.5 1m
N
Figure 1.10: Plan of Doons Hill Cave 4, 
BCRA grade 5C.
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Figure 1.11: Doons Hill Cave 4. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - entrance. C - entrance looking out. 
D - passage, looking in. E - end of passage.
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Doons Hill Cave 5
Catalogue ID 064 ITM 578903 / 837739 BCRA grade n/a
Townland Fawnlion NGR 178948 / 337734 Date Visited 01/02/2012 
10/12/2012Owner Thomas Healy OD 248m
Cave 5 is located some 11m north-northeast of Cave 4 where the cliff retracts northwards, 
which makes it somewhat secluded from the other four caves. The fissure, along which 
the cave has formed, has substantially eroded. This has caused the shallow limestone cliff 
that forms the east wall of the cave to entirely separate from its host. The cave extends 
only for about 2m and the entrance measures 1m wide x 0.8m high. Given its dimensions 
and morphology, this feature is at the edge of what can be classified as a cave. The floor 
is covered with rubble and silt and slopes upwards from the entrance. Half way along the 
passage, a number of flat rectangular stones look like they were laid out to form a wall, 
similar to Cave 4.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
Figure 1.12: Entrance Doons Hill Cave 5.
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Curraghan Cave Series
The Curraghan – Fawnarry series is located in an area measuring 400m x  500m in the 
townlands of Curraghan and Fawnarry. The Doons Caves are situated 2.3km to the west; 
1.3km to the north are the Leean Caves. The caves are located in a small valley that is 
formed by the 417m high Leean Mountain to the north and the 345m high Fawnarry Hill 
in the south.  It slopes down from the northeast from 310m OD to 240m in the southwest 
where the valley opens into the surrounding landscape. The poorly drained valley floor 
is covered by deep layers of blanket bog and traces of extensive turf cutting are visible 
in the lower part of the valley. The foot and steep southwestern flank of Fawnarry Hill, 
however, are covered in pasture.
The area around Leean features a number of Neolithic and possible Bronze Age sites, 
the latter were discovered by Tatjana Kytmannow between 2004 and 2010, although the 
procured Bronze Age dates are not related to any of the monuments but stem from nearby 
soil samples (Clarke and Kytmannow 2004; Kytmannow et al. 2009a; Kytmannow et 
al. 2009b; Kytmannow et al. 2008). The area comprises numerous hut sites, a standing 
stone (Clarke and Kytmannow 2004; Kytmannow et al. 2009a; Kytmannow et al. 2009b; 
Kytmannow et al. 2008), pre-bog field walls, two cairns (LE011-126 and LE010-062002), 
a cist (LE011-001003), an unclassified megalithic tomb (LE010-062001) and a court tomb 
(LE010-005). The presence of the latter indicates Neolithic activity. Additionally, lithics, 
mostly made from locally sourced chert, are frequently washed out where the underlying 
glacial till is exposed and subject to erosion.
Figure 1.13: Low altitude aerial view across Curraghan series, left of centre.
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Gilhoys (unpublished notes) has recorded six caves for the area, all of which were located 
during field work, but two caves were excluded as they are completely choked with 
limestone blocks and other deposits.
Curraghan Cave A
Curraghan Cave D
Curraghan Cave C
Curraghan Cave E
Fawnarry Cave
Curraghan Cave B
Figure 1.14: OS 6” map sheet LE010 with locations of Curraghan cave series.
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Curraghan Cave A
Catalogue ID 33 ITM 581030 / 838177 BCRA grade 5C
Townland Curraghan NGR 181074 / 338172 Date Visited 30/07/2012 
Owner OD 277m
The field of view of 108° from Curraghan Cave A is dominated by Leean Mountain which 
lies 800m to the northeast and Fawnlion which lies 1.5km to the west. To the southwest, 
Lough Gill and the peaks of the adjacent Killery Mountain, Slieve Deane and Slieve 
Dargan are visible.
Curraghan Cave A lies on the southwest slopes of Fawnarry Hill, which forms the 
southernmost extent of a deep and wide horse-shoe shaped valley to the southwest extent 
of Leean Mountain. A small stream runs through the valley and drains into Lough Gill 
some 5.8km distant.  The arched entrance to Curraghan Cave A measures 1.4m x 1.8m 
and is clearly visible as a distinctive black dot in the exposed limestone. After 2.5m, the 
west facing entrance passage is partially blocked by a boulder collapse and the floor rises 
up by 1m assuming a southeast direction. After another 2m, the narrow passage widens 
N
0 1 2m
Figure 1.15: Plan of Curraghan Cave A, BCRA grade 5C.
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into a calcite-covered gallery that slopes at c. 40° to the north, leaving only a narrow level 
path that closes down after 4.5m. Several openings are visible at the top of the slope to 
the north and south but appear to be too small to enter.
Being recorded on the 6” and 20” OSI maps, Coleman (1965, 57) as well as Gilhoys 
(unpublished notes) mention the cave but do not appear to have visited it. 
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No 
Figure 1.16: Entrance to Curraghan Cave A. Figure 1.17: Entrance to Curraghan Cave A, looking 
out.
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Figure 1.18: Curraghan Cave A. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - Curraghan Hill, cave entrance 
indicated. C - boulder collapse at entrance passage, looking in. D - main passage, looking in. E - flowstone 
on east side of passage.
Curraghan Cave A
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Curraghan Cave B
Catalogue ID 10012 ITM 581277 / 837985 BCRA grade n/a
Townland Curraghan NGR 181322 / 337980 Date Visited 12/08/2013 
Owner OD 263m
Curraghan Cave B is probably the largest cave in this research area. It is located c. 50m 
south of an old road that leads through a valley bordered by Curraghan Hill to the north 
and a small ridge to the south. The south facing cave is situated close to the bottom of 
the ridge, just below three further caves and cave remnants. The arched cave entrance 
measures c.  0.7m wide x 0.5 high and gives access to an equally dimensioned downwards 
sloping passage that leads into a larger chamber. At the time of investigation the cave was 
occupied by badgers and, given the amount and quality of paw prints leading into the cave, 
probably more than one specimen was present. The cave was therefore not investigated 
any further but Gilhoys (unpublished notes) provides a description of the cave:
“30m [sic] from the track is a cave entrance, under a semi arched rock lintel. 
1m wide by 1m high. The entrance passage is 208° turning to 176°. this [sic] 
passage leads down to a 2.5m high chamber. The chamber floor is muddy 
with rimstone formations. The walls have cauliflower and flowstone and the 
roof is decorated with straws. 
At the west end of the chamber, over a ledge a 2m wide passage narrowing 
to 1m with a loose rubble floor closes down after 5m where the floor rises to 
meet the roof and is choked with stones.” 
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 1.19: View into main chamber of Curraghan Cave B.
Figure 1.20: Fresh badger tracks at entrance to Curraghan Cave B.
Figure 1.21: View into main chamber of Curraghan Cave D with dry wall in 
front.
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Curraghan Cave D
Catalogue ID 91 ITM 581299 / 837917 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Curraghan NGR 181344 / 337912 Date Visited 12/08/2013 
Owner OD 267m
A small arched 2.4m wide x 1m high entrance below an exposed limestone knoll near 
the top of a flat topped hill leads into a small sloping passage which is blocked with 
rubble and soil. The accessible section extends south for 3m where a steeply sloping 
passage is visible between the rubble. The surrounding area is flat and views are limited 
by Curraghan and Leean Mountain northwest of the cave. The top of the ridge is only 2m 
above and allows for a 360° panoramic view, which is only limited by said mountains to 
the northwest. Benbo lies 3km to the east and Lough Gill is located 4km southwest.
There are a number of stones of variable size at the cave entrance that appear to have been 
part of a wall. They are almost fully covered by grass and soil which prohibited a closer 
inspection. 
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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N
Figure 1.22: Plan of Curraghan Cave D, BCRA grade 5D.
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Fawnarry Cave
Catalogue ID 92 ITM 581493 / 837916 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Fawnarry NGR 181537 / 337911 Date Visited 12/08/2013 
Owner R. Ferguson OD 219m
This cave, described by Gilhoys (unpublished notes), is located on the southeast slope of 
the same limestone ridge where Curraghan Caves B and D are located. A local farmer, 
R. Ferguson, recalled a folktale about an old man who used to sit on a boulder by the 
cave entrance to smoke his pipe almost every evening until one day he arrived to find 
that a large limestone block had dislodged from the cave ceiling crushing his favourite 
spot. This allegedly happened within living memory and the farmer who recited the story 
warned about the unstable nature of the cave.  
The east facing entrance consists of an irregularly shaped 5.3m wide x 2.5m high entrance 
that leads into a 8.3m long oval chamber. The chamber slopes towards the back at c. 
10°, gradually decreasing in width and height before it closes down. A large boulder has 
0 1 2m
N
Figure 1.23: Plan of Fawnarry Cave, BCRA grade 5D.
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collapsed from the roof blocking the north side of the entrance; the other side is partially 
blocked by a low drystone wall, measuring 3m long x 0.5m wide x 0.5m high. The floor 
is currently covered with mud and straw and a plastic bucket left on the boulder indicates 
that the cave is used as an animal shelter. In his notes, Gilhoys mentions an upper chamber 
that can be reached via a climb up the boulder:
“A climb up to roof level leads to another passage chamber with well 
rounded sides and a dry stony floor. The passage is 5m wide at the start, it 
is 7m long and its highest is 2.5m [sic].“ 
The limestone around the cave is heavily fragmented and eroded and several roof sections 
seem to be quite unstable, which made any attempt to climb to the upper passage unsafe.
Outside the cave, the grassy ground slopes away at 35°. A field of view of 155° is 
dominated by Benbo to the east extending further to the southwest, across Lough Gill 
towards Arigna, Kilronan and the Bricklieves in the south.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 1.24: Fawnarry Cave. A - cave entrance. B - entrance, looking out. C - loose limestone blocks in cave 
roof. D - dislodged limestone block in entrance area. E - chamber looking into back of cave. F - northern 
section of chamber behind dislodged limestone block.
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Sramore Cave Series
At 435m Meenacam Mountain, Sramore td. is the highest peak in this research area. It 
is part of the same large limestone outcrop as the 438m high Keelogyboy Mountain, 
located 600m southwest of Meenacam. Keelogyboy is the second highest point of the 
Castlegall-Leean limestone massive which forms the southern boundary of the Glencar 
Valley. Meenacam Mountain and Keelogyboy are separated by a c. 50m deep col in which 
a small lake, Sramore Lough, has formed. The flat top of Meenacam is partially covered 
with peat leaving large areas of the underlying Upper Carboniferous limestone exposed. 
The west face of  Meenacam is dominated by vertical cliffs, varying from 10m to 20m 
in height that sit on top of steep scree slopes. Circa 1km north of Sramore is Hangman’s 
Hill. To the east lie the Crockauns which are, at 463m OD, the highest elevation of the 
Castlegall-Leean range. The Crockauns are separated from Sramore and Keelogyboy by 
a wide bog-covered valley that gently slopes to the west towards the coast north of Sligo 
town. A trackway was recently dug out onto the underlying glacial till. The edge of the 
excavation shows that the grass-covered bog is just over 1m deep.
Foxhole Cave
Raven’s Wing Cave
The Cell
Figure 1.25: Sramore townland, seen from the northwest. Sramore cave sites in cliff in upper left corner.
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The Cell
Sramore Fox Hole
Raven's Wing Cave
Annexe Cave
Figure 1.26: OS 6” map sheet LE010 with locations of Sramore cave series.
Four caves are located in close proximity to one another at the bottom of the northwest 
facing cliffs of Meenacam Mountain. A steep scree slope ascends at an angle of c. 45° 
from its bottom to the caves 60m above. The slopes are interrupted by some limestone 
outcrops and gullies which cause the ground to be steeper in some places.
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Sramore Cave/ Raven’s Wing Cave
Catalogue ID 95 ITM 577502 / 839447 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Sramore NGR 177546 / 339443 Date Visited 19/08/2013
Owner OD 392m
The caves were first recorded by Gilhoys and Stewart in 1995 when, while pushing one of 
the caves’ passages, they discovered three human bones including a mandible and a right 
femur which were subsequently dated to the Late Mesolithic (Dowd 2008). The correct 
identification of the cave in which the human remains were found is problematic. Raven’s 
Wing Cave was originally identified but a review of the existing records do not match 
with any of the caves located on the western cliffs of Meenacam Mountain. Graineater’s 
Cave, as Gilhoys has named it, has been described as a cave with two entrances, with the 
principal entrance being 0.6m wide x 1m high. The main passage is subdivided into four 
segments: an oxbow type passage consisting of a northwest facing 3.6m long segment 
that turns west for 6m where it ends in a junction with an immediate exit to the west 
and a 6m long north-northwest facing passage that leads into a downwards sloping very 
tight passage that extends for at least 4m before it becomes too narrow to advance. The 
average width of the main passage is around 0.6m. The human bones were found inside 
the narrow passage. Gilhoys notes that the bones were in a narrow recess some 20m 
inside the cave and the overall length of the passage from the written description adds up 
to 19.4m. The cave known as Sramore Cave (Dowd 2008) or Graineater’s Cave (Gilhoys, 
unpublished notes), has probably been misidentified by Dowd and is most likely Raven’s 
Wing Cave. The name was likely inspired by a large raven’s nest that sits prominent on 
a ledge at the cave’s mouth. Gilhoys frequently named caves he discovered after some 
unique identifying feature. Graineater’s Cave, for example derives its name from the 
human mandible. The worn down teeth led him to assume that a diet based on coarse or 
unprocessed cereals caused the wear. Stepping out of the cave and looking northeast, the 
view expands across Hangman’s Hill and Glencar to the Dartrys. To the west, most of the 
Benbulben Range is masked by the Crockauns. South of the Crockauns, Drumcliff Bay, 
Rosses  Point and parts of Sligo Harbour are visible past the plain valley. To the southwest 
the view is blocked by Keelogyboy Mountain.
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Gilhoys describes the cave (unpublished notes):
“Not far from the Sligo Leitrim border on the north side of Keelogyboy, a 
cliff facing NW towards Benbulben and the Atlantic contains a cave entrance 
of considerable size. At the back of the entrance a passage was followed for 
about 18m where it is too narrow to follow. Prospects of extending this cave 
are good.”
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 Yes Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 1.27: Plan of Sramore Cave (unpublished), drawn by S. Moore, BCRA grade 5D. Courtesy of M. 
Dowd.
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Figure 1.28: A - Raven’s Wing. Entrances to Raven’s Wing (left) and Annexe Cave (right). B - main passage. 
C - back of main passage, with passage 2. D - main passage with passage 2 and 3 at back. E - main passage 
seen from passage 3, looking out.  
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Figure 1.29: Raven’s Wing. A - entrance, looking out. B - passage 3, looking in. C - passage 4, looking in. 
D - passage 1, looking in.
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Annexe Cave
Catalogue ID 97 ITM 577517 / 839453 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Sramore NGR 177561 / 339449 Date Visited 19/08/2013 
22/08/2013Owner OD 397m
Immediately west of 
Raven’s Wing Cave is 
a small cavern that has 
formed along a fissure 
and runs perpendicular 
to Raven’s Wing Cave. 
Apart from the entrance, 
there are three additional 
small openings, two facing 
west and one north, and a 
small impassable conduit 
extending south into the 
mountain. The chamber 
extends 4m to the west at 
a width of 1.45m to 1.6m. 
The floor is uneven and covered with gravel and larger stones. The southern conduit 
is 0.2m wide by 0.3m high and continues for at least 3.2m. A sheep skull is situated in 
the conduit close to where it opens into the main chamber; this seems to be a modern 
deposition.
Outside the cave, a small natural platform has formed between this and Raven’s Wing 
Cave. From here the field of view is limited to 88° spanning from across Hangman’s Hill 
and Glencar to Truskmore and Benwiskin in the northwest.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No Other literature
OSNB OSL NMI Top Files
0 0.5 1m
N
Figure 1.30: Plan of Annexe Cave, BCRA grade 5D.
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Figure 1.31: Annexe Cave. A - entrance. B - entrance, looking out. C - northern window, looking in. Back of cave with 
two east windows. D - back of cave, detail of northeast window.
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Sramore Fox Hole
Catalogue ID 96 ITM 577542 / 839459 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Sramore NGR 177585 / 339454 Date Visited 19/08/2013 
22/08/2013Owner OD 395m
Sramore Fox Hole is a small cavern in the base of a cliff on top of a steep scree slope, 
just west of a natural rock arch that protrudes from the cliff. A 1.4m wide by 1.5m high 
triangular entrance opens into a 3m long by 1m wide passage. A small mound of dried 
grass sits on  the cave floor indicating previous animal habitation. The ceiling height 
tapers from 1.5m inside the entrance to 0.5m at the rear. 
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
0 0.5 1m
N
Figure 1.32: Sramore Fox Hole, BCRA grade 5D.
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The Cell
Catalogue ID 95 ITM 577502 / 839447 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Sramore NGR 177546 / 339443 Date Visited 19/08/2013 
22/08/2013Owner OD 392m
The cell is located 25m west of 
Raven’s Wing Cave in a prominent 
recess along the bottom of the northern 
cliffs of Meenacam Mountain. The 
fissure-formed recess closes down to 
a small 0.5m x 0.5m square aperture 
that gives access to a small cell-like 
chamber. The north facing chamber’s 
maximum dimensions are 1.5m wide 
x 1m high x 3.5m long. A small 
triangular opening at the rear of the 
chamber leads into a tight downward 
sloping south passage that is too 
small to enter. Also at this point, a 
0.3m wide fissure extends west and 
opens into the cliff. The gravel floor 
is mixed with bones of some small 
animals and at least one sheep.
Outside the cave two natural rock arches are located just east of the cave, partially blocking 
the view to the east. A nearly 180° field of view includes Hangman’s Hill and the Dartries 
to the northeast. Panning west, most of the Benbulben Range is masked by the Crockauns. 
South of the Crockauns, Drumcliff Bay, Rosses  Point and parts of Sligo Harbour are 
visible. To the southwest the view is blocked by Keelogyboy Mountain.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
0 0.5 1m
N
Figure 1.33: Plan of The Cell, BCRA grade 5D.
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Figure 1.34: Annexe Cave. A - entrance in cliff. B - entrance, looking out. C - chamber with southern tunnel 
at the back. D - conduit opening into cliff to the west. 
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Leean Cave Series
A wide valley runs in an east-west direction for c. 200m at the north side of Leean 
Mountain. At least 10 dolines are distributed in a line along the peat-covered valley 
floor, one of which features a narrow winding passage that shows a possibility of being 
attempted by an experienced caver. Some of the otherwise grass-covered bedrock of the 
slopes is exposed. The exposed bedrock on the north facing slope is dense and shows 
little fragmentation and the bedding planes slope steeply at 35° north towards the valley 
floor. West of this surface, heavily fractured and jagged limestone outcrops, where two of 
the caves are located, dominate the valley. The surface consists of clints and grykes that 
follow the general slope of the valley walls. The north facing slope consists entirely of the 
same fractured jagged limestone as the opposite slope. Another cave penetrates this side 
of the valley slope. None of the caves provide any view onto distant features since they 
sit low in the valley with views obstructed.
Figure 1.35:  Valley on the northern face of Leean Mountain with dolines running in a line along the valley 
floor.
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Figure 1.36: OS 6” map sheet LE011 with locations of Leean cave series.
Leean Cave 2
Leean Cave 1 Leean Cave 3
0 150 300
m
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Leean Cave 1
Catalogue ID 74 ITM 580855 / 839430 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Leean NGR 180900 / 339426 Date Visited 29/05/2013
Owner OD 299m
Leean Cave 1 sits at the bottom of a small ledge near the exposed grooved limestone 
slope. The southwest facing entrance almost immediately turns north, where it leads into 
a small northwest oriented curved vertical passage. The upper section comprises a 3m 
tall narrowing chimney that opens into the slope above, while the lower section is almost 
entirely choked with rubble. A small chamber has formed where the horizontal and the 
vertical passages meet. Calcite formations are visible beneath a dense layer of algae and 
moss.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
0                 0.5                 1m
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Figure 1.37: Leean Cave 1, BCRA grade 5D.
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Figure 1.38: Leean Cave 1. A - entrance seen from valley floor. B - entrance, looking in. C - entrance, 
looking out. D - back of north passage. E - chimney in north passage, looking up. F - choked south passage.
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Leean Cave 2
Catalogue ID 73 ITM 580866 / 839440 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Leean NGR 180910 / 339435 Date Visited 29/05/2013
Owner OD 293m
This is the most extensive cave of the Leean series. It has formed in a small knoll that 
protrudes from the southern slope of the valley. The cave has three entrances, two face 
southwest and one faces north. The former two are adjacent to each other, the northern 
one being a small balcony type opening that leads onto a horizontal ledge some 1.5m 
above the sloping ground outside. The southern one is a large opening and provides the 
easiest access into the cave. This 1.3m wide x 1.4m high arched opening steeply slopes to 
the north towards a level, rubble-covered chamber. A sheep skeleton is located centrally 
in this chamber. At its lowest and most northern end is a small triangular 0.8m high x 
0.8m wide x 3m long passage which is partially filled with rubble.  It slopes down at 
20°, runs in a northerly direction and turns east before it opens out into the base of the 
limestone knoll. Near the opening larger blocks of limestone block the passage.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
N
0 1 2m
Figure 1.39: Plan of Leean Cave 2, 
BCRA grade 5D.
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Figure 1.40: Leean Cave 2. A - main entrance. B - main entrance, looking out. C - second entrance, south of 
main entrance. D - blocked south entrance. E - main chamber with south passage at left of photo.
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Leean Cave 3
Catalogue ID 75 ITM 580915 / 839513 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Leean NGR 180959 / 339509 Date Visited 29/05/2013
Owner OD 291m
On the opposite side of the valley, 
Leean Cave 3 is visible as a small 
triangular opening at the bottom of 
a small terrace half way up the north 
facing valley slope. The south facing 
passage can be accessed for 4m before 
it becomes too narrow to continue. 
The smooth walls are partially covered 
with calcite formations and the floor is 
covered in a mixture of dry grass and 
clay.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
N
0 0.5 1m
Figure 1.41: Plan of Leean Cave 3, BCRA grade 5D.
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Figure 1.42: Leean Cave 3. A - view onto entrance from north slope of the valley. B - entrance. C - passage, 
looking in.
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2. Sheemore Research Area
The Sheemore Caves research area is located in south west Co. Leitrim, 3.3km east of 
Leitrim Village, and encompasses an area of 2.6km2 with the 178m tall Sheemore Hill at 
its centre. The Aghacashel River, a tributary of the Shannon, flows north of the research 
area. Two small lakes, Annaghearly Lough and a shallow seasonal lake in Ballinwing td., 
abut the research area to the east and west respectively. To the south, the northern slope 
of the 140m high Fahymore Hill extends into the research area. Together, the lakes and 
hills form a shallow roughly south to north running limestone outcrop. During the last 
glaciation the outcrop lay on an ice divide of the northern ice dome (Harney et al. 1996). 
Sheemore, a heavily eroded rounded Upper Carboniferous limestone hill penetrates 
through the overlaying mudstones and sandstones and stands out prominently among the 
drumlin landscape that extends from the Bricklieves in the west, past Cavan to Kingscourt 
and Carrickmacross in the east. Several lakes of various size have formed between the 
drumlins which are fed by a network of several smaller and larger rivers like the Shannon, 
Aghacashel and Cloone Rivers. To the west the landscape is dominated by the deeply 
gorged thick carboniferous limestone plateaus of the Bricklieves. To the north lie Lough 
Allen and its surrounding coal bearing mudstone and sandstone uplands comprising 
Arigna, Sliabh Anieran and Lackagh. To the south the rolling drumlin landscape gradually 
gives way to the undulating raised bogs of the midland plains (Cooney 1979, 76).
A total of 26 monuments are listed in the RMP for this research area, comprising three 
passage tombs (LE027-054001, LE027-054002, LE027-054003), a standing stone 
(LE027-044001), a hilltop enclosure (LE027-054007), 13 ringforts and raths, one 
souterrain (LE027-050003), six enclosures (LE027-044, LE027-046, LE027-050002, 
LE027-053002, LE027-054004, LE027-054006), a field boundary (LE027-054005) and 
a hut site (LE027-054008). Neolithic monuments in the research area are concentrated 
on the top of Sheemore Hill in the form of the three passage tombs which occupy the 
highest elevation in the immediate landscape. The next highest point is the 150m high 
Sheebeg that also has a passage tomb (LE028-022) on its summit. The three passage 
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tombs at Sheemore are situated inside an enclosure (LE027-054004) and hilltop enclosure 
(LE027-054007). The latter is overlain by the former, which is also associated with a hut 
site (LE027-054008) (Moore 2003).
Three short caves were located near a trackway that leads through a forest growing on 
the steep north east facing slope of Sheemore Hill. The slope is intersected by terraced 
low cliffs. The lower sections, which are up to 10m high, host the short fissure formed 
caves.  The caves are marked on the 6” and 25” maps. Coleman (1965, 57) mentions three 
caves in the area, while Dónal Gilhoys (1987, 9) describes seven caves. In the absence of 
detailed location data, four caves mentioned by Gilhoys, Poll Duine Brean, Dowd’s Folly, 
Sheemore Cave 4 and Sheemore Cave 5, could not be found.
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Sheemore Cave 2
Sheemore Cave 1
Sheemore Cave 3
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Figure 2.1: Location maps of Sheemore research area. A - 1:50000 map (Discovery Series 33) with 
Sheemore research area (outlined in red) and cave distribution (black triangles). B - Cave locations on 
RMP map sheet LE027.
A
B
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Sheemore Cave 1
Catalogue ID 025 ITM 599133 / 805153 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Sheemore NGR 199182 / 305141 Date Visited 02/06/2013
Owner Coillte OD 354m
Sheemore Cave 1 is the northernmost 
of three small rift caves penetrating the 
low cliffs that form the northern face of 
Sheemore Hill. The cave is located 15m 
south of a trackway that follows the cliffs 
in south-easterly direction. At this point 
the hill’s otherwise sloping flanks break 
at a joint line to give way to a recessed 
tall cliff. A 23° slope leads through dense 
vegetation to the base of the cliff and a 
7m tall and 2.47m wide triangular shaped 
cave entrance. The single north-facing 
passage inclines at 12°. It continues for 
13m reducing to a width of 0.66m and a 
height of 1.66m before it closes down. 
At the back, a small boulder collapse has 
caused some sediment to build up that 
blocks access to a small east facing 0.5m 
deep alcove. The cave floor is covered by 
a mixture of silt and small stones which 
are overgrown by low vegetation near 
the entrance. The field of view of 47° could not be assessed due to dense vegetation. 
However, map assessment shows that Sliabh an Iarainn is within range but due to the low 
altitude of the cave the view is likely to be blocked by nearby drumlins.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 354 Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
N
0 1 2m
Figure 2.2: Plan drawing of Sheemore Cave 1, BCRA 
grade 5D.
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Figure 2.3: Sheemore Cave 1: A - view of cave entrance. B - cave entrance area. C - cave passage, 
looking out. D - back of passage. E - view from cave entrance. F - recess at back of passage.     
A
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Sheemore Cave 2
Catalogue ID 024 ITM 599173 / 805122 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Sheemore NGR 199222 / 305110 Date Visited 02/06/2012
Owner Coillte OD 84m
Fifty metres southeast of Sheemore Cave 1 lies Sheemore Cave 2. It penetrates the base 
of the same cliff at the top of a steep slope. The entrance is 4.4m high and 1m wide and 
leads into a 8.3m long north facing rift passage. It decreases to a height of 3m and width 
of 0.75m before it closes down. The irregular walls show no signs of calcite formation 
and the floor is covered in a mixture of silt and small stones.
The field of view of 135° could not be assessed due to dense vegetation. However, map 
assessment shows that Sheebeg and Sliabh an Iarainn are within range but due to the low 
altitude of the cave the views are likely to be masked by nearby drumlins.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 485 Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
N
0 1 2m
Figure 2.4: Plan drawing of Sheemore Cave 1, BCRA grade 5D.
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Figure 2.5: Sheemore Cave 2: A - view of cave entrance. B - cave passage, looking out. C - view from cave 
entrance. D - back of passage. 
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Sheemore Cave 3 
Catalogue ID 026 ITM 599189 / 805118 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Sheemore NGR 199238 / 305106 Date Visited 02/06/2012
Owner Coillte OD 87m
Sheemore Cave 3 is a small north facing chamber that is located in the base of a low cliff 
at the northern side of Sheemore Hill. A short walk through dense vegetation to the top 
of a steep slope leads to a 0.54m high and 1.54m wide entrance. It opens up slightly to a 
height of 0.87m near the back of the 3.6m long chamber. A large boulder has collapsed 
at this point and possibly blocks another section of the cave as indicated by gaps left and 
right of the boulder.
The field of view of 87° could not be assessed due to the dense vegetation. However, map 
assessment shows that Sheebeg and Sliabh an Iarainn are within viewing range but due to 
the low altitude of the cave views are likely to be masked by nearby drumlins.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 486 Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
N
Figure 2.6: Plan drawing of Sheemore Cave 3, BCRA grade 5D.
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Figure 2.7: Sheemore Cave 3: view of cave entrance.
Figure 2.8: Sheemore Cave 3: low chamber with collapsed boulder at the back.
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3. Muckelty Research Area
Muckelty Hill is part of an elevated area located between Sliabh Gamph and the Ox 
Mountains to the west and the Bricklieves to the east. With a peak height of 217m OD, 
Muckelty Hill is the second largest hill in the range after Knocknashee (276m OD) which 
lies 4.2 km north of Muckelty Hill. Muckelty Hill lies 3.6km north of Tobbercurry between 
the N17 to the west and the village of Achonry to the east. The hill, like the Sliabh Gamph 
hills, is composed of chert and fossil-rich Upper Carboniferous Limestone. The elevated 
landscape further extends northeast from the town of Tobbercurry to southwest of the 
village of Coolaney where the hills are separated only by the River Owenboy.
There are 11 recorded sites on Muckelty Hill and in its immediate proximity, comprising 
a barrow (SL032-171), a hilltop enclosure (SL032-169), a cairn (SL032-172), earthworks 
(SL032-179), a hutsite (SL032-176), a souterrain (SL032-177002) an enclosure (SL032-
216), and four ringforts/cashels (SL032-175, SL032-177001, SL032-167, SL032-178).
Six caves are located on the eastern slopes of Muckelty Hill. One cave lies close to the 
summit at the 190m contour on recently cleared forestry land. The remaining five caves 
are distributed further east over a distance of 360m along the north to south running 150m 
- 160m contour lines. Along this contour line a small flat topped hillock rises which is 
crowned by a hilltop enclosure (SL032-169). While it has been attributed to the Iron Age 
(Raftery, 1976, 94), no excavation has been conducted to establish its age. 
The east slope of this hillock is covered in mature managed forest and two of the caves 
are located within it. The remaining three caves are located along a low stepped cliff on 
cleared forestry land thus allowing an unhindered view across the plains that extend as 
Cave 5 Cave 1Cave 2
Figure 3.1: Panoramic image of slope with Muckelty Hill Caves 1, 2 and 5.
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Muckelty Hill Cave 6
Muckelty Hill Cave 1
Muckelty Hill Cave 5
Muckelty Hill Cave 2
Muckelty Hill Cave 3
Muckelty Hill Cave 4
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Figure 3.2: Distribution maps of Muckelty Hill research area. A - 1:50000 map (Discovery Series 25) with 
Muckelty research area (outlined in red) and cave distribution (black triangles). B - cave locations on RMP 
6” map, sheet  LE032LE032. 
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far as the Bricklieves to the east, Lough Gara to the southeast and the uplands that flank 
the Glencar Valley to the north. Caves 1-5 can be easily accessed from a forestry road 
that runs from the L4403 to the foot of the slope along which the caves are located. From 
there, several trackways lead to the hilltop and around the hillock to Cave 6.
The Drew (2006a) database lists all six caves with reference to ‘pers. comm.’, but no 
exact location is provided.
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Muckelty Hill Cave 1
Catalogue ID 28 ITM 554802 / 814983 BCRA grade 3B
Townland Muckelty NGR 154842 / 314974 Date Visited 05/10/2012
Owner Coillte OD 160m
The northernmost of the six caves at 
Muckelty Hill is located just a few metres 
above the forestry track that leads west 
and then south to the top of Muckelty 
Hill and to Cave 6. After a short ascend, 
a small 2m x 2m platform leads into an 
east facing small chamber. The fissure-
formed cave measures 3.6m in length and 
just under 2m in width. The entrance, like 
the rest of the cave, is heavily eroded and 
measures 1.5m wide x 1.8m high. From 
there the ceiling height lowers in several 
angular natural steps to 0.5m. The width of 
the passage narrows here to a 0.4m wide 
squeeze from where the passage becomes 
impassable but continues for a minimum of 3.5m. To the north, two more equally tight 
passages continue for 1.4m and 2.7m respectively. All of the side passages are covered in 
flowstone and a small pool is visible in the shorter northern passage.
The large cave entrance provides plenty of day light thus the rubble-covered cave floor is 
overgrown with moss and weeds. Stepping out of the cave and onto the small platform, 
a 170° view extends from Sliabh Gamph and the Ox Mountains in the north across 
Knocknashee, Knocknarea, the Dartry Mountains, Arigna and Sliabh an Iarainn, the 
Curlew Mountains, the Bricklieves and to Lough Gara in the south.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 631 Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
0         1                 2m
N
Figure 3.3: plan of Muckelty Hill Cave 1, BCRA grade 
3B.
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Figure 3.4: Muckelty Hill Cave 1. A - panoramic view taken from entrance. B - entrance from bottom of slope. 
C - entrance, looking in. D - entrance, looking out. E - main chamber and squeeze into east passage. F - 
northern side passage with calcite deposits.
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Muckelty Hill Cave 2
Catalogue ID 30 ITM 554861 / 814875 BCRA grade 3B
Townland Muckelty NGR 154900 / 314865 Date Visited 05/10/2012
Owner Coillte OD 153m
The cave is located some 120m south of 
Muckelty Hill Cave 1 on a small ledge 
between two low cliffs and can only be 
accessed from the south or north along 
the ledge. The cliff below the cave drops 
some 2m before joining the slope that 
leads down to a forestry road. 
The cave entrance is heavily eroded and 
measures 1.6m wide x 1.4m high. The 
cave is at least 5.5m long but only the 
outermost 1.5m are accessible as the 
ceiling drops in several angular steps to 
0.4m whilst staying relatively wide at 
1.5m. The rubble floor is covered in moss 
and weed. Some flowstone is visible in 
the inaccessible rear of the cave. To the 
south a short side passage runs parallel to the cliff for 2m before closing down. An even 
shorter side passage extends to the north for 1.3m before it stops. 
At almost 180°, the field of view extends from Sliabh Gamph and the Ox Mountains in 
the north, across Knocknashee, Knocknarea, the Dartry Mountains, Arigna to Sliabh an 
Iarainn, the Curlew Mountains, the Bricklieves to Lough Gara in the south.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 632 Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
N
0  0.5               1m
Figure 3.5: Plan of Muckelty Hill Cave 2, BCRA grade 
3B.
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Figure 3.6: Muckelty Hill Cave 2. A - panoramic view from  entrance. B - main chamber, looking in. C - 
main chamber, looking out. D - back of main chamber. E - south passage, looking in.
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Muckelty Hill Cave 3
Catalogue ID 31 ITM 554908 / 814686 BCRA grade n/a
Townland Muckelty NGR 154947 / 314676 Date Visited 05/10/2012
Owner Coillte OD 155m
This small fissure is located at the edge 
of a forest in a small crag. It occurs in 
the east slope of the hillock that lies in 
front of Muckelty Hill. A forestry track 
passes by the bottom of the crag. The 
view of the cave from the road is almost 
entirely concealed by fallen spruce trees 
which make it difficult to reach the 
cave. A small 1m x 2m platform is in 
front of the cave. A 2.6m high x 0.7m 
wide triangular entrance that leads into a 
2.6m long north facing narrow passage. 
The gravel covered cave floor slopes 
up steeply after 1.5m which makes the 
remaining 1.1m of the passage impassable. The 145° field of view is blocked by fallen 
trees but ranges from 330° (north-northwest) to 115° (east-southeast), which falls into 
the range of field of view of Muckelty Hill Caves 1, 2 and 6.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 633 Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
Figure 3.7: Muckelty Hill Cave 3.
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Muckelty Hill Cave 4
Catalogue ID 32 ITM 554923 / 814645 BCRA grade 3B
Townland Muckelty NGR 154962 / 314635 Date Visited 05/10/2012
Owner Coillte OD 157m
Muckelty Hill Cave 4 lies 40m south of Muckelty Hill Cave 3 in a tall south facing cliff. 
The cliff is c. 15m high and continues 12m west before turning at a sharp, almost 90° 
angle, to the south. From there it continues for approximately 50m, gradually decreasing 
in height and eventually merging with the sloping ground that leads up to a small hilltop 
enclosure (SL032-169). The entire ground along the cliff gently slopes to the east towards 
the forestry track that leads around the hillock at the foot of Muckelty Hill. The 13° slope 
leads to a level area around the cave entrance. It is 2.8m wide x 0.8m high and is partially 
blocked by a large boulder. The entrance leads into a small oval-shaped cavern, 3m long 
N
badger sett
bad
ger 
sett
0        0.5  1m 
Figure 3.8: Muckelty Hill Cave 4, BCRA grade 3B.
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and widest at the entrance. To the north a small passage measures 0.8m high x 0.6m wide 
and continues for at least 3m. A badger sett has filled up almost the entire passage so that 
it has become inaccessible. The cave roof rises to 1.9m in the centre of the cavern after 
which it drops down to the level of the north passage. Two conduits, too small to access, 
run east and west from the north passage. The floor is covered by a mixture of gravel, 
large stones and nesting material from the badger sett.
The 120° field of view extends from 65° (east-northeast) to 185° (south) but it is obscured 
by the forest. 
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 634 Coleman 1965 no
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 3.9: Muckelty Hill Cave 4. A - panoramic image 50m long straight vertical cliff. Cave location 
indicated. B - cave entrance. C - chamber with northern passage and badger sett. D - entrance, looking out 
from chamber. E - choked east tunnel. F - panoramic view from cave entrance.
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Muckelty Hill Cave 5
Catalogue ID 29 ITM 554854 / 814901 BCRA grade n/a
Townland Muckelty NGR 154893 / 314891 Date Visited 05/10/2012
Owner Coillte OD 155m
Muckelty Hill Cave 5 is located between Muckelty Hill Cave 1 and Muckelty Hill Cave 
2 on the same ledge as Muckelty Hill Cave 3. A small oval entrance leads into a chamber 
1.5m long x 2.5m wide x 0.6m high. The floor is covered with large stones, moss and low 
vegetation. The cave was too small and constricted to survey. 
A 170° field of view extends from Sliabh Gamph and the Ox Mountains in the north 
across Knocknashee, Knocknarea, the Dartry Mountains, Arigna and Sliabh an Iarainn, 
the Curlew Mountains, the Bricklieves and to Lough Gara in the south.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 635 Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
Figure 3.10: Entrance to Muckelty Hill Cave 5.
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Muckelty Hill Cave 6
Catalogue ID 27 ITM 5546560 / 814706 BCRA grade 3B
Townland Muckelty NGR 154699 / 314696 Date Visited 05/10/2012
Owner Coillte OD 191m
Muckelty Hill Cave 6, the largest of this group, is located on the slope of Muckelty 
Hill 250m west of Caves 4 and 5. It overlooks a small valley that has formed between 
Muckelty Hill and the small hillock with the hilltop enclosure (SL032-169). The entire 
area has recently been deforested and is covered in tree stumps and dead wood. From 
the valley floor a 30° slope leads up 30m to a small platform. The 0.7m wide x 1m high 
triangular cave entrance leads into a gently downwards sloping 7.5m long eroded passage 
with a roughly rectangular profile. The passage increases to 2m high x 2.2m wide before it 
terminates in a rubble and silt filled choke. The cave floor consists of a mix of silt, gravel 
and larger blocks. Peter Schneider who lives at the foot of Muckelty Hill visted Muckelty 
Hill Cave 6 in the past and used it as the location for a birthday party (Schneider, pers. 
comm.). Candle wax, some scorched wooden planks, shot gun shells, sweet wraps and 
cigarette butts found in the cave probably stem from such occasions.
Stepping out onto the small platform a field of view of 142° provides a vista from 
Knocknashee, Knocknarea, the Dartry Mountains, Arigna and Sliabh an Iarainn to the 
north, to the Curlew Mountains, the Bricklieves, Lough Gara and Backagh Hill in the 
south. The small hillock and hilltop enclosure lie southeast of the cave, while the barrow 
(SL032-171) on top of Muckelty Hill lies directly opposite to the northwest.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 636 Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 3.11: Plan of Muckelty Hill Cave 6, BCRA grade 3B.
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Figure 3.12: Muckelty Hill Cave 6. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - cave seen from bottom of slope, 
location indicated.  C - entrance. D - entrance looking out. E - chamber looking in. F - back of chamber 
with possible choked passage.  G - litter from recent use.
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4. Knocknarea Research Area
The Cuíl Írra peninsula is an area of low lands that extend between the Garvoge River, 
Carns Hill and Lough Gill. It is framed by Sligo Bay in the north and Ballisadare Bay 
in the south. To the east the peninsula is bordered by the Ox Mountains, Slieve Daene, 
Lough Gill and the Garvogue River. The western half of Cuíl Írra is dominated by the 
large steep sided Knocknarea Mountain.  This massive limestone outcrop rises 327m 
above the undulating lowlands which rarely exceed an altitude of 50m. The entire 
peninsula’s bedrock is composed of Carboniferous limestone which is covered by fertile 
soils used for sheep and cattle grazing and only the Upper Carboniferous limestone cap 
of Knocknarea is covered by blanket bog. The research area encompasses some 24.4km2, 
extending from Culleenamore strand and Knocknarea in the west and to the Carrowmore 
passage tomb complex in the east.
The RMP lists 368 sites and monuments for this area, of which 31 are redundant records, 
accounting for continuous activity from the Neolithic through to the post medieval period. 
The inventory lists 39 passage tombs, 32 megalithic structures, 9 cairns, 3 court tombs, 
0 1 2 km
Figure 4.1: 1:50000 map (Discovery Series 25) with Knocknarea research area (indicated in red) and 
cave distribution (black triangles).
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Figure 4.3: Location of northern caves series on Knocknarea, RMP 6” map sheet SL014.
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1 burial cairn and 1 unclassified megalithic tomb. Most of the megalithic monuments are 
either located at the Carrowmore complex or on Knocknarea Mountain. Burenhult (1984) 
and later Ó Nualláin (1989) and Bergh (1995, 2002b) refer to some 56 monuments at 
Carrowmore belonging to the Irish Passage Tomb Tradition (IPTT). Six passage tombs are 
located on Knocknarea, along with 21 hut sites and ramparts which partially encompass 
the summit of Knocknarea along its eastern side. These monuments have been attributed 
to the Neolithic (Bergh 1995, 2002b; Burenhult 1980, 1981; Hensey and Bergh 2013). 
Other Neolithic sites recorded on Knocknarea, including a passage tomb (SL014-088), 
extensive lithic scatters and a possible Neolithic chert quarry (SL014-277) in a small 
wooded area on the eastern foot of Knocknarea in Drinaghan and Grange North tds.
Twenty nine caves were identified at Knocknarea of which 23 were recorded and planned. 
The remaining six caves are in inaccessible locations. Fifteen caves are clustered in three 
distinct groups in close vicinity to one another on the northwest face of Knocknarea, in the 
Culleenduff Cave 1
Culleenduff Cave 2
Culleenduff Cave 3
0 50 100m
Figure 4.4: Location of Cullenduff caves on RMP 6” map sheet SL014.
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townlands of Carrowbunnaun and Knocknarea North. Because of their close proximity 
and morphological similarities these caves will be referred to as the northern series. Nine 
caves, of which three were situated in cliffs or on top of slopes too steep to reach, are 
dotted along the western cliffs in Knocknarea North and Culleenamore townlands. The 
limestone of Knocknarea sits on beds of relatively soft and impermeable mudstone which 
causes large sections of the cliffs to gradually break away and slide downhill resulting in 
the formation of tall fissure caves. Over time, these cliff sections collapse and break down 
into smaller stones, which accumulate as scree along the foot of the vertical cliffs. Several 
of these tectonic caves along with some short, often very small, solutional caves can be 
found in western cliffs. Three formerly unrecorded caves are located in a small crag at 
the foot of the southern slopes of Knocknarea in Culleenduff td. Two to three caves are 
located on the 200m contour line in the northeast face of Knocknarea. These are marked 
on the 25” and 6” maps in the townlands of Rathcarrick and Knocknarea North. While the 
former could not be reached because of dense vegetation and dead wood, the latter was 
sighted but extremely steep sloping ground and dense vegetation made access impossible. 
There is uncertainty whether there are one or two caves in Rathcarrig td. While the 25” 
and 6” OS maps record two caves at the location Stefan Bergh, who field walked much 
of the area 10 years ago, recalls having seen only one cave (Bergh, pers. comm. 2014).
Coleman (1965) provides a brief summary description of the caves at Knocknarea based 
on an unpublished report by the Dublin University Caving Club from 1963 (Wilson 1965). 
David Drew (2006a) recorded some of some of the caves with reference to Coleman 1965 
and the caving club’s report but the given grid references have proven to be completely 
inaccurate. Furthermore, none of the reports give an indication of how many caves there 
are on Knocknarea. 
Human remains of Neolithic date were found in two caves at Knocknarea which makes 
them archaeologically significant. Both are situated in the northwest series in close 
proximity to each other in the townland of Carrowbunnaun (Dowd 2008, Dowd and 
Kahlert 2014). 
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Lacking a comprehensive naming system, caves were named after Knocknarea, 
followed by an identifying letter assigned in the order in which they were surveyed. 
The archaeologically significant Knocknarea North Cave (Dowd 2008) was renamed 
to Knocknarea Cave C. It was originally named after the townland it was believed to 
be located in but during fieldwork it became apparent that the cave, contrary to Dowd 
(2008), is not located in Knocknarea North but in Carrowbunnaun td.
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Knocknarea Cave A 
Catalogue ID 010 ITM 561995 /  834921 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Carrowbunnaun NGR 162035 /  334915 Date Visited 02/02/2012
Owner Coillte OD 249m
Knockanarea Cave A belongs to a group of nine caves distributed on two distinct levels 
along a steep northwest-facing slope near the summit of Knocknarea Mountain. The 
1.5m high x 1.1m wide oval-shaped entrance leads down a short slope, composed of an 
accumulation of washed-in soil and organic material. It opens into a single straight 14.5m 
long north-facing passage with an average height of 1.7m and an average width of 1.2m. 
The cave walls show some scalloping and minor relict calcite deposits. A narrow groove 
in the ceiling that follows the fissure along which the cave has formed, betrays vadose as 
well as phreatic activity. The level floor is composed of gravel mixed with some larger 
stones and silty deposits. The floor slopes up towards the rear where material has washed 
in from a small chamber with a higher ceiling, which is separated from the main passage 
by a low profile natural lintel. Two conduits, too small to enter, exit the rear chamber 
towards the east and west. 
The grassy ground outside the entrance immediately slopes away from the cave mouth 
at an angle of 45°. A 106° field of view, partially obstructed by tree canopy, allows for a 
vista across parts of Sligo Bay and Sligo Harbour including Strandhill to the northwest, 
Coney Island and Oyster Island as well as Culladoon and Raghly Point to the north and 
northeast.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
0                   1                  2 m
N muddy pool
Figure 4.5: Plan of Knocknarea Cave A, BCRA grade 5D.
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Figure 4.6: Knocknarea Cave A: A - view of cave entrance. B - cave passage, looking in. C - cave passage, 
looking out. D - back of passage.
A
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Knocknarea Cave B
Catalogue ID 011 ITM 562004 / 834926 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Carrowbunnaun NGR 162045 / 334920 Date Visited 23/05/2013
Owner Coillte OD 248m
Located at the base of a steep grassy slope 11m southeast of Knocknarea Cave A, a 
small oval-shaped entrance leads into Knocknarea Cave B. The cave comprises a single 
13m long straight passage, 1m wide x 0.7m to 1.5m high. The entrance is partially 
filled with an accumulation of dark organic-rich soil and smaller stones. The cave floor 
predominantly consists of calcite rich sediments and rubble. The cave walls are decorated 
with flowstone and the ceiling features some small stalagtites. A small calcite floor is 
visible at the centre of the passage where increased water flow has washed away some 
of the sediment. Some animal bones are embedded in it. At this point the floor begins to 
incline until the passage closes down. A large mammal tibia, was noted embedded in the 
soft muddy cave floor c. 4m from the entrance.
Outside the cave, the grassy ground immediately slopes away from the cave mouth at 
an angle of 45°. A 106° field of view, partially obstructed by tree canopy, allows for a 
vista across parts of Sligo Bay and Sligo Harbour including Strandhill to the northwest, 
Coney Island and Oyster Island as well as Culladoon and Raghly Point to the north and 
northeast.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
N
large animal tibia
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ledge
Figure 4.7: Plan of Knocknarea Cave B, BCRA grade 5D.
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Figure 4.8: Knocknarea Cave B: A - view of cave entrance. B - large animal bone. C - cave passage, 
looking out. D - animal bones in muddy area. E - back of passage.
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Knocknarea Cave C
Catalogue ID 013 ITM 562006 / 834920 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Carrowbunnaun NGR 162046 / 334913 Date Visited 02/02/2012
Owner Coillte OD 254m
Knocknarea Cave C, located 6m south and 6m above Knocknarea Cave B, is accessed 
through an inconspicuous opening, 0.7m high x 0.5m wide. Washed-in sediments have 
created a small 20° slope that leads into a 14m long and 1.1m to 2.3m high north-facing 
passage. At 10m inside the passage, two smaller passages extend to the east and west, 
giving the cave a cruciform plan. The east passage almost immediately narrows to an 
inaccessible 0.3m wide x 0.3m high conduit. The western passage continues for 4m 
before it becomes too narrow to advance. Its width decreases from 1m at the entrance 
to 0.3m, while the ceiling drops from 2.3m to 1.2m. The richly decorated cave walls 
of the main passage create a triangular profile. At 5m, an overhang, covered in a thick 
layer of flowstone, reduces the ceiling height to 0.8m. Below this ledge, a small pool has 
formed in which a fragment of a human occipital was found by Stefan Bergh in 2001 and 
N
pool
Figure 4.9: Plan of Knocknarea Cave C, after Dowd (unpublished drawing).
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subsequently dated to 4740±50 BP (Dowd 2008, 308). A second small pool is located at 
the end of the passage. The cave floor consists of light brown sediments, gravel and some 
larger stones, the majority concentrated around the aforementioned overhang. 
Outside the cave the grassy ground immediately slopes away at an angle of 43°. A field of 
view of  70° spans from Culleenamore Strand in the northwest to Strandhill and Raghly 
Point and to Coney Island in the north.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files Yes
Figure 4.10: Panoramic view from Knocknarea Cave C.
Figure 4.11: Entrance to Knocknarea Cave C. Figure 4.12: Knocknarea Cave C, looking out.
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Figure 4.13: Knocknarea Cave C. A - main passage, looking in. B - rear of cave with pool in the foreground. 
C - west passage. D - east passage.
A
C D
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Knocknarea Cave D
Catalogue ID 046 ITM 562015 / 834926 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Carrowbunnaun NGR 162056 / 334920 Date Visited 02/02/2013
Owner Coillte OD 253m
Situated 10m east of Knocknarea Cave B is Knocknarea Cave D, a narrow 7m long fissure 
cave which becomes too narrow to pursue after 4m. The cave’s inconspicuous entrance is 
located in a steep 40° grassy slope. Here the tree canopy of a forest reaches almost to the 
base of the steep slope and obscures much of the 138° extensive views. These span across 
the north half of Sligo Bay including Strandhill, Raghly, Coney Island, Rosses Point and 
Sligo Harbour.  The 0.9m high and 0.5m wide oval cave entrance is partially filled with 
debris that has washed in from outside, forming a short steep slope onto the level passage 
floor. From there, the ceiling reaches a height of 1.9m and gradually decreases to 1.6m at 
4m inside the passage. The gravel floor near the cave mouth is overgrown with moss and 
low vegetation, whereas the rear consists of a mix of silty brown sediments and gravel. 
Small accumulations of flowstone are visible along the cave walls which form a triangular 
cross section.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
N
0            0.5            1m
Figure 4.14: Plan of Knocknarea Cave D, BCRA grade 5D.
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Figure 4.15: Panoramic view from Knocknarea Cave D.
Figure 4.16: Entrance to Knocknarea Cave D. Figure 4.17: Knocknarea Cave D, looking in.
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Knocknarea Cave E/T/S
C a t a l o g u e 
ID
022 ITM 562023 / 834926 (E) 
562028 / 834930 (T) 
562020 / 834925 (S)
BCRA grade 4D
Townland Carrowbunnaun NGR 162045 / 334920 (E) 
162069 / 334924 (T) 
162060 / 334919 (S)
Date Visited 24/05/2012
Owner Coillte OD 252m
Knocknarea Caves E, T and S form a cave system that is located at the base of a cliff 8m 
east of Knocknarea Cave D. Caves E and T are easily accessible caves and have large 
openings. Cave S, however, is very narrow and access is difficult. These three north-
facing caves are connected by an east-west running cross passage.
A short but steep slope leads into the tall entrance of Cave E. The entrance as well as 
the passage are roughly rectangular in shape and measure 1.5m wide x 3.7m high at the 
entrance, reducing to 1m wide x 1.5m high towards the back. Along the 6m long  passage, 
large boulders have collapsed from the ceiling covering most of the floor. A narrow cross 
passage, 0.5m wide x 1.5m high, turns west at almost 90º and joins Cave T after 4m. Two 
N
E
T
S
0 1 2mFigure 4.18: Plan of Knocknarea Cave E, T, S, BCRA grade 4D, BCRA grade 4D.
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narrow tunnels continue south and east at the intersection between Cave E and the cross 
passage. Both are too narrow to pursue. 
Cave T is 6m long, 1m wide but measures c. 1.7m to 2.8m high. The passage has a 
roughly triangular cross section and the entrance has seen some erosion. The cross passage 
intersects at the back of the cave and continues for 9m before it closes down. It crosses 
Cave S after 3m, which is only visible as a small opening in the north wall. Opposite to 
the opening, another similarly sized opening continues south but is too narrow to access. 
From the back of Cave T, a small tunnel extends south, but at 0.4m wide x 0.6m high it 
is inaccessible.
Cave S is visible as a small opening in the grassy slope 3m west of Cave T. It is too small 
to enter but its length was measured as 9m.
All three caves provide a field of view spanning from Sligo Bay and Sligo Harbour to the 
west, Strandhill to Coney Island, Oyster Island and to Culladoon and Raghly Point to the 
north and northeast.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 4.19: Knocknarea Cave E. A - entrance. B - entrance passage, looking in. C - entrance, looking out. 
D - back of cave with small south tunnel. E - east tunnel. F - cross passage, looking west.
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Figure 4.20: Knocknarea Caves T and S. A - entrance to Knocknarea Cave T. B - Knocknarea Cave 
T, looking out C - Knocknarea Cave T, south tunnel. D - cross passage, looking west. E - entrance  to 
Knocknarea Cave S. F - passage Knocknarea Cave F.
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Knocknarea Cave F
Catalogue ID 021 ITM 561992 / 834911 BCRA grade 4D
Townland Carrowbunnaun NGR 162033 / 334905 Date Visited 24/05/2012
Owner Coillte OD 256m
Knocknarea Cave F is the westernmost of a series of caves distributed along a steep slope 
that forms the boundary between the terraced summit and the steep and partially cliff-
lined sides of Knocknarea Mountain. The north-facing cave mouth is just below the top 
of a 45° grass-covered slope which allows for extensive views over a canopy of a forestry 
some 25m away. 
A 0.5m wide x 1m high oval opening leads down a short but steep slope into a 0.9m 
wide x 1.7m high single straight and 11m long  passage. The slope consists of organic 
rich material that has washed in from outside the cave. Past the entrance, the floor levels 
out and it consists of a mix of gravel and silt. The walls are encrusted in calcite. Some 
disarticulated bones of unidentified small animals are strewn across the floor.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map  No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
N
0 0.5 1m
Figure 4.21: Plan of Knocknarea Cave F, BCRA grade 5D.
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Figure 4.22: Knocknarea Cave F. A - entrance, looking out. B - passage, looking in. C - choked back of 
passage.
A B
C
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Knocknarea Cave G
Catalogue ID 011 ITM 561999 / 834915 BCRA grade 4D
Townland Carrowbunnaun NGR 162040 / 334909 Date Visited 02/02/2012
Owner Coillte OD 254m
Knocknarea Cave G belongs to a series of 
caves distributed along a steep slope that 
extends east of the cliff-faced southwest 
flank of Knocknarea Mountain. The north-
facing cave is located at the same level as 
Cave F, which lies 10m to the west. 
A 0.5m wide x 1m high oval opening steps 
down onto a gently sloping and gravel-
covered floor that widens to 1.2m. The 
cave is 2m to 2.7m high with tapering 
walls that give it a roughly triangular 
profile. The passage extends for 15m and 
is intersected by a narrow cross passage at 
10m inside the entrance. To the west, the 
intersecting passage closes down almost 
immediately, while the east passage 
continues as a tight crawl for at least 5m 
but becomes impassably narrow after 2m.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
0 1 2m
 N       
Figure 4.23: Plan of Knocknarea Cave G, BCRA 
grade 4D.
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Figure 4.24: Knocknarea Cave G. A - entrance, looking in. B - main passage. C - rear of passage, viewed 
from cross section. D - entrance, looking out.
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Knocknarea Cave H
Catalogue ID 003 ITM 562124 / 834868 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Carrowbunnaun NGR 162164 / 334862 Date Visited 13/01/2012
Owner Coillte OD 256m
Knocknarea Cave H is the western-most of a series of 
caves that penetrate a low terraced cliff near the top of 
Knocknarea Mountain. The cliff forms part of a wide 
U-shaped valley through which coniferous forest expands 
all the way to the cave entrance, obstructing the views. 
However, the narrow field of view of 54° would allow for 
a vista ranging from Raghly Point across Sligo Bay and 
Coney Island to Rosses Point.
A small triangular platform at the cave entrance gives 
way to a 27° external slope. The roughly square entrance 
measures 1.3m and gives access to a 24m long single 
straight passage. Its profile is keyhole-shaped which 
indicates a vadose phase. Much of the cave’s floor is solid 
limestone and only the central narrow channel is filled 
with gravel. Soil that has washed in from outside is limited 
to the entrance area. Towards the rear, the floor inclines 
slightly before the passage closes down. In the deeper part 
of the cave walls are covered with thick layers of calcite 
and flowstone. 8m from the entrance a stone collapse has 
caused a rise in the floor level. Past this, the groove in the 
floor deepens and widens initially but becomes shallower 
towards the rear. The intersection between the upper wider 
and rounded vadose and the lower narrow grooved phreatic 
parts of the cave’s profile forms a shelf-like ledge on either 
0 1 2m
N
Figure 4.25: Plan of Knocknarea 
Cave H, BCRA grade 5D.
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side of the cave that follows its full length. A number of tea-lights were placed along on 
these ledges indicating recent visits. A nearly empty glass bottle, containing some dark 
liquid and a box of matches in a small clear plastic pouch, were wedged into one of the 
fissures in the wall near the back of the cave. Not far from these, some coins were placed 
on a ledge and covered with a small stone.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
Figure 4.26: Knocknarea Cave H. Recent human activity: A - black and red candle wax dripped on cave 
wall. B - small glass bottle with black liquid. C - Euro coins deposited on a small ledge. D - candles placed 
along passage.
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Figure 4.27: Knocknarea Cave H. A - entrance, looking in. B - view across boulders towards entrance. 
C - boulders looking in. D - passage beyond boulder section, looking in. E - back of passage. F - calcite 
formation.
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Knocknarea Cave I
Catalogue ID 004 ITM 562129 / 834877 BCRA grade 2B
Townland Knocknarea North NGR 162169 / 334872 Date Visited 13/01/2012
Owner Coillte OD 261m
At a distance 31m east-northeast of Knocknarea Cave H, Knocknarea Cave I is located in 
a low recessed cliff near the top of the mountain. The cave consists of a large cube-shaped 
cavity with a 2.2m wide x 2.3m entrance which reduces to a width of 1.7m and 0.8m at its 
rear, some 4m inside. The reduction in height is caused by some very large boulders that 
have collapsed from the cave roof, causing the ground to incline in two steps. Vegetation 
grows over the entire cave floor.
Oriented almost due north, the cave faces a coniferous forest blocking a 53° field of 
view that extends from Sligo Harbour and parts of the Dartry Mountains in the northeast, 
across Coney Island in the north to Strandhill in the northwest. The slope leading up to 
the cave is at an angle of 26°.
6” map yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
Figure 4.28: Plan of Knocknarea Cave I, BCRA 
grade 2B.
0 1 2m
 N       
Figure 4.29: Knocknarea Cave I.
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Knocknarea Cave J
Catalogue ID 047 ITM 561961 / 834938 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Carrowbunnaun NGR 162001 / 334932 Date Visited 02/02/2013
Owner Coillte OD 236m
Knocknarea Cave J is situated in a small recess in a steep but shallow slope which is 
the northeastern extent of the massive cliffs that form the western flank of Knocknarea 
Mountain. Above the caves, a narrow trackway leads through long grass and shrubs to the 
top of the western cliffs. Directly below the caves, a cultivated coniferous forest extends 
to the foot of the hill. A trackway leads past the caves and through the forest to road level.
The entrance to Cave J is slightly oval and measures 0.4m to 0.5m high x 0.5m to 0.6m 
wide. The cave consists of a single straight passage that extends for 19m due south and 
measures 0.5m to 1m wide and up to 3.75m high. Near its rear, Knocknarea Cave J is 
connected to Knocknarea Cave K via a 0.5m long squeeze. Another possible connection 
is visible in both passages closer to the entrance but it is almost entirely filled with 
debris. Most of the upper profile of the cave is covered in thick layers of calcite and the 
floor inclines towards the entrance and the calcite choked terminal, which suggests that 
flooding occurred from either end. The slope at the entrance is intersected by 0.5m deep 
drop. A possible vertical sink is visible on its western edge. The floor consists of mud 
on the slopes whereas the centre is made up of loose gravel and calcite debris. Bones of 
sheep and small animals are strewn across the cave floor but lack of tanning suggests that 
all are rather recent. Pieces of plastic were also noticed.
Views are obscured by tall coniferous trees whose lowest branches almost extend to the 
cave mouth. An unobstructed view would cover a field of 145° from Aughris Head in 
the west, across the mouth of Ballysadare Bay, Strandhill, Raghly Point, Drumcliff Bay, 
Benbulben and Sligo Harbour, with Coney and Oyster Islands in the northeast.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 4.30: Knocknarea Cave J. A - entrance. B - entrance area, looking out. C - passage at crossing to 
Cave K, looking out. D - rear of cave, with crossing to Cave K on right.
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Knocknarea Cave K
Catalogue ID 048 ITM 561959 / 834938 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Carrowbunnaun NGR 161999 / 334932 Date Visited 02/02/2013
Owner Coillte OD 235
Knocknarea Cave K is situated in a small recess in a steep but shallow slope which is 
the northeastern extent of the massive cliffs that form the western flank of Knocknarea 
Mountain. Above the caves, a narrow trackway leads through long grass and shrubs to the 
top of the western cliffs. Directly below Cave K, a cultivated coniferous forest extends all 
the way to the foot of the hill and an unmarked trackway leads past the caves and through 
the forest to road level.
The entrance to Cave K is slightly oval in shape and leads underneath a low overhanging 
natural lintel onto a stone and silt-covered floor. Dark brown, organic rich soil has 
gradually washed into the cave from the slope above which restricts access. The cave 
opens up after 2.5m into a 26m long slightly winding passage, between 0.8m to 1m wide 
x 0.5m to 1.5m high. Ceiling heights drop in places along the initial 9m where particularly 
thick calcite deposits occur, while the floor remains relatively level. At this point, the 
floor level gradually inclines where it is covered in substantial calcite deposits. Calcite 
encrusted rocks have formed small water filled cascades along the slope. A 0.5m long 
aperture connects Cave K with Cave J 16m inside the cave. Cave K ends in a calcite 
choke.
Views are obscured by tall coniferous trees whose lowest branches almost extend to the 
cave mouth but would cover a field of 145° encompassing Aughris Head in the west, 
across the mouth of Ballysadare Bay, Strandhill, Raghly Point, Drumcliff Bay, Benbulben 
and Sligo Harbour, to Coney and Oyster Islands in the northeast.
Numerous animal bones covered the cave floor from the entrance to 8m inside when the 
cave was surveyed. Many of these looked relatively recent in date but some were covered 
in calcium carbonate and/or stained to a dark brownish black colour which suggested 
that they may have been in the cave for a long time. Upon closer inspection, one bone 
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looked like a human phalanx. The bone lay on the surface approximately 4.5m inside 
the entrance near the eastern wall. Being in an exposed and thus vulnerable position, the 
bone was bagged and removed from the cave. The find was shown to osteoarchaeologist 
Dr. K. McKenzie who identified it as a human foot phalanx. The find was reported to the 
NMI and the NMS and an SMR number was issued for the cave (SL014-288). A detailed 
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Figure 4.31: Plan of Knocknarea Cave K and Knocknarea Cave J, after Dowd and Kahlert (2014), BCRA 
grade 5D.
Figure 4.32: Human bones from Knocknarea Cave K.
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survey was carried out by the author and S. Moore during which a second human phalanax 
and other potentially human bones were discovered. This led to Dr. McKenzie visiting 
the cave to closer inspect the bones in the cave and confirmed our suspicion. Some of the 
potentially human bones lay exposed on the surface, others were partially embedded in 
sediment. After informing Dr. M. Dowd about the potential human bones, she contacted 
the NMS and a rescue excavation was instigated. Excavation in the form of the removal 
of any surface material took place on 13th and 18th of November 2013. A 4.6m long section 
from 3m to 7.6m inside the entrance was divided in 18 0.5m squares and bones were 
systematically planned and lifted. The excavation resulted in the retrieval of 13 human 
bones, 213 animal bones and one small specks of charcoal. The human bones represent 
at least two individuals, one adult aged 30-39 years and one infant aged 4-6 years. The 
majority of the bones comprised small bones in the form of phalanges, vertebrae and rib 
as well as fragments of pelvis, ulna and skull. All bones displayed dark stained and calcite 
deposits, both are a result of long term exposure in a wet calcite rich environment, such 
as a cave. To establish their age, three bones, one from the juvenile and two from the 
adult, were submitted to Queens University Belfast Chronolab for Radiocarbon dating 
and returned dates of 4734±39BP and 4656±37BP for the adult and 4499±58BP for the 
juvenile (Dowd and Kahlert 2014).
Thirty-seven percent of the animal bones could either be generally or not at all identified. 
The remaining 63% consisted of bones from rabbit, frog, sheep, hare, cattle, domestic 
chicken and woodmouse. Almost all of the animal bones are of recent date and most 
likely prey that was dragged into the cave by a predator. Eight bones, however, showed 
dark staining and calcite deposits which looked similar to those on the human bones. 
Noteworthy are a calf pelvic fragment and a possible sheep or cow horn core. The location 
and dimensions of the cave make it unlikely that a cow would have found its way into a 
cave naturally (Dowd and Kahlert 2014). The calf pelvis was dated to 2192±32 BP.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 4.33: Knocknarea Cave K. A - entrance. B - entrance section, looking out. C - north passage, looking 
in. D - cross passage into Cave J. E - back of cave. F - south passage.
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Knocknarea Cave L
Catalogue ID 052 ITM 561909 / 834936 BCRA grade n/a
Townland Carrowbunnaun NGR 161950 / 334930 Date Visited 02/02/2013
Owner Coillte OD 230m
Triangular cave entrance in a vertical 
cliff c. 7m above ground level. Not 
accessible.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
Figure 4.34: Knocknarea Cave L. Entrance at top of cliff.
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Knocknarea Cave M
Catalogue ID 049 ITM 561884 / 834915 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Carrowbunnaun NGR 161925 / 334909 Date Visited 02/02/2013
Owner Seamus Maye OD 219m
This cave is part of a series of eight caves 
and fissures distributed along the massive 
cliff that spans the entire western face 
of Knocknarea Mountain. It is located at 
the top of a steep slope and a tall vertical 
northwest-facing cliff. A 0.9m wide x 1.72m 
high opening leads into a 16.7m long north-
facing passage that becomes too narrow to 
pursue after 2m. From the entrance, The 
width and height of this triangular rift taper 
to an oval 0.3m wide x 0.5m high aperture. 
The floor is level and covered with moss 
and grass. 
Outside the cave, the cliff breaks away 
from the cave passage at almost right angles 
allowing for an unobstructed field of view 
of 157° that spans from Culleenamore 
Strand and Aughris Head in the west, across 
the mouth of Ballysadare Bay, Strandhill, 
Raghly Point, Drumcliff Bay and Benbulben 
to Sligo Harbour with Coney and Oyster 
Islands in the northeast.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 4.35: Plan of Knocknarea Cave M, BCRA 
grade 5D.
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Figure 4.36: Knocknarea Cave M. A - panoramic view from cave entrance. B - entrance. C - entrance area, 
looking in. D - inaccessible passage.
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Knocknarea Cave N
Catalogue ID 050 ITM 561848 / 834813 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Knocknarea North NGR 161888 / 334808 Date Visited 02/02/2013
Owner Seamus Maye OD 211m
Knocknarea Cave N is situated on top of a 30° 
slope, 1km east of Culleenamore Strand in a recess 
of a massive cliff that forms the entire western 
face of Knocknarea Mountain. The fissure cave 
consists of a single southwest-facing passage that 
is accessed via an oval 0.86m wide x 2.43m high 
entrance. This straight narrow passage extends for 
at least 13.6m. It becomes too narrow to advance 
after 9m, where it decreases to 0.5m wide x 0.7m 
high. In the entrance area  the passage floor is 
covered with a thin layer of soil which gives way to 
coarse gravel further inside. The cave walls show 
some relict calcite deposits and an almost complete 
sheep skeleton is located 8m inside the entrance.
The recess limits the field of view to 80° across 
Ballysadare Bay to the Ox Mountains.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 621 Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
N
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Figure 4.37: Plan of Knocknarea Cave N, 
BCRA grade 5D.
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Figure 4.38: Knocknarea Cave N. A - panoramic 
view from cave entrance. B - cliffs of north 
Knocknarea with Cave N at centre. C - cave 
entrance. D - entrance, looking out. E - passage, 
looking in.
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Knocknarea Cave O
Catalogue ID 051 ITM 561844 / 834791 BCRA grade 5C
Townland Knocknarea North NGR 161884 / 334786 Date Visited 02/02/2013
Owner Seamus Maye OD 208m
A 7m tall and 1m wide fissure 
cave penetrates the massive 
cliff at the western face 
of Knocknarea Mountain. 
A short climb leads to the 
northwest-facing entrance 
that opens in a slightly wider 
chamber. The chamber leads 
into a 5m long x 0.6m wide 
passage. To the north a small 
window opens out to the 
cliff 2.5m above the steeply 
sloping ground. The main 
passage reduces in width 
and height as the floor slopes 
up and eventually merges with the ceiling. The narrow floor is covered with coarse gravel 
and silt.
Views span from across Ballysadare Bay, the Ox Mountains and Culleenamore Strand in 
the west to Strandhill and Coney Island in the north.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 622 Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 4.39: Plan of Knocknarea Cave O, BCRA grade 5C.
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Figure 4.40: Knocknarea Cave O. A - entrance. B - passage, looking in. C - opening in north-facing cliff. 
D - back of passage.
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Knocknarea Cave P
Catalogue ID 058 ITM 561824 / 834674 BCRA grade n/a
Townland Knocknarea North NGR 161864 / 334669 Date Visited 02/02/2013
Owner Seamus Maye OD 208m
Knocknarea Cave P is a fissure in 
a massive cliff that forms the west 
face of Knocknarea Mountain. The 
north-northwest-facing fissure is 
set on top of a steep scree slope 
in a short gully that runs almost 
parallel to the cliff. It is 0.3m to 
0.4m wide with jagged walls and a 
steep internal slope which renders 
it inaccessible for visitors of less 
slender statue. A field of view 
of 154° ranges from the eastern 
outliers of the Ox Mountains, 
Ballysadare Bay, Sligo Bay in the 
northwest to Strandhill and Coney 
Island in the north. Culleenamore 
Strand lies 1km to the west.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
Figure 4.41: Knocknarea Cave P.
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Knocknarea Cave Q
Catalogue ID 054 ITM 561813 / 834621 BCRA grade n/a
Townland Culleenamore NGR 161854 / 334615 Date Visited 02/02/2013
Owner Seamus Maye OD 195m
A tall north-facing fissure is located in the north face of a recess in a massive cliff of the 
western flank of Knocknarea Mountain. The fissure opens out onto the cliff c. 5m above 
the steeply sloping ground. Another opening can be seen on the west-facing cliff 2m 
above that level and it most likely connects to the north-facing passage c. 5m inside. The 
cave cannot be entered safely without aid. British caver R. F. Wilson (1965) noted, “This 
is a similarly produced cleft cave [as Knocknarea Cave O]. It is 100 ft. long and its floor 
slopes steeply inwards from a 50 ft. high entrance. A side passage connects with the cliff 
face, emerging 50 ft. up”.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 626 Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
Figure 4.42: Knocknarea Cave Q. A- north-facing opening, centre of image. B - main rift, entrance 2m 
above ground.
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Knocknarea Cave R
Catalogue ID 053 ITM 562162 / 834887 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Knocknarea North NGR 162202 / 334882 Date Visited 02/02/2013
Owner Coillte OD 255m
Situated on the northeast corner of a small gully that cuts into a low cliff near the top of 
Knocknarea Mountain, Knocknarea Cave R comprises a single straight 19.5m long, 0.7m 
to 1.4m wide x 0.3m to 1m high passage. The north-facing cave is accessed through a 
1m wide x 0.3m high opening. A steep, short moss, mud and stone-covered slope leads 
onto a mostly bare passage floor. It is only partially covered with a thin layer of sediment. 
The cave walls form a roughly rectangular profile and are covered with calcite deposits 
including some short straws and flowstone. A small stalagmite has formed some 10m 
inside the cave. At this point an east running conduit connects to the main passage that 
closes down almost immediately. The remains of a sheep are scattered along the passage 
floor. At the back of the cave there is a build-up of loose brown soil mixed with some 
animal bones.
The cave is set in a dense cultivated coniferous forest near the base of a craggy gully 
that slopes gently due northwest. The forest blocks the wide 166° field of view that 
 0       1                2 m 
N
Figure 4.43: Plan of Knocknarea Cave R, BCRA grade 5D.
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would range from Culleenamore Strand and Aughris Head in the west, across the mouth 
of Ballysadare Bay, Strandhill, Raghly Point, Drumcliff Bay and Benbulben, to Sligo 
Harbour with Coney and Oyster Islands in the northeast.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 4.44: Knocknarea Cave R. A - cave entrance. B - passage looking out. C - western recess near centre 
of passage. D - back of passage, looking in.
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Knocknarea Cave U
Catalogue ID 055 ITM 561853 / 834362 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Culleenamore NGR 161894 / 334356 Date Visited 02/02/2013
Owner Seamus Maye OD 198m
This is an extremely weathered cave that is visible from the foot of Knocknarea as a black 
arched  opening at the top of a sloping ledge. It enters a massive cliff at the west face of 
the mountain. Only the northernmost 2m of the 7m long former passage are roofed. The 
south-facing passage is 0.4m wide x 2m high where the roof is still intact. There is a 0.3m 
deep west-facing entrance that gives access to a small chamber and two small conduits 
extend north and east from there but are too small to enter. In this part the cave floor is 
covered with soft soil, hay and sheep dung, suggesting that this cave is used as a shelter 
for sheep.
The surrounding terrain slopes steeply to the west and the field of view is limited to 73° 
spanning from Culleenamore Strand and Aughris Head in the west, across Sligo Bay to 
Strandhill, Coney Island, to the Maugherow Peninsula in the north. 
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 4.45: Plan of Knocknarea Cave U, BCRA grade 5D.
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Figure 4.46: Knocknarea Cave U. A - panoramic view from cave entrance. B - cliffs of north Knocknarea 
with Cave V at centre. C - entrance and chamber with hay and sheep dung, looking in. D - eroded western 
passage, now open fissure. E - eroded western passage. View from cave entrance, looking west.
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Knocknarea Cave V
Catalogue ID 056 ITM 561892 / 834206 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Culleenamore NGR 161932 / 334201 Date Visited 02/02/2013
Owner Seamus Maye OD 201m
Knocknarea Cave V is the southernmost in 
a series of nine caves distributed along the 
massive cliff that forms the western face of 
Knocknarea Mountain. This small north-
facing tectonic cave sits on top of a steep 
scree slope in a small outcrop overlooking 
an area ranging from Aughris Head in the 
northwest, across Culleenamore Strand 
and Strandhill to Coney Island and the 
Lissadell Peninsula in the north. The cliff 
at this location is divided into several 
recessed ledges giving it a terrace-like 
topography. The terrace is c. 3m wide and 
the cliff leading up to the next terrace is c. 
2m high. The outcrop spans the entire width 
and height of the terrace forming a natural 
connection between the upper terrace and 
the cliff below. The fissure, along which 
Cave V has formed, occupies the entire 
height of the cliff separating the western 
part of the limestone outcrop from the main 
the cliff.
N
0 0.5 1m
Figure 4.47: Plan of Knocknarea Cave V, BCRA 
grade 5D.
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The cave consists of a 10m long single straight passage of which only 2m are accessible. 
It is 0.7m wide x 1.5m high and abruptly narrows down to a width of 0.3m after 2m. The 
cave walls are smooth and fractured into blocks that have gradually eroded leaving a 
cavity with a rectangular profile. Eroded material has accumulated on the cave floor in the 
form of coarse gravel, held in place by a pile of larger blocks near the entrance. 
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 4.48: Knocknarea Cave V. A - cave entrance. B - accessible cave passage, looking in. C - inaccessible 
section at back of passage. D - eroded western passage, now an open fissure. E - view of cave entrance, 
looking south.
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Knocknarea Cave W
Catalogue ID 057 ITM 562159 / 834877 BCRA grade 4D
Townland Knocknarea North NGR 162199 / 334871 Date Visited 02/02/2013
Owner Seamus Maye OD 261m
Knocknarea Cave W sits almost directly on top of Cave I. A short climb onto a ledge 
above it leads to the 3.6m wide x 0.8m high entrance. The height gradually decreases to 
0.3m and the passage becomes to narrow too access after 3m. At the rear of the cave, an 
inaccessible conduit continues to the southeast for 1.5m. The cave floor is covered with 
low vegetation and some larger stones while most of the cave’s walls and ceiling are 
covered in moss. 
Oriented almost due north, the cave currently faces a coniferous forest that extends to 
the bottom of the slope in front of the cave blocking a 53° field of view. It extends from 
Sligo Harbour and parts of the Benbulben Mountains range in the northeast across Coney 
Island in the North, to Strandhill in the northwest. The slope leading to the cave is at an 
angle of 26°.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 4.49: Plan of Knocknarea Cave W, BCRA grade 4D.
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Figure 4.50: Entrance to Knocknarea Cave W.
Figure 4.51: Chamber of Cave W.
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Culleenduff Cave 1
Catalogue ID 043 ITM 562442 / 833446 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Culleenduff NGR 162483 / 333440 Date Visited 22/01/2013
Owner n/a OD 66m
Culleenduff Cave 1 is part of a series of three interconnected tectonic caves that are 
located at the southern foot of Knocknarea Mountain. Opposite to the entrance to the 
Knocknarea Glen, a 1km long limestone rift (McAteer and Parkes 2004, 83), a well is 
located next to the road that leads around the south flank of Knocknarea. A short scramble 
up beside the well is followed by 20m walk due north through a natural forest and leads to 
a small limestone knoll in which three caves are located. The slope increases as it reaches 
the base of the knoll. Culleenduff Cave 1 penetrates the knoll on its southeast corner for 
2.5m. The 0.6m wide x up to 1.8m high south-facing cave closes down to a 0.1m cleft 
that continues for 2.5m and connects to Culleenduff 3 at its south end. The cave walls 
are almost perfectly parallel and show no evidence of dissolution. The cave roof consists 
of large fractured natural limestone slabs that have become disjointed when the northern 
section of the knoll dislodged and moved down slope. The floor is covered with larger 
limestone blocks that collapsed from roof and walls. 
The dense vegetation obscures the 166° field of view across Ballysadare Bay and to the 
Ox Mountains.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 4.52: Culleenduff Cave 1. A - view of entrance  from bottom of slope. B - entrance, looking out. C - 
back of passage with connecting fissure to Cave 2. D - connecting fissure to Cave 2.
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Figure 4.53: Plan of interconnected Culleenduff Caves 1, 2 and 3, BCRA grade 5D.
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Culleenduff Caves 2 and 3
Catalogue ID 044/045 ITM 562442 / 833446 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Culleenduff NGR 162483 / 333440 Date Visited 22/01/2013
Owner n/a OD 66m
Culleenduff Caves 2 and 3 are parallel tectonic passages that developed along a north-
south running fault on two levels. Cave 3 lies at the upper level and west of the fault. It’s 
entrance is 1m above ground level in the smooth vertical face of the cliff. The sharp break 
at the entrance provides a cross section through the cave’s rectangular profile showing 
that the cave floor is covered with 0.2m thick layer of sediment. The cave extends for 
2.8m at a height of 1m and width of 1.1m, the width decreases to 0.4m before the cave 
terminates in a boulder choke.
A c. 1.4m deep depression below the elevated entrance of Cave 3 provides access to 
Culleenduff Cave 2 via a small rectangular west-facing aperture that has formed at the 
fault between the two caves. The sharply sloping edge of the depression continues into 
the cave where sediment has been washed into the passage from outside. Past the entrance 
the passage narrows down to a 0.1m wide fissure that continues east for 2.4m where it 
connects to the back of Cave 1. The main passage runs parallel to Cave 3 and east of the 
fault with the roof being flush with the floor of Cave 3. The passage is 6.5m long and 
0.4m to 0.5m wide, slightly tapering towards the roof. The stone-covered floor steeply 
declines towards the centre of the passage where it reaches a maximum height of 2.6m. It 
rises again towards the back where the passage ends in a boulder choke. Very thin layers 
of calcite deposits are visible along the cave walls.
Dense vegetation obscures the 166° field of view across Ballysadare Bay and to the Ox 
Mountains.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 4.54: Culleenduff Cave 2. A - entrance at bottom of depression below Cave 3 (visible at upper left 
corner). B - entrance, looking out (to the right) and connecting passage to Cave 1 (to the left). C - main 
passage, looking in. D - entrance area, looking out.
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Figure 4.55: Culleenduff Cave 3. A - view of entrance from bottom of slope. B - entrance. C - entrance, 
looking out. D - main passage, looking in.
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5. Bricklieves Research Area
The Bricklieve Mountains research area is a mountainous limestone plateau that is 
bordered by Lough Arrow to the east and extends beyond Keshcorran Hill in the west 
and north. Maelahoo forms the southernmost extent of the Bricklieves as well as the 
research area. Covering an area of 39.5km2, the Bricklieves area is by far the most 
extensive research area of this study, hosting the largest number of both caves and 
archaeological monuments. Almost 81% of the area consists of Carboniferous bioclastic 
cherty limestone and 10% is composed of thin bedded shale and limestone that occupies 
the lowland area west and northwest of the Bricklieves and Keshcorran. Lough Arrow 
lies to the east and northeast of the research area. The bioclastic limestone belong to the 
Bricklieve Limestone Formation is well exposed between the Lough Allen uplands and 
the Ox Mountains, extending in a northeast direction between the town of Curry in the 
southwest and Drumkeerin in the northeast (Harney et al. 1996; McAteer and Parkes 
2004). The Bricklieves and Keshcorran cover two thirds of the research area and are 
separated by an area of lowland that runs from south to north, following the general 
direction of the iceflow during the last glaciation. The retreating ice sheet has removed 
Figure 5.1: 1:50000 map (Discovery Series 25) with Bricklieves research area (outlined in red) and cave 
distribution (black triangles)
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much of the limestone that once connected Keshcorran and the Bricklieves leaving behind 
smaller limestone hills, such as Treanmore, Treanscrabbagh and Treanmcmurtagh.  
Some 230 archaeological sites and monuments are listed in the SMR for the research area 
dating from the Neolithic, Bronze Age, Early Medieval, Medieval and post-Medieval 
periods. Twenty-five monuments are of Neolithic date and a further seven are of possible 
Neolithic date, accounting for 11% of recorded sites and monuments. Bronze Age sites 
make up 7% while 54% of the sites and monuments are either Early Medieval, Medieval or 
post-Medieval in date. Kytmannow (2005) reported 14 additional sites around Keshcorran 
which currently do not appear in the SMR. These comprise three possible cists, a cairn, a 
possible wedge tomb, an unclassified megalithic structure, four enclosures, a barrow, field 
walls and two ruined houses.
Mentioned briefly by Wood-Martin (1888b) and Praeger (1937), it was not until the early 
20th century when Macalister et al. (1912) conducted the first thorough investigation 
some of the megalithic monuments at Carrowkeel and recorded 14 passage tombs 
which he labelled A-H and K-P, two cists, and 47 hut sites at Mullaghfarna. Bergh 
(2006) subsequently increased this to 152 hut sites. Together with Macalister’s recorded 
monuments, Ó Nualláin (1989) investigated a court tomb (SL040-106) and a previously 
unrecorded megalithic tomb (SL040-184), both in Carricknahorna East td. (Herity 1982).
Archaeological material from the passage tombs at Carrowkeel include bone and antler 
pins, Carrowkeel Ware, stone beads, pendants, stone balls, unburnt and cremated human 
remains (Macalister et al. 1912, Hensey et al. 2014). 
41 caves were surveyed in the Bricklieves research area, including the 17 Caves of Keash, 
to which three previously unrecorded caves were added. Dónal Gilhoys recorded 91 karst 
features over a period of over 20 years for the area (unpublished notes). The majority of 
these are dolines, recesses and fissures that are too small to qualify as caves. Other caves he 
described lacked a grid reference or alternative locational information to be located in the 
field. However, 21 caves were located in the field of which 12 were surveyed. Four caves 
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Figure 5.2: RMP 6” map sheets 39 and 40 with location of Keash Caves.
Keash Cave J1
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Figure 5.3: Overview of Keash Caves. Insert: sketch drawing of Keash Caves by Scharff et al. (1903a).
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Figure 5.4: Keshcorran Hill with caves distributed along base of cliff.     
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were inaccessible and five were too small to qualify as caves. One previously unrecorded 
cave was discovered by the author in Treanmore td. and named Calcite Chamber.
The relatively large amount of caves in this research area made a further sub division 
necessary. The Keshcorran series comprises the 21 Keash Caves. Keashcorann East 
includes five caves that are located between the Keashcorann series and the Bricklieve 
Mountains. The remaining 11 caves make up the series in the Bricklieves Mountains.
Keshcorran series
The caves of Keshcorran,  Keash Caves or Keash Caves (from here on Keash Caves) are 
a series of caves that penetrate a shallow cliff face in the west side of Keshcorran Hill, 
Cloonagh td. The Hill lies northwest of the Bricklieves and overlooks the rolling drumlin 
landscape to the west and southwest, allowing for views across Sligo, north Roscommon 
and as far as Croagh Patrick, Co. Mayo which lies some 90km to the west. Generally, 
the field of view ranges from 121°-174° with the exception of Cave R, which has a field 
of view of 63°. Knocknarea is the northernmost visible landscape feature, followed by 
Knocknashee, Muckelty Hill, the Ox Mountains, Croagh Patrick, the Midland Plains, 
and Lough Gara being the southernmost visible landscape feature. With the cliff running 
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slightly off the north-south axis, field of view changes slightly, excluding the northernmost 
features whilst including more of the southern features. The slope from the cave entrances 
ranges from 28 °-37°, with the exception of Cave R, which has a slope of 45°. Keshcorran 
Hill features several prehistoric sites, including a passage tomb (SL040-008), an enclosure 
(SL040-009) categorised as a hilltop enclosure (Condit et al. 1991). Kytmannow (2005) 
identified three possible cists, a double walled D-shaped enclosure and pre-bog walls.
In 1901, the Keash Caves became subject to an investigation by the Committee 
Appointed to Explore Irish Caves, which resulted in trial and partial excavation of Caves 
E, J and P. The excavation campaign unearthed finds of significant archaeological and 
palaeoecological value (Scharff et al. 1903a; Scharff et al. 1906; ANON 1901a; ANON 
1901b). Cave L was excavated by members of the Fauna and Flora Committee of the Royal 
Irish Academy in 1928 (Gwynn et al. 1940) and Cave N was partially excavated over two 
seasons by Professor James Bayley Butler (University College Dublin). All excavations 
saw the recovery of a multitude of quaternary species, such as hare, stoat, brown bear, 
wolf, red deer and Arctic lemming that were later dated to the Late-glacial (Woodman 
et al. 1997). Only the excavation of Cave P yielded archaeological material, with the 
exception of a solitary iron nail from inside the entrance of Cave L. The majority of this 
material recovered date to the Early Medieval and Medieval periods. A polished stone 
axe of Neolithic or Bronze Age date and a Bronze Age leaf-shaped socketed spearhead, 
the latter is a stray find not associated to the excavations, are the only artefacts of earlier 
date but it cannot be ruled out that they are later deposits (Dowd 2013, 76). Two human 
bones, a tooth from near or inside the mouth of Cave J and a tibia found inside Cave O 
returned an Iron Age and an Early Medieval date. The latter find may be associated with 
an iron socketed armour-piercing projectile head that was found at the entrance of Cave 
P (Dowd 2013). 
The caves are also prominently featured in Irish mythology. Cave P is annotated with 
‘Owey Cormac Art’ on OSI 1st Ed. map and is specifically associated with the legend 
of the birth of Cormac Mac Airt, High King at Tara. He is said to have been raised by a 
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wolf who stole him away from his mother, Achtán who just gave birth to him by a well 
at the bottom of the hill (Dowd 2013; Herity 2010, 45). A well named Tobar Cormac is 
indicated on the 1st Ed. map in Tonaponra td. but the more likely location of the well from 
the legend  is Short’s well in Cloonagh td. The caves are also featured in the Poem Book 
of Fionn MacCumhaill (Duanaire Finn) as the location of Lon Mac Liomhtha smithy. The 
tale ‘The enchanted Hostel at Keshcorran’ tells of Fionn MacCumhaill and the Fianna’s 
capture in the Keash Caves by the three hags of the Tuatha Dé Dannan (Dowd 2013, 79).
The Keash Caves have also been the location of the Garland Sunday festival, which 
originates in the probably pre-christian Lughnasa celebrations which associated with the 
god Lugh of the Tuatha Dé Dannan. The festival, the largest Lughnasa festival in the 
county, attracted visitors from all corners of Sligo (Dowd 2013; MacNeill 2008). 
In more recent years the caves have attracted a number of neo-pagans who use the caves 
for spiritual ceremonies and paraphernalia - such as candles, poems and token offerings 
- are frequently left behind. The caves are also becoming an increasingly popular tourist 
attraction. Recent works were carried out at the bottom of the hill to improve accessibility 
and in 2013, as part of The Gathering initiative, the caves were illuminated with green 
spotlights for St. Patrick’s Day. This has been repeated in 2014 and 2015.
During the survey, 21 caves were recorded ranging in length from under 3m to over 40m 
and varying in complexity from single passages to complex interconnected systems with 
several chambers and side passages. The caves’ general orientation is due west but varies 
slightly according to orientation of the hosting limestone joints. 17 of the 21 caves were 
recorded by Scharff and his team during excavations undertaken in 1901 and labelled A to 
R (‘I’ omitted). The newly recorded caves were given the same letter than the next already 
recorded cave north of it and received a suffix in form of a number. Thus the unnamed 
cave south of Keash Cave N received the name Keash Cave N1 and the cave south of 
Keash Cave J was name Keash Cave J1. Two caves were recorded south of Keash Cave 
F and were named Keash Cave F1 North and Keash Cave F1 South accordingly but due 
to their occurrence in a single arched recess they are regarded as one cave. Another small 
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cave south of Cave O was called Cave O1.
Cave A was not surveyed due to inaccessibility.
Caves B-C-D-E-F, H-J-K, L-M-N and P-Q-R are interconnected via one or more 
side passages and/ or merge at some point. Where distinguishable, they are described 
individually but in some cases, such as Caves E-F or P-Q-R a clear distinction between 
individual caves could not be made.
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Keash Cave A
Catalogue ID 10019 ITM 570513 / 812265 BCRA grade n/a
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170555 / 312255 Date Visited 4/9/2013
Owner Commonage OD 178m
A 2m climb through thick bramble overgrowth onto a ledge leads into Cave A. Restricted 
accessibility prohibited a visit to and survey of the cave. It was sketched by Scharff et al. 
(1903a, 215) as a single straight and narrow passage less than 3m in length.  
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files Yes
Figure 5.5: Entrance to Keash Cave A.
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Figure 5.6: Plan of northern Keash Cave system comprising Caves B, C, D, E, F, BCRA grade 5D and 6D.
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Keash Cave B
Catalogue ID 98 ITM 570513 / 812261 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170555 / 312251 Date Visited 4/9/2013
Owner Commonage OD 177m
Keash Cave B forms part of a group of five interconnected caves. A short scramble between 
a few large limestone blocks that have collapsed from the cliff and up a 45° slope leads to 
a tall narrow keyhole-shaped entrance. The passage height quickly decreases to a crawl 
along a muddy and stony floor that slopes upward. The passage continues due east for 
c. 12m where it turns south-southeast and opens into a small calcite decorated chamber. 
The chamber has formed at the crossing point between Cave B and Cave C. A short low 
passage with a north-facing inaccessible side passage, extends east for at least 7m before 
it becomes too narrow to follow. It is likely that the southern passage forms part of the 
central cross passage that connects Caves D, E and F but is now entirely silted up. 
A fourth passage continues to the south for 12m where it intersects with Cave D. Near 
its access point inside the decorated chamber, large blocks have collapsed from the 
roof which have caused a build-up of deposits inside the chamber. South of it the floor 
drops by c. 0.5m making progress considerably easier. Here, the deposits on the floor 
are less muddy and gravel dominates the upper deposits. Contrary to the calcite covered 
triangular walls of Cave B which suggests a phreatic history, the cross passage to Cave D 
is almost rectangular in shape. It shows considerably less calcite deposits indicating that 
this section of the cave has been more affected by mechanical erosion than the deeper 
passages. It has also caused the brittle limestone to fracture and break away from its host 
rock (Scharff et al. 1903a, 179). 
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files Yes
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Figure 5.7: Keash Cave B. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - cave entrance. C - entrance passage, 
looking in. D - view from chamber towards entrance. E - entrance, looking out. 
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Figure 5.8: Keash Cave B. A - connecting tunnel to Cave C. B - east passage, looking in. C - drop into cross 
passage to Cave D. D - cross passage to Cave D, seen from Cave B.   
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Keash Cave C
Catalogue ID 99 ITM 570519 / 812253 BCRA grade 5D/ 6D
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170561 / 312243 Date Visited 4/9/2013
Owner Commonage OD 177m
Located 5m south of Cave B, Keash Cave C consists of a relative large west-facing 
entrance narrowing almost immediately to a very small conduit. It terminates in a small 
chamber that connects Caves B and C to Caves D, E and F. The floor is covered with a 
mixture of silt and limestone gravel; most of the accessible section is overgrown with 
moss and other low vegetation. 
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files Yes
A
BC
Figure 5.9: Keash Cave C. A - entrance with the edge of Cave B visible to far left.  B - the large cave mouth 
immediately reduces to a small central opening. C - the small opening leads into Cave C which is barely 
large enough to access.
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Keash Cave D
Catalogue ID 99 ITM 570520 / 812241 BCRA grade 5D / 6D
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170563 / 312231 Date Visited 4/9/2013
Owner Commonage OD 175m
Along with Caves E and F, Keash Cave D forms the largest complex of the Keash Caves 
series. An oval entrance arch reaches a height of 3.6m and width of 4.3m, leading into 
a passage that extends for 26m in a northwest direction. The passage is intersected by 
three cross passages that connect caves D, E, and F. The outer cross passage joins Cave D 
5.5m inside where the two form a spacious chamber. To the north, Cave D curves to the 
west and merges with Cave B, decreasing both in width and height. To the south, it also 
decreases in width and height but remains spacious enough for a comfortable crossing into 
Cave E. The large chamber owes much of its current dimensions to mechanical erosional 
processes which considerably increased the volume of the westernmost chamber and 
entrance passage (Scharff et al. 1903a, 179). Consequently, the walls and ceiling do not 
show any signs of the cave’s solutional origin. To the east, the ceiling drops to a height of 
0.5m, giving an impression to the cave’s dimensions when it was active. The passage is 
1m wide x 0.6m high and opens up into a second chamber where the central cross passage 
intersects with Cave D. This cross passage runs parallel to the eastern and western cross 
passages. The northern section continues for 7.5m sloping up and narrowing until it closes 
down. The southern extent slopes down to the south and widens gradually before it ends 
in Cave E after 12m. Past the intersection, Cave D continues for 7.5m. The ground slopes 
up at 17° reducing the height and width to a small inaccessible aperture that opens into 
the easternmost cross passage. 
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files Yes
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Figure 5.10: Keash Cave D. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - entrance. C - west chamber, looking 
north through western cross passage towards Cave C. D - looking south from main chamber through 
western cross passage into Caves E and F. E -  west chamber, looking east into main chamber towards east 
chamber and central cross passage. F - east chamber, looking south through central cross passage into 
Caves E and F.
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Figure 5.11: Keash Cave D, east chamber. A - looking west through main passage to entrance. B - looking 
north into choked central cross passage. C - looking east through main passage towards eastern cross 
passage.
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Keash Cave E
Catalogue ID 101 ITM 570524 / 812233 BCRA grade 6D
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170566 / 312223 Date Visited 9/4/2013
Owner Commonage OD 176m
The entrance to Cave E is the largest in the series with a height of 4.7m and a width of 
4.5m. The round arched entrance leads into a lofty spacious chamber that formed where 
Caves E, F and the western cross passage intersect. The ceiling nearly reaches a height of 
5.7m with a roughly rectangular floor plan that measures 10m x 12m. Near the entrance, 
a small ledge leads down to the grassy exterior. The face of this earthen step looks as if 
cut and it is possible that these are the remains of some test trenching from the early 20th 
century excavations (Scharff et al. 1903a). 
The cave is annotated on the 25” OS map as ‘Hermit’s Bedroom’, related to a story 
recorded by Hardman (1892, 376) about a hermit living in the caves who died there 
during a particularly harsh winter. 
Like Cave D, Cave E owes most of its size and coarse appearance to mechanical erosion 
and the rough walls and ceiling are almost devoid of calcite. The floor consists of areas 
of dry sediments and some breccia formations are visible in the face of the ledge near the 
entrance. Sheep are frequently using the large cave as a shelter evident in dung spread 
over most of the cave floor. In other areas, where water seeps into the cave, the sediments 
are very soft and muddy albeit not very deep. In this area, along the south wall, some 
small conduits branch away from the cave and look as if they have been dug. Similar cut 
features can be observed along the edge between the dry and muddy area on the floor are 
likely to be the result of the test trenching that took place in 1901 (Scharff et al. 1903a). 
The cave extends for about 27m due west and curves towards the west-northwest past 
the western cross passage. 7m beyond this cross passage, the central gallery branches off 
to the north, crossing Cave D after 12m. From this point, the floor of Cave E slopes up 
causing the passage width to decrease and the ceiling height to reduce. At the top of the 
slope, some 6.5m from the central gallery, the passage ends in the eastern cross passage 
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which continues both to the north and south. To the south, the floor slopes down slightly, 
allowing for a bit more head room. The passage widens and continues for 9m decreasing 
in width which is caused by a boulder choke that has built up along the western wall 
blocking progress further south. At the rear of this passage a small sunken pit allows view 
into a small conduit that continues for at least 6m. Considering the amount of accumulated 
deposits in the eastern cross passage, at over 3m above the floor level compared to the 
entrance this is the most elevated section of this cave system, it is very likely that this 
passage can be dug out for further exploration. To the north, the cross passage reduces to 
a crawl. Here the ceiling drops and the profile is almost rectangular. After 4m, a 0.7m drop 
down a ledge allows for a more comfortable progress. The passage widens as the floor 
slopes down and closes down after 18m. The walls are covered in thick calcite deposits 
and the floor is covered in gravel. A small conduit forks off from the east wall, running 
almost parallel to the passage for at least 2m. On the opposite wall a small aperture is 
barely visible in the floor that connects to Cave D.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files Yes
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Figure 5.12: Keash Cave E. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - cave entrance. C - view from main 
passage into west chamber and entrance of Cave E (right) and Cave F (left). D - looking east into west 
chamber.
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Figure 5.13: Keash Cave E. A - looking north, view through western cross passage into Cave D. B - looking 
east into main passage into eastern cross passage. C - looking south into western cross passage. D - view 
north into eastern cross passage. E - view south into eastern cross passage.
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Keash Cave F
Catalogue ID 102 ITM 570523 / 812218 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170565 / 312208 Date Visited 4/9/2013
Owner Commonage OD 174m
Located 10m south of Cave E, the entrance to Keash Cave F consists of a 2m wide x 3m 
high west-northwest-facing entrance. The equally wide and high passage runs for c. 8m 
before it merges with Cave E at the crossing between Caves D, E and the western cross 
passage. At the entrance, a c. 0.1m wide fissure has formed between the cliff and a 1m 
thick cliff section which gradually is breaking away from its host. 
Here the scree slope has an inclination of -28° and a field of view of 161° is almost 
identical to that of Cave D but extends in range to Knocknarea in the north.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files Yes
Figure 5.14: Keash Cave F. A - panoramic view from cave entrance. B - cave entrance. C - main passage 
looking east into Cave E 
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Keash Cave F1
Catalogue ID 103 ITM 570527 / 812204 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170569 / 312194 Date Visited 4/9/2013
Owner Commonage OD 173m
These two small, previously unrecorded, caves are located between Keash Caves F and 
G. Both caves are in close proximity to one another sharing a small level area at their 
entrances that is spanned by a lofty arched recess. The northern cave consists of a low 4m 
long southeast-facing passage, 2m wide at entrance reducing to 0.3m after 2m. The floor 
consists of dark muddy soil mixed with some gravel which is mostly covered with low 
vegetation.
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Figure 5.15: Plan of Keash Cave F1, BCRA grade 5D.
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The southern cave has a keyhole-shaped profile with two distinct phreatic phases at the 
top and bottom connected by a narrow vadose phase. The lower phreatic and the vadose 
parts of the cave are almost completely silted up, with the exception of the first 2m of 
the passage and a short section of the lower phreatic phase that continues as an undercut 
below the filled in vadose phase. A short scramble up the blocked parts leads into the upper 
phreatic tunnel which continues for 5.5m before it closes down. A possible excavation 
trench was noticed near the ledge measuring 0.6m wide and 0.5m in length. Sherds of a 
broken glass bottle and an iron button were found near one edge of the trench, indicating 
B
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C D
Figure 5.16: Keash Cave F1. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - main cave to the right and small 
chamber to right. C - main cave, looking in. D - entrance to main cave.
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that the trench belongs to one of the early excavation expeditions. This is interesting 
insofar as the cave was not mentioned in the antiquarian reports (Scharff et al. 1903a; 
Bayley Butler et al. 1930; Gwynn et al. 1940). Towards the rear, the passage widens from 
0.5m to 1.3m whilst retaining its height of 0.7m. The floor consists of soft calcite-rich 
silt mixed with limestone gravel. Relict speleothems are visible at the rear of the passage. 
Near the entrance, the floor is covered with low vegetation and limestone gravel. Past 
the entrance, the grass covered ground slopes away at a 30° angle. The field of view is 
similar to that of the northern system (Caves B to F) ranging from the northern extent of 
the Ox Mountains in the north, across north Mayo and west Roscommon, to Lough Gara 
in the south.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files Yes
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Figure 5.17: Keash Cave F1. A - back of main cave with excavation trench in foreground. B - small chamber 
north of main cave. C - small chamber, looking in. D - glass bottle sherds found in possible excavation 
trench. E - Iron button found together with glass bottle sherds.
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Keash Cave G
Catalogue ID 104 ITM 570535 / 812185 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170577 / 312175 Date Visited 04/09/2013
Owner Commonage OD 176m
Keash Cave G is located 20m south of Cave F1 and comprises a 3m high and 1.5m wide 
roughly triangular-shaped entrance that leads into a single, slightly curved, southwest-
facing passage. The floor gently slopes up from the entrance causing height and width 
to reduce gradually before it becomes too narrow to pursue. The jagged cave walls are 
covered with calcite and at least two phreatic phases are visible which are separated by a 
short vadose phase. Plants occur on floor and walls within the daylight zone. Elsewhere, 
the floor consists of clay-like sediments and gravel deposits. Six metres inside the cave a 
small dug out area could be another test trench from one of the early excavation campaigns. 
Deeper inside the cave some small flowstone formations have formed on the walls.
0 1 2m
N
Figure 5.18: Plan of Cave G, BCRA grade 5D.
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Outside the entrance the ground slopes away to the west at 32° and a field of view of 
140°, equal to that of Cave E, allows for vistas ranging from the northern extent of the Ox 
Mountains in the north across north Mayo and west Roscommon, to the western shores 
of Lough Gara in the south.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files Yes
Figure 5.19: Panoramic view from Keash Cave G.
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Figure 5.20: Keash Cave G. A - entrance of cave. B - entrance, looking out. C - entrance section, looking in. 
D - centre section of passage with small dug area left of scale. E - calcite formation near back of passage. 
F - accessible back section of passage. G - looking into inaccessible back of passage.
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Keash Cave H
Catalogue ID 105 ITM 570540 / 812164 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170582 / 312154 Date Visited 04/09/2013
Owner Commonage OD 175m
Keash Cave H is the northernmost cave in a system of seven small interconnected caves 
that have formed along joints in a west-facing cliff on Keshcorran Hill. The cave comprises 
a 3.8m high and 3m wide entrance that leads into a southwest-facing oval-shaped phreatic 
cave that closes down after 10m. The bottom shows the beginnings of a vadose phase and 
it is possible that the deep sedimentation that is evident in the Keash Caves has filled in 
further phreatic and vadose phases. The floor consists of soil and gravel and slopes up 
towards the interior. To the south, a cross passage, 10m long, connects Cave H with Cave 
J. This cross passage, an oval phreatic tube, is just under 2m high and 1m to 1.5m wide. 
A boulder collapse, 5m inside the passage lead up and underneath an overhang onto a 3m 
high ledge that drops into the spacious entrance chamber of Cave J.
A small platform has formed on top of the 32° scree slope outside the entrance to Cave 
H which provides a panoramic field of view of 144° ranging from Knockachree (Ox 
Mountains) in the north across the plains of north Mayo and west Roscommon to Lough 
Gara in the south.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 Yes Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files Yes
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Figure 5.21: Keash Cave H. A - entrance to cave. B - main passage, looking in. C - cross passage, looking 
south into Cave J. D - cross passage, looking south into Cave H.
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Figure 5.22: Plan of Keash Caves H, J, J1 and K with connecting cross passage, BCRA grade 5D/6D.
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Keash Cave J (Coffey Cave)
Catalogue ID 106 ITM 570543 / 812150 BCRA grade 5D/6D
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170585 / 312140 Date Visited 4/9/2013
Owner Commonage OD 174m
Cave J, or Coffey Cave, owes its name to George Coffey, first Keeper of the Irish Antiquities 
Division of the National Museum of Ireland who was part of the 1901 excavation 
campaign at the Keash Caves (Scharff et al. 1903a; Dowd 2013). The entrance to Cave J 
consists of a 5.5m high and 3m wide triangular entrance that leads into an equally shaped 
5m long passage. At this point the passage joins with the south-east running cross passage 
forming a spacious chamber. To the north, a 2m high ledge leads up into the connecting 
passage to Cave H. A calcite covered smooth section of the east wall on the ledge is 
covered with carved inscriptions of undetermined age, some superficial and recent but 
overlap with deeper, older looking carvings. The chamber has a ceiling height of 4.3m 
and a rectangular floor plan of c. 3.3m x 2.7m. Most of the chamber’s large size is owed 
to mechanical erosion rather than solutional processes although, as in the northern cave 
complex, the small passages suggest a solutional origin of the caves (Scharff et al. 1903a, 
179). The floor in the chamber consists mostly of soil. Where the soil has been washed 
away patches of gravel are visible. 
To the south, a 4m long x 2.5m wide continuation of the cross gallery is partially occupied 
by a calcite encrusted rock tumble that leads to a small aperture, barely large enough 
to admit a person,  which opens up into the remainder of the southern cross gallery. It 
extends for 15m, gradually sloping down whilst increasing in width from 0.8m to 3m and 
in height from 1m to 3m before it joins Cave K. Half way through the gallery the profile 
changes from a rectangular shape to a more triangular, slighlty arched profile. Walls and 
ceiling of the entire gallery are encrusted in thick layers of calcite. The floor is covered 
in gravel.
To the east, the passage continues for 12m. After 2.5m the floor level rises by 0.6m due 
to a small ledge formed by a limestone boulder. This boulder probably marks the extent 
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of the excavation. Two broken late 19th or early 20th century glass bottles were found in a 
cavity behind the boulder which could have been left behind by the excavators. Past this, 
the floor continues to incline gently, causing the passage to gradually reduce in width 
and height before it closes down. Some calcite has formed along the wall and the floor 
is covered with gravel. A small stream of water can be observed flowing through the 
passage after prolonged periods of rain.
Each of the three passages that radiate from the central chamber are between 0.5m and 
3m above the floor of the main chamber and the south and north passages slope down 
towards the adjacent Caves H and K. This plus the sharp vertical 2m drop from the 
northern passage into the Cave J suggests that the floor did not lower by natural processes. 
Scharff et al. report (1903a) that they excavated a trench across the cave’s mouth to 
a depth of up to 3m. However, no trace of a trench is visible and it is quite plausible 
that the entire inner chamber was excavated. The excavation at the cave continued for 
three days before it was abandoned in favour of excavating Cave P, or Plunkett Cave. 
The excavation identified three different strata. The upper strata consisted of 0.3m thin 
layer that contained “charcoal and bones of domestic animals, a point of Red Deer’s 
antler, a human tooth, and a few relics of the crannog type. The remaining two strata 
Figure 5.23: Entrance to Keash Cave J.
Figure 5.24: Chamber of Keash Cave J seen from 
northern cross passge and looking south.
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Figure 5.25: Keash Cave J. A - inscriptions in east cave wall at mouth of northern cross passage. B - view 
east into eastern passage. C - sediments in southern recess with southern cross passage to Cave K above. 
D - entrance to southern cross passage, nearly entirely blocked by sediment. E - glass bottle found near 
boulder in east passage.
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produced “many land-shells and bones of small mammalia : among these Dr. Scharff has 
recognised the remains of the Arctic Lemming, of which this stratum as well as the next 
yielded a considerable number” (Scharff et al. 1903a, 174-5).
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files Yes
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Keash Cave J1
Catalogue ID 116 ITM 570546 / 812135 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170588 / 312125 Date Visited 4/9/2013
Owner Commonage OD 171m
Keash Cave J1 is a small 3m long, 0.7m to 0.8m wide x 1m high single straight passage 
that is connected to Cave K via an impassable 4m long narrow fissure. The oval solutional 
tube is covered in calcite and its floor consists of a compacted powdery calcite floor. 
There are some bones of small animal species strewn across the floor.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
Figure 5.26: Entrance to Keash Cave J1. Figure 5.27: Keash Cave J1 with conduit at back 
connecting to Cave K.
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Keash Cave K
Catalogue ID 107 ITM 570589 / 812126 BCRA grade 5D/6D
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170591 / 312116 Date Visited 4/9/2013
Owner Commonage OD 171m
The southwest-facing Cave K is located 15m south of Cave J and comprises a 9m tall 
and, at its base, 4.5m wide entrance. About half of the entrance’s height is due to collapse 
of material from the joint along which the cave has formed. The cave walls in the upper 
section run parallel to each other, being c. 1.3m apart, while the lower section has a 
rectangular profile. The ceiling height drops in a stepped fashion to 4.2m along the initial 
4.5m of passage after which it raises slightly again as the passage opens up into a chamber 
at the intersection between Cave K and the northeast running cross passage. A small 
recess in the west corner of the chamber leads down into a narrow fissure that joins Cave 
J1 and to the north the cross passage connects to Cave J. A sleeping bag together with 
some personal items was wedged into one corner of the passage and weighed down with 
some stones. 
Along the chamber’s southern wall are three small recesses that immediately close down 
with the exception of the central recess where a boulder collapse has partially blocked the 
entrance to a small cross passage that connects to Cave L. A tea light and some charred 
peat was placed into an adjacent recess. Past the chamber, Cave K continues in a northwest 
direction for 16m before it ends in a calcite choke. Water has washed a small winding 
canal into the clay-covered floor which slopes slightly upwards causing the passage to 
reduce in width from 1.6m to 0.4m and in height from 3m to 0.7m. The irregular walls are 
covered with calcite which is overgrown by moss in most parts.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files Yes
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Figure 5.28: Keash Cave K. A - entrance to cave. B - entrance, looking out. C - entrance chamber seen from 
northern cross passage, looking south. Blocked cross passage to Cave L left of centre. D - east passage, 
looking in. E - east passage looking out. F - back of east passage ending in calcite choke.
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Figure 5.29: Keash Cave K. A - northern cross passage, looking north towards Cave J. B - northern 
connecting passage, looking north into Cave J. Sleeping bag to the left. C - northern connecting passage 
looking south into Cave K. D -  choked southern cross passage joining Cave K and Cave L. E - recess 
adjacent to east passage with candles and charred peat. F - conduit joining Cave J1, east of northern cross 
passage.
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Keash Cave L
Catalogue ID 108 ITM 570550 / 812121 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170592 / 312111 Date Visited 04/09/2013
Owner Commonage OD 170m
Immediately south of Cave K is the entrance to Cave L. Despite its close proximity, Cave 
L’s main passage has formed along a west-facing joint that runs almost parallel to Cave J1. 
It comprises an arched 2m high and 2m wide entrance leading into a 39m long passage. 
After 6m the level passage joins with a south running cross passage that connects to Cave 
M. The rounded cross passage is 8m long, 0.8m to 1.2m wide x 1m high. North of Cave 
L, a continuation of the cross passage is evident as a small 1.6m deep recess. Beyond the 
cross passage, a 4m long north-facing passage leads into a narrow conduit that connects to 
Cave K. This passage is filled with boulders and sediments, only allowing for very limited 
access. Immediately past the cross passage a large boulder has collapsed into a chamber 
that formed where Cave L is joined by Cave M from the southwest. Accumulated material 
around the boulder has caused the floor to incline slightly, reducing the chamber height 
to 1m. The crossing to Cave M is separated by the boulder and debris, along with further 
sediment deposits, has choked the crossing.  Another almost entirely silted up passage is 
visible to the southeast.
Two metres further along the main passage, a 2m x 1m trench was dug to a depth of 
2.6m during the 1929 excavation (Gwynn et al. 1940, 82-4). The trench is well preserved 
showing the layers of individual deposits, however, the excavation did not yield any 
noteworthy archaeological finds. At the trench, the passage narrows to 1.7m and past the 
trench another recess penetrates the northern wall of the passage. The rear 16m of the 
passage are filled with soft calcite-rich deposits that are interlaced with partially collapsed 
animal burrows. Concentrations of bones from small animals occur along the cave walls. 
The passage height reduces to 0.6m whilst increasing in width to 1.8m. The passage ends 
in a small, richly decorated with calcite formations, chamber 1.2m wide x 1.8m long and 
just over 1m high. At the western wall a calcite encrusted aperture leads into a further 
section but the opening was too small to be entered.
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Figure 5.30: Plan of Keash Cave L, M and N, BCRA grade 5D. Cross passage to Cave K in the south. To 
the left is the antiquarian plan of Cave L (Gwynn et al. 1940).
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files Yes
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Figure 5.31: Keash Cave L. A - entrance. B - entrance, looking out. C - northern recess in entrance section. 
D - western cross passage, looking south into Cave M. E - western chamber, looking north towards blocked 
northern cross passage, joining Cave K. F - looking north into blocked northern cross passage.
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Figure 5.32: Keash Cave L. A - antiquarian excavation trench in central chamber. B - looking west through 
main passage into west chamber with excavation trench in foreground. C - central section of main passage, 
looking east. D - eastern extent of main passage, looking east across borrowed soft calcite floor. E - east 
chamber at back of cave with calcite squeeze into unexplored section. F - looking west from east chamber 
into main passage below overhanging roof. G - pocket of animal bones in burrowed eastern passage.
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Keash Cave M
Catalogue ID 109 ITM 570552 / 812107 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170594 / 312097 Date Visited 4/9/2013
Owner Commonage OD 168m
Keash Cave M is accessed via a 5m high narrow keyhole fissure that has two phreatic 
phases at its lower level. The gravel strewn floor quickly inclines over the initial 4m of 
passage to the level of the upper phreatic phase, causing the passage to widen and to 
reduce in height. To the north, an 8m long 
cross passage connects to Cave L. On the 
opposite of it, the cross passage joins with 
Cave N after 5m. The rounded phreatic 
tunnel features a narrow drainage trench, 
0.3m wide x 0.3m deep, that has been 
dug along its length into the calcite rich 
silty floor by Bayley and his team to drain 
water out of Cave N (Bayley et al. 1930, 
25-6). To the east, Cave M continues 
for 6m, gradually reducing in width and 
height before a boulder collapse blocks 
access into another section of Cave L. 
Here the floor mostly consists of gravel.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files Yes
Figure 5.33: Keash Cave M.
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Figure 5.34: Keash Cave M. A - entrance, looking out. B - entrance passage, looking in. C - east section 
of passage seen from cross passage level. D - back of passage, looking into connection to central chamber 
of Cave L. E - northern cross passage, looking north into Cave L. F - southern cross passage, looking east 
along old drainage trench into Cave N.
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Keash Cave N
Catalogue ID 110 ITM 570551 / 812103 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170593 / 312093 Date Visited 04/09/2013
Owner Commonage OD 167m
Currently Keash Cave N is only accessible via the cross passage that joins the cave from 
Cave M which lies 10m to the north. An area of over 4m width has been dug across 
the cave mouth and at least 3.5m of deposits, relative to the cave floor level, have been 
removed during antiquarian excavations (Bayley et al. 1930). The trench, named Trench 
X, was dug to a depth of 7m. At a depth of 4m, a small passage, subsequently named 
Moore’s Cave after the discoverer, was uncovered running below Cave N. The bottom of 
the resulting trench is now partially back filled with cut trees and shrubs so that the full 
depth of it could not be assessed. A small raised area in front of the trench is most likely 
a spoil heap from the excavation. 
Access can be gained via the richly decorated narrowing cross passage that leads into 
the entrance area of Cave N. Immediately to the west lies the cave mouth and the almost 
vertical drop into the trench. The arched ceiling reaches a height of 3m and the passage 
continues for 16m into the central chamber. Here, a small oxbow branches off from the 
main passage to re-join it at a junction between the main, and a 14m long narrow and low 
side gallery. The gallery is triangular in profile and encrusted with thick calcite deposits 
and ends in a calcite choke. Some heavily corroded iron and wooden fragments are visible 
along an undercut in the northern wall of the main passage, which probably are the remains 
of a rail track that was constructed during the 1929 excavation campaign (Bayley et al. 
1930, 2). A 1m deep, 2m long and 1m wide trench has been excavated in the small central 
chamber forming the junction between the main passage and the northern side gallery. 
The trench, named Trench Y, was dug during the 1930 expedition to Cave N unearthing 
“very extensive remains of hearth” (Bayley et al. 1930, 9-10).
No artefacts were found during the two week excavation campaign but a bear vertebra 
as well as remains from domesticates, birds, fish, seal, Arctic Lemming, deer, reindeer, 
and shells were recovered (Bayley et al. 1930; Dowd 2013). Proceeding along the main 
passage a boulder has caused sediments to build up in the passage at the entrance to a 
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second chamber which has formed at an intersection with a south to north running cross 
passage. A trench, 2m long x 1m wide x 1m deep, was dug adjacent to the boulder during 
the 1930 excavation campaign; it is referred to as Trench E in the report (Bayley et al. 
1930). The cross passage extends for 4m to the north, closing down in a mud and calcite 
choke. The southern section continues for 8m before sediment accumulation blocks the 
entire passage. Past the cross passage, Cave N continues for 6m gradually reducing in 
width and height before it terminates in a calcite choke.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files Yes
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Figure 5.35: Keash Cave N. A - entrance and Trench X. B - entrance chamber, looking out. C - view from 
western chamber through northern cross passage into Cave M. D - looking east from west chamber into 
western passage.
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Figure 5.36: Keash Cave N. A - small side passage running north and connecting back to main passage in 
central chamber.  B -  looking east into central passage that joins western and central chamber. C - looking 
south into central chamber with old excavation trench in foreground. D - looking northwest into northern 
gallery with calcite choke at back.
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Figure 5.37: Keash Cave N. A - looking southwest into south passage ending in a calcite choke. B - looking 
northeast into north passage. C - looking east into east section of main passage ending in calcite choke. 
D - remains from small railway installed during antiquarian excavations.
C D
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Keash Cave N1
Catalogue ID 87 ITM 570555 / 812086 BCRA grade 3
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170597 / 312076 Date Visited 04/06/2014
Owner Commonage OD 165m
Keash Cave N1 is a narrow fissure cave located at the bottom of a cliff between Keash 
Caves N and O. The 2.1m tall and 0.8m wide entrance leads into 3m long southwest 
facing passage that becomes too narrow to further access after 2m. A large limestone 
block, c. 0.4m thick, has dislodged from the top of the entrance and was wedged c. 1m 
above the floor.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 5.38: Keash Cave N1. A - entrance. B - 
passage. C - plan view.
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Keash Cave O
Catalogue ID 111 ITM 570556 / 812075 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170598 / 312064 Date Visited 04/09/2013
Owner Commonage OD 281m
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Figure 5.39: Plan of Keash Cave O, BCRA grade 5D.
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Keash Cave O is the last cave in a series of caves that penetrate a south to north running 
cliff at the western slope of Keshcorran Hill. Accessed via a 3m wide x 5m high entrance, 
a small level area has formed where a short southwest-facing passage branches off to 
close down after 3m. A west-facing fissure, too narrow to enter, exits through the cliff 
after 3m. 
The main west-facing passage leads up a boulder collapse into a chamber where another 
short passage joins from the southeast. This passage is slightly lower than the chamber 
and exits through the cliff face onto a small balcony-type ledge. Past this junction, the 
main cave takes a slight S-bend as the path continues up over some boulders, continuously 
reducing in height to a crawl. After 6m, a second gallery is reached where four passages 
radiate out in different directions; all except one are choked with calcite and sediments. 
Two choked passages continue to the east, the northerly passage is almost entirely blocked 
by calcite and continues for at least 5m. Dripping water is audible from within the cave 
and it appears that this passage is connected to one of the cave’s side passages. The 
southerly side passage, 1m wide x 0.25m high, is accessible but closes down after 2m. 
To the northwest, another potentially accessible passage is almost entirely filled with 
sediments. The floor of the angular chamber is strewn with large limestone blocks. The 
boulders have become dislodged from the ceiling giving the chamber a rectangular profile 
with vertical walls and a horizontal ceiling. The chamber has a roughly triangular floor 
plan measuring 4m x 5m with a ceiling height of 1.3m. To the northeast a low passage 
continues for 12m. Past a particularly thick calcite deposit, a cross passage intersects from 
the northeast to the southwest. The southwest section is a narrow wet passage that ends 
in a boulder collapse, while the northeast section continues further. To the northwest, the 
passage dimensions further decrease due to calcite that has built up on the walls. This 
section of the cave is flooded most of the time and continues for 13m before it ends in a 
calcite choke. The northeast passage continues for 12m where it opens into a low boulder 
chamber. The passage continues past the chamber but it is flooded and partially blocked 
by boulders and a low overhang. The boulder chamber is 6.3m long x 1.8m to 3.8m 
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wide. To the northwest, an impassable side-arm continues for 12.5m. The wet and muddy 
ground slopes up over the boulders between which several pools have formed. In the 
south corner a squeeze leads into a narrow chamber from which a small conduit connects 
back to the second chamber. The conduit is too small to enter but visual contact was made 
from either end of the conduit. In the east corner of the boulder chamber a small passage 
was dug by cavers but becomes immediately blocked by large boulders.
Three trenches appear to have been dug into the soft calcite rich sediments of Cave O. Two 
rectangular cuttings, one 2m long x 0.3m deep and one 2.5m  x 0.3m deep, both occupy 
the full width of the passage, were dug in the passage that exits the second chamber to the 
northwest. There was no mention of any trial excavations in Cave O in the antiquarian 
reports (Scharff et al. 1903a; Gwynn et al. 1940 ; Bayley et al. 1930; Dowd 2013). A third 
possible cutting, 0.5m long x 0.15m deep and spanning the full width of the passage, can 
be found at the mouth of the northeast passage which connects to the boulder chamber. 
Inside the boulder chamber a recent dig was possibly done by cavers in an attempt to 
push a choked passage in the east corner of the chamber. The dig was abandoned after 
it hit a substantial rock tumble that blocked the passage. It cannot be ruled out that the 
three cuttings were dug during the antiquarian excavation campaign in an attempt to 
find a suitable cave for a full investigation, yet it is equally plausible that the digs were 
undertaken in more recent times either by cavers or treasure hunters.
The only reported archaeological find from Cave O was a human tibia fragment found by 
a visitor to the cave. The tibia was dated to 933±33BP and may have belonged to a Bishop 
who, according to the Annals of the Four Masters, was reported to be suffocated in one of 
the Keash Caves in 1007 (Dowd 2013, 79). The bone is supposed to have been found in a 
pool some 14m inside the cave, which is near or inside the second chamber.  The pool at 
the end of the northwest passage is usually cited as the find location. It seems less likely 
to be the mentioned find location since it is located 32m inside the cave, more than twice 
as far than stated by the discoverer. The confusion is probably due to Scharff’s sketch of 
the caves in which a pool in the northwest passage is the only pool marked on the plan.  A 
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more likely find location could have been the first cutting in the passage that exits the first 
chamber which is located some 19m from the cave entrance. 
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files Yes
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Figure 5.40: Keash Cave O. A - main entrance. B - small rift in northern recess opening onto cliff. C - 
looking out onto south entrance. D - view west from west chamber onto main entrance.
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Figure 5.41: Keash Cave O. A - western chamber, looking east. B - main passage looking east towards 
central chamber. C - west section of main passage where deposits cause the floor to rise. D - central 
chamber, looking towards northeast passage (left) and a small conduit joining the east chamber. E - looking 
west towards main passage. F - looking into east conduit towards eastern chamber.  
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Figure 5.42: Keash Cave O. A - northeast passage, looking southwest towards central chamber, with 
excavated areas. B - flooded rear section of northeast passage. C - small choked recess in northwest 
passage. D - flooded northwest side passage with boulder collapse. E - southeast passage, looking in. F - 
boulder chamber. G - cavers’ dig in boulder chamber.
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Keash Cave O1
Catalogue ID 117 ITM 570565 / 812086 BCRA grade 3
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170607 / 312027 Date Visited 04/06/2014
Owner Commonage OD 160m
Keash Cave O1 is a narrow yet tall fissure formed cave that penetrates the base of the 
cliff between Keash Caves O and P at a bearing of 50°. A particularly narrow section in 
the cave has filled with rubble and sediments dissecting the cave into an upper and lower 
passage with two individual entrances. The lower entrance is 0.4m wide and 0.5m high 
and slopes at 26° down into a 7.5m long passage that becomes too narrow to access after 
4m. The passage height increases from 0.94m to 1.24m towards the end of the accessible 
section of the passage. The passage floor is covered with loose stones and sediments.
The upper passage is located c. 1.5m above the lower passage and is accessed via a 3.2m 
tall and 0.6m wide entrance. The cave is 6.2m long and widens gradually to 0.74m at 4m 
inside, where the ground inclines until the end of the passage which is 0.4m wide. The 
ceiling height drops 2.4m. The floor is covered with sediments and vegetation throughout.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 5.43: Plan of Keash Cave O1. Left - upper passage. Right - lower passage.
N
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Figure 5.44: Keash Cave O1. A - upper passage. B - lower passage. C - entrance to lower passage.
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Keash Cave P/Q/R (Plunkett Cave)
Catalogue ID 112 
113 
114
ITM 570631 / 811916 
570650 / 811890 
570649 / 811886
BCRA grade 5D
Townland Cloonagh NGR 170674 / 311906 
170689 / 311888 
170692 / 311876
Date Visited 4/9/2013
Owner Commonage OD 159m / 166m / 
167m
Figure 5.45: Plan of Keash Caves P, Q and R, BCRA grade 5D. Insert: Scharff’s plan of Plunkett Cave 
(Scharff et al. 1903a, 208).
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Plunkett Cave comprises a small cave system with three west-facing entrances connected 
via a 35m long cross passage. The system is located 180m south of Cave O where the 
cliff, which is visible along most of Keshcorran’s western face, is now covered by scree. 
Only at the entrance of Caves P and Q is some of the cliff visible, while the entrance 
to Cave R is reduced to a small aperture in the grassy ground. The northern section 
of the system, along with a 37m long eastern passage, called the Water Gallery, was 
investigated by Scharff and his excavation team in 1901which resulted in the removal of 
most of the Holocene deposits (Scharff et al. 1903a, 175-6). Later prehistoric and historic 
archaeological material was recovered from the upper strata including a polished stone 
axe, which is most likely a later prehistoric secondary insertion, two Early Medieval 
bronze ringed pins, an iron bow-saw, an iron bar, charcoal, bones from domesticated 
animals and four human teeth (Dowd 2013, 76). 
The main entrance is reached via a steep and narrow track that runs parallel to the slope. 
The entrance itself sits at the top of a small grass-covered gully which, to some extent, 
correlates to Plunkett Cave’s deep stratigraphy which is likely to reflect those observed in 
the other caves. A small boulder-delimited ante-chamber forms the entrance to Plunkett 
Cave, from which a small inaccessible fissure runs parallel to the cliff for 2.2m. The low 
arched entrance leads into a 20m long x 2m wide x 3.3m high passage. Several traces of 
the 1901 excavation are still visible in the form of survey markers along the cave walls, 
cave deposits left in situ along the cave walls, and two small trenches, measuring 1m x 
0.5m and c. 0.3m deep, have been dug across the cave floor. After 4m, a narrow fissure 
penetrates the northern wall and continues for at least 5m. On the southern wall, opposite 
the fissure, a recess forms a continuation of the northern fissure but it stops after only 2m. 
To the east, the ceiling drops to 1.6m high and the passage turns south at a 90° angle into 
the 35m cross gallery. The northern section of the gallery continues as a narrow passage 
that ends after 3m. Its floor is 0.8m above the main passage’s current floor level and 
illustrates how much the floor level was lowered during the 1901 excavation.
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The ceiling of the cross gallery is lower than that of Plunkett Cave and the floor slopes 
slightly up towards the south and continues for 8.5m before it reaches the sloping chamber. 
At this point the Water Gallery extends east for 36m as a narrow straight passage. Half 
way through the passage a small cross passage intersects the passage at a right angle. It 
extends south for 2.7m and 9m north, sloping down sharply until it becomes too narrow 
to continue. The main passage continues to slope down turning into a narrow rift that 
eventually closes down.
Past the Water Gallery, boulders have separated a small section of the Sloping Chamber 
that can be followed for 4m. The remainder of the chamber turns sharply to the west 
and up a boulder collapse where the upper section of the Sloping Chamber is reached. It 
consists of a north-facing rounded recess which is completely covered with flowstone. 
To the south, the Cross Gallery continues where more large boulders have caused the 
floor to slope up. At its highest point the 7.5m long, 0.8m to 1.3m wide x 1.5m to 1.7m 
high Cave Q joins the Cross Gallery from the west. Its arched mouth opens onto a small 
sheltered platform that has formed around a 4m long section of exposed cliff. The level 
floor consists of clay and gravel and the walls are covered with calcite deposits. From the 
platform, the slope breaks away at an angle of 40°.
The Cross Gallery continues for 12m after the Sloping Chamber, steeply declining before 
it joins Cave R. Half way through this section a short 2m wide x 0.6 to 0.8m high short 
passage runs parallel to the Cross Passage. It can be followed for 6m down a gravel floor 
where it closes down. The end of the Cross Gallery also marks the lowest point of the cave 
while the ceiling reaches a height of 4.3m. Cave R connects from the west as a low oval 
and calcite covered tube. The floor is strewn with large boulders, one of them forming a 
natural lintel that separates the low 3.5m long section from a small boulder-filled chamber 
that has formed where two short passages extend to the south and north. The southern 
passage is too narrow to enter and closes down after 1.5m while the northern passage 
continues for at least 3m. The rock in the chamber is heavily eroded and brittle with large 
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blocks appearing to be ready to dislodge at any moment. The final 2.3m to the cave mouth 
are narrow and low with the cave mouth being a small aperture measuring 0.5m wide x 
0.4m high.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 n/a Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files Yes
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Figure 5.46: Keash Cave P. A - entrance. B - looking into main passage from entrance. C - old excavation 
trench near entrance, looking out. D - recess in northeast corner at back of passage with excavation cutting 
below. E - main passage looking out. F - north section of cross passage looking north towards Cave P.
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Figure 5.47: Keash Cave Q. A - panoramic view 
from entrance. B - entrance. C - looking north across 
elevated section of cross passage towards Sloping 
Chamber. D - Sloping Chamber looking north. E - 
Wet Passage, looking east. F - lower south-facing 
recess running parallel with cross passage.
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Figure 5.48: Keash Cave R. A - looking south through cross passage onto turn into Cave R. B - looking 
north into cross passage towards Sloping Chamber. C - looking south into southern recess running parallel 
to cross chamber. D - Cave R, looking west towards entrance. E - entrance to Cave R.
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Keshcorran East
Keshcorran East is a generic term used here to describe the area that is on or adjacent to 
the east slopes of Keshcorran Hill, comprising the townlands of Carnaweeleen, Murhy, 
Greenan and Treanmore. The landscape east of the slightly northeast-facing slope of 
Keshcorran Hill is dominated by steep sided limestone outcrops interlaced with gorges 
that were carved into the Upper Carboniferous Limestone by retreating glaciers and in 
which bog and small glacial lakes and turloughs have formed. The landscape south and 
north of Keshcorran marks the end of the Bricklieves / Keshcorran formation and largely 
consists of eroded limestone hillocks and drumlins. 
Of Neolithic date are one passage tomb (SL040-006001), a kerb circle (SL040-072) 
and 10 hut sites, some of which are in close proximity to caves listed by the SMR as 
unclassified: cairn W (SL040-066) and cairn S (SL040-010) probably belong to the Irish 
Passage tomb tradition; a cairn in Murhy td. (SL040-193) is probably a later trig cairn 
or field clearance cairn and  a cairn in Treanmore td. (SL040-212) is associated with a 
probable early Medieval field system.  
Figure 5.49: Overview of Keshcorran East and Bricklieves series, 6” RMP map sheet SL040.
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Five caves were visited and recorded. Gilhoys (unpublished notes) identified eight 
formerly unrecorded caves (Gully Caves and Legendary Tunnel) of which six were not 
included in this study because they could not be located or accessed. Two further sites that 
were classified by Gilhoys as caves were located but these were too small to qualify as 
caves. Two caves appear in close proximity to each other on a spur in Carnaweeleen td., 
northeast of Keshcorran; two caves are located on the east slope of Keshcorran; and eight 
caves are situated in a narrow gully that dissects a limestone outcrop in a field southeast 
of Keshcorran.
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School Cave
Catalogue ID 34 ITM 571716 / 813295 BCRA grade 3D
Townland Carnaweeleen NGR 171759 / 313285 Date Visited 19/10/2012
Owner n/a OD 227m
School Cave is located in a small crag near the top of a spur that lies at the foot of the 
northeast flank of Keshcorran. A roughly triangular jagged entry measuring 2.4m wide x 
3.3m high entrance leads into a 5m long northeast-facing  passage. The inclining boulder 
strewn floor and several overhangs cause the passage height to decrease to 1.6m. The 
passage opens into an oval southeast to northwest oriented chamber, 6.3m long x 3m wide 
x 1.3m to 2.7m high. The straight calcite covered walls and ceiling give the chamber a 
triangular profile. The ground slopes up to the southeast where a mud choked passage, 
too small to access continues southeast for at least 1.3m. At the northwestern end another 
inaccessible mud and gravel choked passage continues for at least 3.6m. A third mud and 
gravel choked passage extends for at least 4m southeast from the southwest-facing wall.
N
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Figure 5.50: Plan of School Cave, BCRA grade 3D.
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At the cave’s mouth some flat boulders form the foundation of  a small raised natural 
platform below which the grassy ground slopes away at 25°. A field of view of 162° 
provides vistas ranging from the eastern extent of the Ox Mountains and Knocknarea 
in the north, to Slieve League, Benbulben, Slieve Deane, Killery, Keelogyboy, Leean, 
Carrane Hill, Treanscrabbagh and Lough Labe in the south. The large cairn of Miosgan 
Meabh as well as the passage tombs of Slieve Dargan and Treanmore are clearly visible.
In his Ordnance Survey Letters, John O’Donovan mentions School Cave recounting a 
local story of a school master who brought his students to the cave during the summer 
(Herity 2010).
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 641 Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB Yes OSL Yes NMI Top Files No
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Figure 5.51: School Cave. A - panoramic view from cave entrance. B - cave from foot of hill. C - entrance, 
with northern tunnel visible at rear wall. D - entrance, looking out. E - west tunnel. F - east tunnel.
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Poulagaddy
Catalogue ID 35 ITM 571623 / 813178 BCRA grade 3B
Townland Carnaweeleen NGR 171666 / 313168 Date Visited 19/10/2012
Owner n/a OD 240m
Located on top of a grass covered spur that lies at the foot of the northeast flank of 
Keshcorran, Poulagaddy comprises a single boulder filled chamber that is accessed via 
a small 1m wide x 0.5m high opening  at the bottom of a small rectangular depression. 
The entrance sits at the northern end of the chamber which measures 4.4m to 6m wide 
and 20m in length. The floor slopes down from the entrance to the rear of the cave at an 
average of 20°, becoming less steep towards the back. The ceiling lowers in steps towards 
the rear and many of the boulders seem to have collapsed from it. The calcite covered 
walls and ceiling result in a rectangular profile. At the rear of the cave, just below the 
boulder floor, a boulder filled passage is visible. Multiple sheep carcasses in an advanced 
state of decomposition are distributed along the cave floor and the skeleton of a cow is 
located in the entrance depression. The top of the spur provides an almost 360° panoramic 
view, which is only obscured in the northwest where Keshcorran rises above the spur.
N
0 2 4m
Figure 5.52: Plan of Poulagaddy Cave, BCRA grade 3B.
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A small hut site (SL040-006004) lies immediately west of Poulagaddy. It shares its east 
side with a small sub-rectangular enclosure that surrounds the cave entrance. Located 50m 
north of Poulagaddy is a passage tomb at Carnaweeleen (SL040-006001). A D-shaped 
enclosure (SL040-006002), probably post-dating the passage tomb, is located between 
the passage tomb and Poulagaddy.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map Yes
Drew 2006 640 Coleman 1965 Yes
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 5.53: Poulagaddy. A, B - 360º panoramic from entrance depression. C - entrance depression, cave 
mouth below scale. D - chamber, looking in. E - chamber, looking out.
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Calcite Cavern
Catalogue ID 88 ITM 571817 / 812237 BCRA grade 3D
Townland Treanmore NGR 171860 / 312227 Date Visited 26/07/2013
Owner n/a OD 245m
The previously unrecorded Calcite Cavern is located at the base of a low cliff at the lower 
east-facing slope of Keshcorran. The area is heavily overgrown with shrubs that almost 
completely mask the 2.5m long and 0.5m high entrance. The 5m long and 0.4m to 1m high 
cavern runs parallel to the cliff in a north to south direction. The floor near the entrance 
slopes to the west and consists of loose soil. The irregular ceiling is slightly convex and 
covered in thick layers of calcite where it joins the eastern wall.  Further inside the cavern 
the floor slopes down to the north and the organic rich soil is overlain by larger flat stones 
that appear to have collapsed from the cave ceiling. Here, the ceiling and the eastern wall 
form a tilted triangular profile. The cavern ends in a calcite choke.
Outside the cave the view is obstructed by dense vegetation. However, stepping outside 
this, Treanmore hill is visible past the valley.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
Calcite area
N
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Figure 5.54: Plan of Calcite Cavern, BCRA grade 3D.
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Figure 5.55: Calcite Cavern. A - panoramic view taken close to cave entrance. B - entrance, looking in. 
C - entrance, looking out. D - southern recess. E - northern recess.
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Legendary Tunnel 
Catalogue ID 89 ITM 571835 / 812047 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Treanscrabbagh NGR 171878 / 312037 Date Visited 26/07/2013
Owner n/a OD 239m
The entrance to the Legendary Tunnel 
lies 200m south of the Calcite Tunnel on 
the eastern slope of Keshcorran Hill. An 
old trackway that leads to the summit of 
Keshcorran passes the cave 50m to the 
southwest. The arched 1m wide x 1.3m 
high entrance sits at the western end of 
a 3m long, 1.5m wide x 1.5m deep east-
west oriented depression. Shrubs and a 
tree obscure the hollow and cave entrance 
even at close proximity. The cave consists 
of a steeply sloped U-shaped entrance 
passage that extends west for 3.5m 
before it assumes a northerly direction. 
At this point the passage narrows from 
1.5m width to 0.3m in several steps over 
a distance of 5.5m. At the same time the 
low arch of the entrance passage opens 
to a tall fissure with a height of initially 
2.3m but reaching 10m at the bottom of 
the passage. The fissure widens again 
as it progresses further downwards until it reaches a lofty chamber at its lowest point, 
measuring 3m x 2m. Most of the rock-covered floor is occupied by a pool of water. 
Among the calcite encrusted rocks are calcite encrusted and fragmented animal bones 
which have become cemented to the ground. The walls of the canyon are covered in 
pool
silted-up pools
calcite cascades
N
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Figure 5.56: Plan of Legendary Tunnel, BCRA grade 
5D.
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flowstone formations and water drips from the ceiling even after prolonged periods of dry 
weather. At the northern end of the chamber, a stepped calcite platform leads 1.5m up into 
a 0.5m wide low arched wet passage. The water depth does not exceed 0.3m, however, 
the underlying layer of calcite rich silt is at least a further 0.5m deep. The passage ends 
in a calcite choke after 9m. A mooring buoy with the initials ISA (Irish Speleological 
Association) was left behind by local caver Dónal Gilhoys (unpublished notes).
The cave is located where the slope direction changes from east-facing to south-facing, 
providing an extended field of view of 250° that ranges from Benbo in the north, across 
Carrane Hill, Lough Arrow, the Bricklieves, to the Curlews in the south. Several cairns 
and passage tombs of the Carrowkeel complex are visible.
Gilhoys (unpublished notes) mentions a story that was told to him by locals about this cave. 
It  claims that the passage is connected to the cave of Oweynagat in Co. Roscommon. The 
passage, however, leads into the opposite direction and a connection is highly unlikely.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
Figure 5.57: Doline leading into Legendary Tunnel, looking west.
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Figure 5.58: Legendary Tunnel. A - panoramic view from doline. B - entrance, looking in. C - entrance, looking out. 
D - passage, looking in. E - passage, looking out. 
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Figure 5.59: Legendary Tunnel. A - conduit in east passage wall. B - chamber seen from passage. C - small 
calcite cascade at base of wet passage. D - calcite encrusted animal bones. E - wet passage, looking in.
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Gully Cave C
Catalogue ID 94 ITM 572233 / 811106 BCRA grade 3D
Townland Treanmore NGR 172576 / 311096 Date Visited 26/07/2013
Owner n/a OD 140m
Gully Cave C forms part of a series of small caves that penetrate the northern and 
southern cliffs of a short gully that dissects a low limestone ridge. The ridge is located at 
the southeast slope of Keshcorran and extends for c. 1km southeast. The gully is some 
150m long, 10m to 15m wide and equally deep. The gully hosts a hazel forest which 
has developed between the large limestone boulders that cover the entire gully floor. 
100m southeast of the gully is a kerb circle (SL040-072), which lies amidst ancient field 
walls, and an enclosure (SL04071002) associated with a ringfort (SL040-071001) and 
souterrain (SL040-071002).
Gilhoys (unpublished notes) lists eight caves which he named Gully Caves A – H, of 
which seven could be located but only one (Gully Cave C) was fully accessible. Of the 
N
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Figure 5.60: Plan of Gully Cave C, BCRA grade 3D.
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remaining caves, three (Gully Caves A, H and F) were too small to access, two (Caves D 
and E) were inhabited by badgers and one (Gully Cave B) was almost entirely filled with 
rubble.
Gully Cave C, located 2m up a very steep slope, is accessed via a rectangular 1m wide x 
2m high entrance that leads into a single downwards sloping straight phreatic tunnel. The 
oval passage is 5m long, 0.8m to 1m wide x 1.2m high, which abruptly rises to a height 
of 2.2m to 3m inside the cave. The walls are smooth and covered in calcite while the floor 
is covered with a mix of clay, gravel and rocks.
Outside the cave, the ground immediately slopes away at an angle of 35° and dense 
overgrowth further restricts movement and views. Views from the cave entrance are onto 
the opposite slope of this narrow gully.   
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
A B
Figure 5.61: Gully Cave C. A - looking in. B - looking out.
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Bricklieves Caves Series
The Bricklieve Mountains describe an Upper Carboniferous Limestone massive that 
occupies an area of c. 16.5km2 that extends for 3.5km west of Lough Arrow. The landscape 
is dominated by vast high rising limestone plateaus and deep cliff-faced valleys, all 
covered with a mixture of heather and gorse as well as raised and blanket bog. Fourteen 
passage tombs and two cairns dominate the northern uplands while the southern part is, 
apart from a court tomb and a cairn, devoid of any megalithic structures.
17 caves were reported by Gilhoys for that area along with their approximate locations 
(unpublished notes) of which eight could be located in the field. Drew’s database (Drew 
2006a) lists four caves. Their locations were based on an article that was co-authored by 
Drew (Thorn et al. 1990), which contains the location of four additional caves. Four of 
these were located in the field. 
15 caves were recorded and surveyed in the Bricklieves series. Paddy Rua’s Hole, 
Cloghoge td., was blocked with barbed wire and Pollnagollum, Carricknahorna East td., 
did not fit the inclusion criteria as it is a vertical cave.
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Treanscrabbagh Cave
Catalogue ID 16 ITM 574375 / 811637 BCRA grade 3D
Townland Treanscrabbagh NGR 174419 / 311627 Date Visited 24/04/2012
Owner Stephen Hannon OD 245m
Treanscrabbagh Cave is located at the northern foot of 
a narrow flat-topped north to south oriented limestone 
ridge. The north-facing 17m long cave consists of 
straight passage, 0.7m to 1.6m wide x 0.5m to 1m 
high. The 1.6m wide x 0.2m to 0.5m high letterbox 
type entrance is formed by an exposed limestone 
overhang that sits in a recess of an otherwise grass 
covered limestone terrace. The recess forms a slight 
forecourt that is open to the north. It has the same 
width as the cave entrance. The surroundoing terrain 
slopes down only slightly. After an initial crawl over 
a rubble covered floor, the passage height increases 
to 0.8m to 1m. Here the rubble is replaced by a wet 
sloping silt and gravel floor. The roughly rectangular 
profile of the entrance passage shows little evidence of 
calcite formation but changes to an irregular slightly 
arched shape featuring some thick bright white calcite 
formations. The passage height reduces to 0.5m as 
the floor continues to slope up. At 11m, the passage 
turns slightly west and opens into a small chamber, 
5m long by 1m wide x 1m high. Here the walls are 
decorated with stalactites. At the back of the passage 
an abandoned badger sett is visible along with some 
animals bones that are encrusted with a thin layer of 
calcite.
A field of view of 180° ranges from the Dartrys in the 
north, the southern Ox Mountains, where Doonbredia 
N
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Figure 5.62: Plan of Treanscrabbagh 
Cave, BCRA grade 3D.
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Mountain with its two cairns (MA047-058 and MA047-031) is located, to Keshcorran 
and Treancmurtagh along with their passage tombs in the south. 
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 5.63: Treanscrabbagh Cave. A - panoramic 
view from entrance. B - distance view onto limestone 
outcrop with cave right of centre. C - entrance. 
D - passage near entrance. E - centre section of 
passage, looking in. F - back of passage.
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The Cove 
Catalogue ID 83 ITM 575077 / 812811 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Cloghoge Lwr NGR 175121 / 312801 Date Visited 07/08/2013
Owner n/a OD 181m
The Cove is a small mud and rubble filled chamber which was identified from the Gilhoys 
archive (unpublished notes). It is located on a 27° slope of a deep and partially cliff faced 
west-facing gully. Gilhoys suspected 
it to be connected to the more 
extensive Paddy Rua’s Hole (omitted) 
which penetrates the southwest slope 
of a similar gully which lies 250m 
northwest in Cloghoge td. Both 
gullies seem to have formed on joints 
that run at a right angle to one another 
and both caves may have developed 
on the opposite ends of the same joint 
or fault.
The Cove consists of a single southwest-facing chamber with a roughly rectangular floor 
plan measuring 0.9m wide x 2.6m deep. The cave mouth has eroded out to a width 2.4m. 
The ceiling height measures 1m at the mouth and drops to 0.8m after 1m.  On the western 
side, a small conduit, too small to enter, extends to the north. At the rear of the chamber, 
another passage running southeast is visible between two boulders. Grass and nettles 
cover the chamber floor and parts of the eroded chamber walls.
The entire field of view of 180° is blocked by the opposite wall of the gully and some 
nearby undulating hills.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 5.64: Plan of The Cove, BCRA grade 5D.
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Figure 5.65: The Cove. A - looking north across the valley. B - cave entrance. C - chamber. D - panoramic 
view from entrance.
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Carrowkeel No. 3 
Catalogue ID 81 ITM 575233 / 812811 BCRA grade 3B
Townland Cloghoge Lwr NGR 175267 / 312350 Date Visited 26/06/2013
Owner n/a OD 181m
Carrowkeel No 3 is located at the northern mouth of a deep cliff faced glacial valley that 
has formed between Doonaveeragh and Carrowkeel. The entrance sits on top of a steep 
55° slope at the base of a low cliff. The 
triangular 2.5m tall and 0.87m wide 
rift is 2m long and ends in a ledge on 
top of which a 0.42m high and 0.6m 
wide rectangular and closes down 
after 1.8m. The cave floor is covered in 
gravel and grassy vegetation. Outside 
the east-northeast-facing chamber, 
the southern cave wall aligns with a 
protruding cliff section that blocks 
the view to the south, allowing for a 
field of view of 113° that ranges from Knocknarea in the north, across Slieve League, the 
north Sligo/ north Leitrim limestone ridges between Benbulben and Thur Mountain, to 
Carrane Hill and Corry Mountain in the west.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 5.66: Plan of Carrowkeel No. 3, BCRA grade 3B.
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Figure 5.67: Carrowkeel No. 3. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - view onto cave from bottom of 
valley. C - entrance and chamber.
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Fork Rift Cave 
Catalogue ID 82 ITM 575077 / 812811 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Cloghoge Lwr NGR 175121 / 312801 Date Visited 06/07/2013 
08/07/2013
Owner n/a OD 181m
Located 30m southeast of Carrowkeel No 3, Fork Rift Cave isits on top of a steep scree 
slope at the base of low vertical northeast-facing cliff. The cliff is part of the lower shelf 
of Carrowkeel and forms the southern side of a deep glacial valley that runs between 
Carrowkeel and Doonaveeragh. 
A 27º grassy slope leads up to a 0.6m wide x 1.25m high entrance that  gives access to 
a 6m to 9m high west-facing rift. The initial 4m of the passage slope declines at 30-35° 
where a 1.5m high ledge on the left gives access into a side rift that is 0.6m wide x 6 to 9m 
high x 4m long. Past this “fork” the main passage continues to decline for another 5.5m. 
Boulder collapse from the roof has filled most of the rift and the passage is reduced to a 
crawl over a level gravel floor before it stops at a solid rock wall. 
A field of view of 157° spans from Knocknarea in the north, past Slieve League, the north 
Sligo / north Leitrim limestone ridges between Benbulben and Thur Mountain, to Carrane 
Hill and Corry Mountain in the west. The lower plateau of Doonaveeragh obscures the 
view onto the distant landscape to the south.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 No Coleman 1965 No
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
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Figure 5.68: Plan of Fork Rift Cave, BCRA grade 5D.
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Figure 5.69: Fork Rift Cave. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - view onto cave from valley floor. C - 
entrance. D - upper passage looking onto entrance. E - slope from lower section of cave. 
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Figure 5.70: Fork Rift Cave. A - upper passage, looking in. B - lower passage, seen from ledge level, 
looking in. C - rear of lower passage onto boulder choke.
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Cubicle Cave
Catalogue ID 86 ITM 575891 / 811642 BCRA grade 3D
Townland Mullaghfarna NGR 175935 / 311632 Date Visited 10/07/2013
Owner n/a OD 240m
This previously unrecorded cave is located in the southwest face of Doonaveragh, at the 
base of the lower cliff. It sits on top of a steep 32º scree slope in a narrow glacial valley 
that dissects Doonaveragh and Carrowkeel Mountain. It has developed along a joint line 
where the roughly north to south running cliff turns to the west for a few metres before it 
continues south again. The west-facing cavern is 2.2m long, 1m to 2.1m wide x 1m to 2m 
high. The increased width of the cave mouth is owed to a large angular cliff section that 
has collapsed between two joint lines from the otherwise arched cave wall, which gives 
the cave the appearance of a large cubicle. The gravel and nettle covered floor slopes to 
the south. The 157º field of view is mostly occupied by the western wall of the valley and 
only a section of the Ox Mountains is visible to the northwest.
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Figure 5.71: Plan of Cubicle Cave, BCRA grade 3D.
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Figure 5.72: Cubicle Cave. A - entrance with square collapsed section. B - looking out of chamber to 
opposite valley wall.
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Parallel Cave 
Catalogue ID 83 ITM 576066 / 811608 BCRA grade 3D
Townland Doonaghveeragh NGR 176110 / 311597 Date Visited 13/102/02/012
Owner Dominic Branley OD 258m
Located at the base of the cliff on one of the upper shelves on the east side of Doonaveragh 
Hill, Parallel Cave comprises an east-facing rectangular entrance, 2.2m wide x 2.3m high. 
It leads into a north-south oriented 0.6m to 1.6m wide x 2m to 0.3m high passage which 
runs parallel to the cliff. The southern extent of the passage ends in a boulder choke 
after 2.2m while the northern section continues for 10m before it becomes too low to 
continue. Access to the northern section leads over some large limestone boulders that 
have collapsed from the roof, which give the passage a rectangular cross section. Past 
the initial collapse the passage widens and the floor slopes down to provide more head 
room. Gravel has built up at the rear of the cave almost to roof level which hinders further 
progress.
Outside the cave the ground immediately declines at 26º. A field of view of 180º provides 
commanding views across Lough Arrow and its hinterland, which comprises (panning 
from north to south) the Ox Monuntains, Knocknarea, Slieve League, the north Sligo / 
north Leitrim limestone ridges between Benbulben and Leean Mountain, the Lough Allen 
uplands as well as parts of the Curlews.
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Figure 5.73: Plan of Parallel Cave, BCRA grade 3D.
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Figure 5.74: Parallel Cave. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - entrance, looking out. C - eastern recess. 
D - western passage looking out towards boulder collapse. E - boulder collapse in western passage near 
entrance. F - choked back of western passage.
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Chapel Cave
Catalogue ID 15 ITM 575077 / 812811 BCRA grade 2B
Townland Cuilsheegharymore NGR 175121 / 312801 Date Visited 27/04/2012
Owner Noel Fairbanks OD 181m
Chapel Cave is located at a low cliff at the foot of the Bricklieves some 500m east of 
Lough Arrow. The east-facing entrance is reached after a short walk across a field and 
consists of a large arched 2.5m to 3m high opening. The cave consists of two chambers 
that are connected via a 2.8m long, 2m wide x 1m high passage. The spacious entrance 
chamber extends for 10m west. It gradually tapers in width from 10m to 2m and has 
been floored with concrete and is used to store farming machinery and equipment. A 
climb over several rusty cattle feeders and other items leads to the connecting passage, 
which has been left in its natural state. The short passage opens into an irregularly shaped 
low chamber, measuring 8m north - south and 4m east - west and 1m to 1.7m high. It is 
decorated with flow and dripstone formations, some of which are still active. Immediately 
to the south of the entrance passage lies a large flowstone formation past which a narrow 
passage continues south for some distance but is too small to access. Another impassable 
passage extends from the northeast corner. The uneven cave floor is covered with mud 
and limestone blocks of various size. Both walls of the connecting passage consist of a 
mixture of breccia, loose limestone blocks and sediments. It is apparent it has been dug 
out to gain access to the rear chamber. 
Outside the cave, the ground gently slopes away towards the east. It’s low altitude only 
allows for limited views, which are mostly focused on the nearby Lough Arrow and the 
adjacent Moytirra region as well as Kilronan Mountain southeast of Moytirra. 
Gilhoys (unpublished notes) refers to Chapel Cave as Bench Cave, based on a small stone 
bench that was built in the paved area near the cave’s northern wall and which is probably 
a 19th century feature. He also reports that he and his associate attempted to dig out the 
southern tunnel and evidence of their digging activity were still present at time of the 
survey.
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Figure 5.76: Chapel Cave. A - panoramic view from 
entrance. B - entrance with stone bench, farming 
machinery and equipment (photo courtesy of Sam 
Moore). C - view through passage into rear chamber. 
D - view from rear chamber through passage into 
entrance chamber. E - choked passage in north 
recess. F - choked south passage (right) and large 
calcite formation (left).
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Cross Cave 
Catalogue ID 19 ITM 575051/ 809899 BCRA grade 3B
Townland Carricknahorna West NGR 175094/ 309888 Date Visited 05/05/2012
Owner David Lillie OD 230m
Cross Cave forms part of a series of three 
caves that are located at the southern 
end of a narrow north to south running 
glacial valley.  The valley abuts the 
southwest-facing flank of Skein Hill in 
Carricknahorna West td. Gilhoys calls this 
the Rocking Stone series, named after a 
glacial erratic that once stood in the middle 
of the valley directly west of Cross Cave. 
He recorded five caves that are located in 
close proximity to one another near the top 
of the cliff, only two of which could be 
located. 
A steep grassy slope leads to a slightly 
recessed keyhole-shaped opening, 4.5m 
tall and 1.8m wide, that extends 13m 
northeast. The cave width tapers from 
1.7m near the entrance to 0.6m at the back. 
The gravel and silt covered floor slopes 
up gradually towards the rear at 18º causing the height to decrease to 0.6m. Near the 
rear of the cave are two short passages that extend from the main passage at roughly 
right angles, giving it a cruciform floor plan. The western passage continues for 2.7m, 
quickly becoming narrower and lower before it closes down. The eastern passage, which 
is completely covered with calcite formation, continues for 2.2m. It rapidly decreases 
in dimensions before it ends in a calcite choke. Past the crossing, the main passage also 
N
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Figure 5.77: Plan of Cross Cave, BCRA grade 3B.
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quickly becomes narrower and lower and is accessible for another 2.7m where it closes 
down in a calcite choke.
An upper passage was noted near the crossing, where the ceiling height suddenly drops 
from 2.6m to 0.9m, which was too difficult to attempt. Gilhoys (unpublished notes) 
explored this section and noted:
“At X (see survey) a 3m tricky climb-up leads to a horizontal area, in fact the 
top of a very large roof block fallen down (3 - 4m long and 40 - 60cm high) 
which goes in the direction of the extension. Access into this can be gained 
through a tight squeeze. (The rough surface of the calcinated walls make 
manoeuvring very difficult.) It is [sic] a 2m long passage (lying 60cm below 
the roof block) , where one can sit more or less comfortably and look at a 
very beautiful with a small flowstone front, a 2m long pool and an abundance 
of calcite formation covering the roof and forming the background. Turning 
round one can crawl into a low passage along the north| East [sic] side of the 
block for a few metres. It continues for at least another 10m [..]”
A B
Figure 5.78: Cross Cave. A - entrance seen from bottom of cliff. B - entrance, looking out.
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Figure 5.79: Cross Cave. A - cross chamber seen 
from entrance. B - main passage, looking out onto 
entrance. C - cross passage looking into south 
recess. D - west recess with calcite choke. E - east 
recess.
The view outside the cave is entirely occupied by the opposite valley wall and because of 
its location in a recess, only the southern section of the valley can be seen from the cave.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
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Carricknahorna Cave 
Catalogue ID 18 ITM 575065/ 809883 BCRA grade 3B
Townland Carricknahorna West NGR 175108/ 309872 Date Visited 05/05/2012
Owner David Lillie OD 236m
Referred to by Gilhoys as “last one”, Carricknahorna Cave is located 21m southeast of 
Cross Cave in the same cliff face on the southwest face of Skein Hill. A climb up a steep 
slope leads to a 2m high ledge. On top of which is a 2m high and 0.9m wide rectangular 
southwest-facing entrance. After 1.2m, two narrow passages extend almost in a Y-shape 
from the entrance passage. The southern passage, initially 1.2m high and 0.5m wide, 
becomes too narrow to continue after 4m. A badger sett also hinders further progress. To 
the east a slightly upwards sloping keyhole-shaped passage extends for 5.5m, 0.4m to 
0.6m wide x 1m to 1.3m high. A few calcite formations are visible at the back of it.
The view outside the cave is entirely occupied by the opposite valley wall and because of 
its location in a recess, only the southern section of the valley can be seen from the cave.
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Figure 5.80: Plan of Carricknahorna Cave, BCRA grade 3B.
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Figure 5.81: Carricknahorna Cave. A - view from bottom of cliff onto concealed entrance. B - east passage, 
looking in. C - northwest passage, looking in.
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Through Trip Tunnel 
Catalogue ID 83 ITM 575077/ 812811 BCRA grade 3B
Townland Carricknahorna West NGR 175121/ 312801 Date Visited 07/08/2013
Owner David Lillie OD 181m
Through trip tunnel sits at the southern corner of Skein Hill where it pierces the narrowing 
ridge in northeast to southwest direction. At its northeast end the arched through-passage 
is 1.9m wide x 1.5m high. A small 2.6m north-facing fissure opens onto the cliff base.
Just outside the cave where the cave wall joins the southern cliff face, a small tunnel 
measuring 0.3 to 0.8m wide x 0.5m high penetrates the base of the cliff for 2.8m. A badger 
sett occupies the back of the cave. Here, a small piece of flint (OC33:19) was found by 
Tatjana Kytmannow in 2004 (T. Kytmannow 2014 pers. com.). The Topographical Files 
at the National Museum do not hold any further information on the object but the finder 
confirmed the find location as the Through Trip Tunnel.
The northeast-facing cave mouth opens into the valley below and tree growth obscures 
N
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Figure 5.82: Plan of Through Trip Tunnel, BCRA grade 3B.
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most of the view into it. The southwest mouth opens onto a gently grassy terrace that 
slopes towards the vastly level floor to the northeast and up to the south. The slope blocks 
most of the view and only the south parts of Maelahoo and the distant Curlew Mountains 
are visible.
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Figure 5.83: Through Trip Tunnel. A - panoramic 
view from south entrance. B - looking north through 
passage. C - north entrance with west fissure. D - 
east-facing passage outside north entrance.
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Balcony Cave 
Catalogue ID 90 ITM 575222 / 808641 BCRA grade 3B
Townland Brougher NGR 175265 / 308630 Date Visited 10/08/2013
Owner n/a OD 220m
Balcony Cave penetrates a partially grass-covered cliff face that runs near the top of the 
southernmost slopes of the Bricklieves. The southwest-facing arched mouth, 4.2m wide x 
1.7m high, leads into a D-shaped chamber which is 5m deep by 2m wide. The flat ceiling 
drops from 0.9m immediately past the entrance to 0.6m at the back. The mud and grass 
covered floor slightly drops towards the rear.
Outside the cave, the ground slopes away at 27º and a field of view of 171º allows for 
panoramic views across south Sligo as far north as the Ox Mountains, Co. Mayo, west Co. 
Roscommon and Co. Galway. The view extends as far southeast as the nearby Curlews.
0 0.5 1m
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Figure 5.84: Plan of Balcony Cave, BCRA grade 3B.
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Figure 5.85: Balcony Cave. A - panoramic view from entrance. B - southern extent of Carrowkeel with 
cave at centre of image. C - cave chamber. D - entrance of cave.
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6. Deerpark Research Area
The Deerpark research area is located 1.3km south of Lough Gill near the Sligo Leitrim 
border. Two further lakes, Colgagh Lough and Lough Anelteen, border the area to the 
west and east respectively. To the north lie the Crockauns and Keelogyboy. The northern 
two thirds of the research area are dominated by the Upper Carboniferous Limestone 
outcrop that forms the hill at Magheraghanrush td. which peaks at 140m OD. To the south 
lies a north-facing crag and tail formation that rises to 80m OD. 
The majority of the land is used for commercial timber production and much of 
Magheraghanrush or Deerpark td. is covered in coniferous forest. The remaining land is 
mostly pasture.
The SMR lists 36 archaeological sites, six of which are marked as redundant. A Neolithic 
court tomb (SL015-050), a late Neolithic or early Bronze Age wedge tomb, and two 
prehistoric barrows represent prehistoric activity in the area.  The remaining 26 sites are 
mostly attributed to early medieval and historic periods, comprising eight ringforts, four 
souterrains, a bullaun stone, a field system, two houses, and a hut site. Four enclosures, 
three mounds, a quarry, and a megalithic structure are currently not attributed to any 
period.
A total of five caves were recorded in the townlands of Fermoyle, Magheraghanrush and 
Tully. Only the caves at Fermoyle could be surveyed due to badger occupation and are 
listed here but not included in the study. A second cave, close to Deerpark Cave 1 and 
measuring 13m in length was mentioned by Coleman (1965, 56) but could not be located.
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Figure 6.1: A - 1:50000 map (Discovery Series 25) with Deerpark research area (outlined in red) and cave 
distribution (black triangles). B - RMP 6” map, sheet SL015 with cave locations marked.
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Deerpark Cave 1
Catalogue ID 041 ITM 575051 / 836883 BCRA grade n/a
Townland Deerpark NGR 175094 / 336878 Date Visited 10/10/2012
Owner Coillte OD 133m
Located in a small crag at the north side of the hill in Deerpark td., Deerpark Cave 1 
consists of a single straight partially collapsed passage that formed along a fissure. The 
rectangular entrance measures 1.45m wide and 1.8m high but decreases in size almost 
immediately to 0.9m wide and 1.1m high. The passage continues for 6.5m and splits off 
into two small conduits that are too narrow to enter. A substantial badger sett also hinders 
access to the rear part of the cave causing the floor to slope upwards at a 10° angle. The 
cave floor consists of medium sized stones that penetrate through silt and nesting material. 
Stepping out of the cave, a field of view of 125° allows for a view north as far as the 
Dartry Mountains.
6” map Yes 25” map Yes 1st Edition Map No
Drew 2006 608 Coleman 1965 Yes Other literature
OSNB No OSL No NMI Top Files No
Figure 6.2: Deerpark Cave 1. 
A - panoramic view from cave 
entrance. B - entrance. C - passage.
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Deerpark Cave 2
Catalogue ID 036 ITM 575582 / 836833 BCRA grade n/a
Townland Deerpark NGR 575582 / 836831 Date Visited 22/10/2012
Owner Coillte OD 155m
Deerpark Cave 2 is located in the forested east side of Deerpark td. in a north-facing hill 
with a 30° slope. The cave consists of a very tight fissure, c. 0.4m wide and no more than 
2m deep. At the time of visit a badger sett occupied the entire fissure-formed cavity and 
no further investigation of the cave’s interior was possible.
South of the east-facing passage is a small 0.3m wide fissure which looks like it has been 
deliberately blocked with some drystone walling. From the slope outside the cave, much 
of the view to the east and south is currently obscured by trees but maps indicate a field 
of view of 155° from north to south southeast. Towards north Keelogyboy and Leean 
Mountains are visible above the tree canopy.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
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Figure 6.3: Deerpark Cave 2. A - panoramic view from entrance. 
B - almost entirely silted up passage.
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Fermoyle Cave 1
Catalogue ID 059 ITM 575291 / 837306 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Fermoyle NGR 175334 / 337301 Date Visited 20/03/2013
Owner Coillte OD 127m
Fermoyle Cave is accessible via Anne Connolly’s farm, which was referred to by Jack 
Coleman (1965, 56) as Dennison’s farm. It is located in a south-facing crag in a small 
wooded area. Mrs. Connolly remembered playing in this cave as a child, as well as 
Deerpark Cave 1. She recalled how one of her sons recently lit a fire inside Fermoyle 
Cave 1 to test if it extends beyond the accessible part. They saw smoke emitting from the 
top of the hill which indicated the presence of an opening. However, they never searched 
for it.
A 5m wide x 1.5m high entrance leads into a south-southwest-facing passage, which is 
accessible for 8m but extends for at least another 3.5m. The interior of the cave is filled 
with loose soil and leaves that gradually build up until it reaches the ceiling at the rear 
end. At the very rear some relic speleothems can be seen.
Outside the cave is a spacious level area extending c. 6m along the crag and 3m to the 
south. The straight cliff allows for a field of view of 170°, however, the thick forest blocks 
the view entirely. 200m to the south and within the field of view lies Deerpark Hill.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
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Figure 6.4: Fermoyle Cave 1. A - entrance. B - passage.
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Figure 6.5: Plan of Fermoyle Cave 1 and Fermoyle Cave 2, BCRA grade 5D.
Figure 6.6: Limestone outcrop with Fermoyle Cave 1 (left) and Fermoyle Cave 2 (right).
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Fermoyle Cave 2
Catalogue ID 060 ITM 575291 / 837306 BCRA grade 5D
Townland Fermoyle NGR 175334 / 337301 Date Visited 20/3/2013
Owner Coillte OD 127m
Immediately beside Fermoyle Cave 1 
is Fermoyle Cave 2 which consists of a 
winding narrow passage that extends for 
at least 5m northeast. The 1.5m wide x 
1.3m high entrance quickly narrows down 
to 0.7m and 0.65m respectively but sharp 
turns and obstacles do not allow entrance 
to the cave for more than 3m. A badger 
sett occupies parts of the inner passage.
Outside the cave is a spacious level area 
extending c. 6m along the crag and 3m to 
the south. The straight cliff allows for a 
field of view of 170°. However, a Coillte 
forest blocks the view entirely. 200m to the south and within the field of view lies 
Deerpark Hill.
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
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Figure 6.7:  Fermoyle Cave 2.
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Tully Cave
Catalogue ID 78 ITM 575680 / 835890 BCRA grade n/a
Townland Tully NGR 175723 / 335884 Date Visited 5/6/2013
Owner Jackie McGowan OD 74m
Tully Cave is located in  a shallow crag below a flat topped limestone outcrop. Its north-
facing entrance is 1m wide x 1.15m high and leads into a small chamber that has formed 
at the crossing point of the entrance passage and an east west running cross passage. 
The south and west extents of these two passages, all measuring around 1m wide x 1m 
high terminate after c. 2m. To the east the cross passage opens into a spacious mud and 
boulder-filled chamber from which two low, parallel running passages continue for c. 
10m before they end in mud chokes. The dry and organic rich sediments in the chamber 
are heavily disturbed by burrows and it seems that there are more passages adjoining the 
chamber to the south and west. The cave’s walls and ceiling are heavily eroded and have 
a blocky and stepped appearance. Deeper inside the cave, the walls are decorated with 
some speleothems. A small boulder filled passage continues east and opens back onto the 
crag. However, debris has almost entirely filled that opening. 
6” map No 25” map No 1st Edition Map No
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Figure 6.8: Entrance to Tully Cave. Figure 6.9: View from entrance into entrance 
chamber. 
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Figure 6.10: Tully Cave. A - choked passage (left) and entrance to large inner chamber. B - view from 
rear passages towards eastern passage with blocked second entrance. C - view from main chamber into 
entrance chamber. D - view from southern passage into main chamber. E - main chamber, looking into rear 
passages. F - looking into right rear passage.
